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Abstract

0.1 Summary (english)

During this PhD, I have �rst �nished the development of a unique experimental set-up,
dedicated for studies of electronic transport of low impedance multi-terminal nanostruc-
tures. This set-up allows conductance and noise measurements at very low temperature
(30mK), with a resolution of a few pico-ampere by using SQUIDs as current ampli�ers. In
chapter 5, I give some explanation of the measurement working principle. Furthermore,
I explain the calibration of the experimental set-up as well as how to extract physical
quantities from the measurements.

In chapter 6, I explain transport measurements on di�usive tri-terminal junctions (tri-
junction). In a T-shape called geometry, the superconducting Al-electrodes are connected
via a common metallic, non-superconducting part of Copper. For these nanostructures,
we observe features in the conductance at low voltage, which have been never observed
yet experimentally. These features in conductance/resistance have a striking resemblance
with a dc-Josephson e�ect, appearing when two applied potentials on the tri-junction
compensate exactly each other. In literature, two mechanisms are proposed to explain
this e�ect. The �rst mechanism, called "mode-locking", corresponds to a dynamic locking
of ac-Josephson currents, which is induced by the experimental environment (circuit).
This situation has been extensively studied in the 60's on coupled microstructures, based
on weak links. In order to test this explanation, we have measured a junction, which is
composed of two spatially separated Josephson junctions. The anomalies does not show
up in such a geometry, even not with strongly reduced amplitude. This indicates, that
synchronization via the experimental environment can't be the origin of the observed
features.

The second theoretical mechanism is named "quartet-mode" and has been recently
proposed by Freyn and Co-workers. In this process, one superconducting electrode emits
doublets of Cooper-pairs. Each of the two pairs splits into two quasi particles propagating
toward di�erent superconducting contacts. In such a mechanism, two quasi-particles orig-
inating of two di�erent Cooper-pairs, arrive each in the two superconducting contacts. If
the applied voltage between the emitting superconducting contact and the two other con-
tacts is exactly opposite, the phase of the electronic wave functions of the arriving quasi-
particles on the same superconducting contact are such, that these two quasi-particles
can recombine by forming a Cooper-pair. Due to this mechanism, the emitted doublet
of Cooper-pairs is coherently distributed as two Cooper-pairs, each of them in a di�erent
superconducting contact. This mechanism is favored, since it is robust with respect to dis-
order and can hence also exist over a large range of voltage. During this PhD, I have shown
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0.1. SUMMARY (ENGLISH)

that these anomalies are indeed present for applied voltage corresponding to energies well
above the Thouless energy. Argumentum a contrario, the coherent e�ects responsible for
the ac Josephson-e�ect have to be strongly attenuated over the same range of energy,
which makes low probable the e�ect of mode-locking. The observed dependency with
applied magnetic �eld and the temperature are further indications for the quartet-mode.
Unfortunately, for the moment, no microscopic complete theory of such a trijunction ex-
ists in order to provide an inevitable argumentation. Nevertheless, a phenomenological
approach has been developed based on a extended RSJ model. This allows an estimation
of the in�uence of the particularities of the experimental set-up (voltage-/current-bias).
The �rst part of the manuscript (chapter 1-4) consists of an introduction, followed by a
quite detailed description of mesoscopic physics, on which the further manuscript is based
as well as a state-of the art about the studies of coupled Josephson junctions. Chapter 5-7
describes the performed experimental work. In chapter 8, I give a conclusion about the
e�ected work and propose complementary experiments as well as long term perspectives.

Andreas H. Pfe�er - vi - Three-terminal Josephson-junctions



CONTENTS

0.2 Résumée de Thèse (français)

Pendant ce travail de thèse, j'ai tout d'abord �nalisé le développement d'un système
expérimental unique dédié aux études de transport électronique de nanostructures multi-
terminaux de faible impédance. Ce dispositif permet des mesures de conductance et de
bruit à très basse température (30 mK), avec une résolution du pico-ampère en utilisant
des SQUIDs comme ampli�cateurs de courant. Dans le chapitre 5, je fournis une de-
scription du fonctionnement de la mesure. De plus, je décris la calibration du dispositif
et la manière de déduire des quantités physiques à partir des mesures. Au Chapitre 6,
je décris des mesures de transport avec des jonctions di�usives à trois terminaux (tri-
jonctions). Dans une géométrie, que l'on appelle T-shape, des électrodes supraconduc-
trices d'Aluminium sont connectées entre-elles par une partie centrale métallique non-
supraconductrice de Cuivre. Pour ces nanostructures, on observe des anomalies de con-
ductance à basse tension qui n'ont jamais été observées expérimentalement. Ces anomalies
de résistance/conductance ressemblant fortement à l'e�et Josephson apparaissant lorsque
deux des potentiels appliqués à la trijonction ont une somme nulle. Les anomalies sont
présentes sur une large échelle de tension sans perte d'amplitude. De-même, elles mon-
trent une grande robustesse en température. Des expériences sous champ magnétique
appliqué montrent une forte suppression des anomalies pour un champ magnétique cor-
respondant à �ux magnétique dans la partie normale de l'ordre d'un quantum de �ux.
Ceci indique qu'un mécanisme cohérent de phase doit être à l'origine des anomalies. Dans
la littérature, deux mécanismes sont proposés pour expliquer ces e�ets. Le premier,
nommé "mode-locking", est un accrochage dynamique des courants Josephson ac, qui
est induit par l'environnement expérimental (circuit). Cette situation a été étudiée dans
les années soixante sur des microstructures Josephson couplées à base de liens faibles.
Pour tester cette explication, nous avons mesuré un échantillon composé de deux jonc-
tions Josephson spatialement séparées. Les anomalies n'apparaissent pas dans une telle
géométrie, pas même avec une amplitude réduite. Ceci indique qu'une synchronisation
par l'environnement expérimental ne peut pas être à l'origine des anomalies observées.
Le deuxième mécanisme théorique évoqué est nommé "mode de quartet" et a été proposé
récemment par Freyn et collaborateurs. L'une des électrodes supraconductrices distribue
alors des doublets de paires de Cooper. Chacune de ces deux paires se scindent alors en
deux quasiparticles se propageant chacune vers deux contacts supraconducteurs di�érents.
Dans un tel mécanisme deux quasiparticules, issues de deux paires de Cooper di�érentes,
arrivent sur chacun des deux contacts supraconducteurs. Lorsque les tensions appliquées
entre le contact supraconducteurs émetteur et les deux autres contacts sont exactement
opposés, les phases des fonctions d'ondes électroniques des quasiparticules arrivant sur
un même contact supraconducteur sont telles que ces deux quasiparticules peuvent se
recombiner pour former une paire de Cooper. Par ce mécanisme le doublet de paires de
Copper émis se distribue de manière cohérente en deux paires de Cooper chacune dans un
contact supraconducteur di�érent. Ce mécanisme est favorable, car il est robuste envers
le désordre et peut ainsi exister sur une large échelle de tensions. Au cours de cette thèse,
j'ai montré que ces anomalies sont e�ectivement présentes pour des tensions appliquées
correspondant à des énergies bien supérieures à l'énergie de Thouless. A contrario, les
e�ets cohérents responsables de l'e�et Josephson ac doivent être fortement atténués sur
cette même échelle d'énergie, ce qui rend peu probable le mécanisme de mode-locking.
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0.2. RÉSUMÉE DE THÈSE (FRANÇAIS)

La dépendance observée avec le champ magnétique et la température sont d'autres indi-
cations de l'existence du mode de quartet. Malheureusement, il n'existe pour l'instant,
pas de théorie microscopique complète d'une telle trijonction pour fournir une argumen-
tation incontournable. Néanmoins, une approche phénoménologique a été développée sur
la base d'un modèle RSJ élargi. Celui-ci permet une estimation de l'in�uence des par-
ticularités du dispositif expérimental (voltage-/current-bias). La première partie de mon
manuscrit (chapitre 1, 2, 3 et 4) présente une introduction, une description assez détaillée
des concepts de supraconductivité mésoscopique utiles au reste du manuscrit ainsi qu'un
état de l'art dans l'étude des jonctions Josephson couplées. Dans le Chapitre 8, je donne
une conclusion du travail e�ectué et je propose des expériences complémentaires et des
perspectives à long terme.

Andreas H. Pfe�er - viii - Three-terminal Josephson-junctions



Chapter 1

Introduction

Quantum physics, is without doubt one of the supreme achievements of the 20th cen-
tury and has de�nitively changed the understanding of physics up to our days. Especially
because of the concept of particle-wave duality and the superposition-mechanism, quan-
tum physics was for a long time considered as an incomplete theory. One of the most
astonishing consequences of quantum mechanics is the existence of entangled states. This
is the starting-point of the famous work of Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [1]. Their rea-
soning, now known as EPR-paradox, can be summarized as follows: When the quantum
states of two particles are entangled, the measurement of one of these particles reveals in-
stantaneously the state of the second particle. This remains true even if the two particles
have propagated on both ends of the universe. Since the result of the �rst measurement
occurs with a certain probability, Einstein and co-workers came to the conclusion: "Can
the quantum-mechanical description of physical reality be considered complete?"

Until the sixties, a common opinion was that a mechanism, which is not considered
within the theory yet, would govern the outcome of each measurement and resolve the
EPR-paradox. This unconsidered mechanism is called hidden variable. In 1965 however,
J.S. Bell [2] achieved to reformulate this paradox in a mathematical form and showed,
that quantum mechanics is not consistent with any hidden-variable theory. Furthermore,
he pointed out, that this incompatibility can be tested experimentally. Up to our days,
thousands of experiments have con�rmed the concept of quantum physics.

Over the last decades, several systems have been found, where quantum properties
can be observed at a macroscopic scale. Among them the so-called Josephson junctions
are the most extensively studied over the last 50 years.

In 1962, B. D. Josephson predicted, that a supercurrent could �ow at zero applied
voltage between two superconducting reservoirs only separated by an insulating layer.
Furthermore, he predicted that for �nite voltage across such a junction, an ac-current can
be generated. These e�ects were con�rmed experimentally few years later [3�7] and were
named Josephson-e�ects named after their discoverer. Further studies have shown [8], that
Josephson e�ects can be observed generally in all structures, where two superconductors
are connected by a "weak link" (tunnel barrier, normal metal, semiconductor, geometrical
constriction etc.). Therefore, Josephson junctions developed into a highly active �eld of
fundamental and industrial research [9].

As a result of the progress in fabrication techniques, more and more complex structures
have been studied. First experiments on coupled Josephson junctions were performed
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in the late sixties. Depending on device-geometry and performed experiments, di�erent
mechanism have been revealed both in experiment and theory, for instance phase-/voltage-
locking (for more detailed review, please refer for instance to [10,11]). Due to deeper un-
derstanding of the underlying physics and permanent progress in fabrication techniques,
more and more sophisticated devices get available during the last decade, such as Joseph-
son transistors [12] or so-called Josephson mixers, which allow signal ampli�cation near
the quantum limit [13,14].

At the end of the 90's, theory predicted that after Andreev re�ection, incident and
the retro-re�ected particles can be spatially separated by choosing an appropriate ge-
ometry [15, 16]. This process arises for instance in three-terminal structures, where two
metallic contacts, situated within a distance of the superconducting coherence length ξs,
are connected to a superconductor. In this kind of structures, there is a non-zero prob-
ability, that an incident electron from contact 1 is retro-re�ected as a hole into contact
2. This process, is called Crossed Andreev re�ection (CAR). It did not take long time,
before people realized that CAR could be use-full for application in solid-state quan-
tum computers and future electronics. Cooper-pairs are naturally entangled electrons, a
controllable CAR-process would help to generate entangled electrons on demand. A so-
called electronic "EPR-source" o�ers promising perspectives for application and research
(quantum cryptography, quantum computing, spintronics, etc.). For that reason, the com-
munity working on experiments toward the realization of such an electronic EPR-source
has grown continuously over the last years. However, before this milestone in solid-state
physics, a few major steps have to be accomplished.

In a �rst step, the theoretical prediction of CAR has to be con�rmed experimentally.
The �rst experimental proof of CAR has been given by Beckmann et al. [17] with the help
of ferromagnetic materials. Within the last few years, CAR has equally been observed
in various other materials and geometries [18�22] and it turned out that even splitting-
e�ciencies of nearly 100 % can be achieved in appropriate device geometries [23].

Another approach to study the entanglement is to investigate devices involving three
superconducting electrodes. Within these devices, superconducting correlations are ex-
pected to be strongly enhanced, allowing to study noise properties and transport involving
Cooper-pairs in more detail. Furthermore, recent theoretical predictions announce new
transport mechanisms for multi-terminal structures with all superconducting electrodes,
which have not been reported yet experimentally, such as 3-terminal MAR [24] or the
coherent transport in dynamic regime via quartet-modes [25,26].

Within the framework of this PhD, I �nished the development of a unique experimental
set-up which allows detailed studies of such all-superconducting multi-terminal devices for
low impedance samples. The measurements are performed with SQUIDs acting as current
ampli�ers, which allow conductance- and noise measurements with a resolution in the pico-
ampere range. Furthermore, we report of conductance measurements in three-terminal
di�usive Josephson junctions, where features occur in the low-voltage range, which are
consistent with the recent theoretical prediction of non-local quartets. These non-local
quartets, once established, can be seen as a further and �nal proof of the CAR, since
CAR is an unavoidable ingredient of this transport-mechanism.

Andreas H. Pfe�er - 2 - Three-terminal Josephson-junctions



Chapter 2

Hybrid Nanostructures

The interplay of a superconductor with normal metals is an active �eld of fundamental
research for already more than 30 years ( [9, 10, 19, 27�30]; for an historical overview, see
for instance [31]). The underlying mechanism providing electronic transport below the
superconducting gap ∆ through hybrid structures composed of a superconductor and a
normal metal is called Andreev re�ection. Within this process, an incoming electron
from the normal metal side is retro-re�ected as a hole, which leads to the creation of a
Cooper-pair in the superconductor. Electron and hole (named "Andreev-pairs" in the
following) stay coherent over a coherence length Lε which can be limited by various
parameters, such as temperature, applied voltage or material properties. Depending on
the interface transparency, normal metal and superconductor exchange their properties at
the interface, which is known as (inverse) proximity e�ect. This interplay of macroscopic
coherence due to superconductivity and microscopic coherence in normal metals provides
rich phenomena in hybrid nanostructures.
In the following chapter, I will �rst introduce some basic principles of superconductivity.
Then, a short overview of phenomena, arising in more complex devices, will be given.

2.1 S/N: Andreev re�ection and Coherence

Let's consider an interface between a superconductor and a normal metal. Due to
the gap in the superconducting density of states around the Fermi-energy EF , excited
quasiparticles from normal metal-side cannot enter if their energy ε is smaller than the
superconducting gap ∆, ε = |E − EF | < ∆. However, Andreev re�ection (AR) provides a
coherent mechanism, which converts the dissipative transport via excited electrons (quasi-
particles) in a normal metal into dissipation-less supercurrent via Cooper pairs (for a
visualisation of the Andreev re�ection process, see Fig. 2.1 and 2.2).

Within this process, an incoming electron from normal metal side with energy Ee =
ε + EF , momentum ke = kF + δk and spin S = σ is retro-re�ected as a hole with
opposite spin and momentum (S = −σ, kh = kF − δk) at an energy Eh = −ε + EF ,
where δk ≈ ε/~vF , vF is the Fermi velocity. Furthermore, a Cooper-pair is generated
in the superconductor [32, 33] 1. During the AR-process, the retro-re�ected hole wave

1. O� course, also the inverse process is possible, where an incoming hole gets retro-re�ected as an
electron by removing a Cooper pair from the superconductor.
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2.1. S/N: ANDREEV REFLECTION AND COHERENCE

2

EF

S N

Figure 2.1: Andreev-re�ection in energy
space: an incoming electron is retro-
re�ected as a hole; this leads to the cre-
ation of a Cooper-pair in the supercon-
ductor (Figures reproduced from Thesis
C. Ho�mann [34]

ϕ

S N

δϕ=ϕ +ϕp

Figure 2.2: In Andreev re�ection, the total
phase-shift between electron and hole con-
sists of a phase-relative de-phasing at the
interface Φi and a propagation-induced
contribution Φp

function picks up the macroscopic superconducting phase as well as an additional, energy-
dependent relative phase φi:

φi = Φ− arccos
( ε

∆

)
(2.1)

where Φ is the macroscopic superconducting phase, ε the energy of the incoming electron
with respect to the Fermi-level (see Fig. 2.1). Away from the S/N interface, the electron
and hole wave functions de-phase due to the mismatch of their wave vectors

ke − kh = 2δk ≈ 2
ε

~vF
. (2.2)

As can be seen easily, perfect retro-re�ection is just possible for ε = 0. This means, that
the hole follows exactly the same path as the incident electron and propagation does not
lead to additional de-phasing. In that case, the coherence of the Andreev-pair is limited
by the individual phase coherence of a quasi-particle, LΦ.

If ε 6= 0, a propagation-induced phase-shift Φp between electron and hole takes place.
After a di�usion path L or equivalently a time τ = L/vF , one gets

φp = 2δk L =
2εL
~vF

. (2.3)

Hence, for ε 6= 0, the phase-shift ∆φ = φi + φp is composed by two contributions: the
obligatory part due to AR as well as a propagation-induced phase-shift which strongly
depends on the material properties (ballistic or di�usive).
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CHAPTER 2. HYBRID NANOSTRUCTURES
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Figure 2.3: Andreev re�ection, ex-
pressed in k-space [31]

N

le
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S

Figure 2.4: Sketch of some important
length scales in S/N nanostructures: le:
mean free path; Lε coherence length of
an Andreev pair; LΦ: quasi-particle co-
herence length; reproduced from [35]

Following equation Eq. 2.3, one can de�ne an energy-dependent length-scale (respec-
tively time-scale), above which electron and hole phase-di�erences are randomized. This
length scale (respectively time scale) de�nes the coherence of the Andreev pairs:

Lε =
~vF
ε

or τε =
~
ε

In the di�usive limit, one prefers to deal with the actual distance Lε from the interface:

Lε =
√
Dτε =

√
~D
ε

(2.4)

where D is the di�usive constant of the normal metal 2. The limiting parameters for this
coherence length can have various origin, for example applied voltage eV or temperature
(2πkBT ). The expression of Lε allows to de�ne the so-called Thouless energy ETh

ETh =
~D
L2

. (2.5)

Therefore, the Thouless energy ETh speci�es the energy window within which an Andreev-
pair remains coherent at a given distance L. Finally, the ultimate length scale is given
by the single particle phase coherence length LΦ: experiments in di�usive metal nanos-
tructures revealed phase coherence lengths LΦ up to 10µm, strongly dependent on the
material purity [36�38].

2. In the ballistic limit, Lε corresponds to Lε
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2.1. S/N: ANDREEV REFLECTION AND COHERENCE

2.1.1 Proximity e�ect

S N

x[a.u.]

- S
F
(x
)

N

B

S/N

0

1

Figure 2.5: Proximity e�ect at S/N
interface

So far, the material properties of superconduc-
tor (S) and normal metal (N) have been considered
as homogeneous, even near the interface (ideal N-S
boundary) - and Andreev re�ection was considered
to take place exactly at the interface. In reality, this
is not necessarily the case. A good electrical con-
tact between a superconductor and a normal metal
leads to important modi�cations in the local density
of states (DOS) as well as the transport properties
(see Fig. 2.5). As seen in section 2.1, Andreev re-
�ection forms an electron-hole pair, staying coher-
ent over a length Lε in N. This coherence induces
superconducting properties into the normal metal,
which is called proximity e�ect. Cooper-pairs can be
formed even in the normal metal within the range
ξN =

√
~Dn/∆, because the pair amplitude is still

present there (BCS-theory).

The �rst theory, taking into account this energy-
dependent superconducting coherence, was given by
the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations [39]. Within
the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations, the supercon-
ducting excitation spectrum is described by a set of coupled di�erential equations, where
u(x) describes the electron-component of the wave-functions (respectively hole-component
v(r)). They read

(
H0 ∆(x)

∆(x) −H∗0

)(
u(x)
v(x)

)
= ε

(
u(x)
v(x)

)
(2.6)

H0 is the one-electron-Hamiltonian, ∆(x) is the so-called pair potential, providing the
coupling between electron- and hole-wave function u(x), v(x). For ∆(x) = 0, the equation
decouple and describe electrons and holes in a normal metal. If ∆(x) 6= 0, the equations
allow to describe electron-hole excitations at sub-gap energies around the S/N interface.

Within this theory, the induced superconductivity is described by a superconducting
pair amplitude F (x) =

〈
Ψ↑(x)Ψ∗↓(x)

〉
, which is related to the Ginzburg-Landau order

parameter. This pair amplitude decays exponentially as ∆(x, ε) ∝ exp(−kx) with k =√
ε/~D, where x indicates the spatial distance to the superconductor. Thus, the pair

amplitude is zero and d.c. Josephson current vanishes, if x >> Lε (coherence is lost,
hence no supercurrent can �ow). The proximity induced superconductivity also strongly
depends on the interface quality of the S/N contact.

Of course, also the superconducting properties are changed in proximity of the normal
metal N. Over a length ξS =

√
~Ds/∆, the pair potential gets suppressed at superconductor-

side near the interface, which is known as inverse proximity e�ect. In a quasi-classical
approximation [40], the consequent suppression of the pair amplitude on S-side can be
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CHAPTER 2. HYBRID NANOSTRUCTURES

given by γ, whereas γB quanti�es the jump in the pair amplitude directly at the interface

γ =
ρsξs
ρnξn

(2.7)

γB =
Ri

ρnξn
(2.8)

Ri is the interface resistance, ρs,n are the normal state resistivity of N and S [9, 40, 41].
An overview of the important length scales and their corresponding energies is given in
Fig. 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Energy-length scale relation:
The coherence length Lε of an Andreev-
pair is situated between the two limits,
given by ξn and LΦ; LT gives the thermal
length for propagating pairs at �nite tem-
perature, when ε = 2πkBT (reproduced
from [42]).

2.1.2 Interface

Up to now, we discussed electronic transport through an S/N boundary with the
assumption of an ideal interface. This means, that each incoming electron with ε < ∆
from the normal-metal-side performs an Andreev re�ection. This is a highly simpli�ed
model. In reality, Andreev re�ection does not provide the only possible process at the
S/N interface for incoming quasi-particles. A real junction, always has a �nite barrier
strength. Depending on interface transparency and energy of the quasi-particle, other
mechanisms come into play, such as specular re�ection of the incoming electron. This
makes electronic transport in hybrid nanostructures rather complex. However, in 1982,
Blonder, Tinkham and Klapwijk (BTK) presented a complete, though simpli�ed model
(ballistic, single-channel, T=0) which describes the transport through a S/N interface of
arbitrary barrier strength Z [43].

Within this model, the barrier is expressed as a repulsive potential, Uδ(x), which
enters as parameter Z = U/~vF . The barrier transparency can be also expressed in
more convenient units as T = 1/(1 + Z2). Hence, Z = 0 can be associated with a
perfectly transparent, barrier-less interface, whereas Z >> 1 corresponds to the tunnel
limit. According to the BTK-model, an incoming electron from normal-metal side can
undergo four processes at the S/N interface [44]:

A. Andreev re�ection: retro-re�ection of incoming electron as a hole, associated with
a probability A(ε, Z)

B. specular re�ection: re�ection of incoming electron as an electron, with a probability
B(ε, Z)

C. transmission (I): transfer of an electron through the barrier as electron-like quasi-
particle, with a probability C(ε, Z)
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2.1. S/N: ANDREEV REFLECTION AND COHERENCE

D. transmission, including branch-crossing (II): transfer of an electron into the super-
conductor as a hole-like quasi-particle, with a probability D(ε, Z)

The probabilities result of calculations using Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations for a
given barrier strength. Due to probability conservation, A + B + C + D = 1. As can
be deduced from Fig. 2.7, reproduced from [43, 45], the contribution of each of these
processes drastically change with the energy of the incident quasi-particle. In general,
one can show that the total current through the structure can be written as

INS = INN

∞∫
−∞

[1 + A(ε, Z)−B(ε, Z)][f(ε− eV )− f(E)]dε. (2.9)

Naturally, the contribution of ordinary re�ection (B) and transmission (C) dominates
at high energies (ε > ∆). With increasing transparency (Z << 1), transmission ex-
ceeds the contribution due to specular re�ection.However, if the quasi-particle energy is
low (ε < ∆), no quasi-particle transmission is possible, hence C = D = 0 and depend-
ing the barrier strength, Andreev re�ection (A) or specular re�ection (B) represent the
dominating process, with A+B = 1.

Andreev re�ection (A) dominates especially for large barrier transparencies. For per-
fect transparency (Z=0), below the gap ∆, the conductance was found to be twice the
normal state conductance and represents even the only possible process - this results from
the double charge transfer during each Andreev re�ection and has been con�rmed for
instance by noise measurements [46, 47]. Branch-crossing transmission (D) however just
gives a signi�cant contribution near the superconducting gap ∆.

0.5

0

0.5

1
Z=0

0

1
Z=0.3

0

0.5

1
Z=1

0

0.5

1
Z=3

N S

A

N S

B

N S

C

N S

D

Figure 2.7: Schemes representing the four elementary processes which are taken into
account in the BTK-model. Each of them is associated with a probability which depends
on the barrier strength parameter Z [43, 48].

Even if this model is restricted to 1D case, it nevertheless allows quite accurate results
for both limits - metallic (no-barrier) junctions and tunnel junctions. Furthermore, it even
o�ers an explanation for the sub-gap structure, observed in weak-links [49, 50]. Di�erent
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authors afterwards improved the BTK-model. For instance, Son et al. included the gap-
reduction of the superconductor near the interface due to inverse proximity e�ect [51] or
Mortensen et al. extended the model to multi-dimensional case [52].
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Chapter 3

Josephson junctions

In 1962, B. D. Josephson 1 predicted a supercurrent between two superconducting
reservoirs, only separated by an insulating layer, at zero applied voltage [53]

Is = Ic sin(Φ) (3.1)

In this context, Φ expresses the phase di�erence of the Ginzburg-Landau wave functions
in the superconducting electrodes [54] and Ic is the critical current of the junction. Fur-
thermore, he predicted a simple relation between phase φ and applied voltage across the
junction

dΦ

dt
=

2eV

~
(3.2)

Few years later, [3, 4] the so-called stationary or dc-Josephson e�ect (eq. 3.1) as well
as the ac-Josephson e�ect 2 (eq. 3.2) have been con�rmed experimentally [5�7]. Ever
since, a continuous interest persists in fundamental and industrial research into these
phenomena due to their complexity as well as promising perspectives for application [9].
Further studies have shown [8], that Josephson e�ects can be observed generally in all
structures, where two superconductors are connected by a "weak link" (tunnel barrier,
normal metal, semiconductor, geometrical constriction etc.).

In a �rst step, we will show an intuitive deviation of the Josephson e�ects in the (ideal)
case of a tunnel barrier Josephson junction, just starting from fundamental Schroedinger
equations. Then we will continue with a more detailed discussion of phenomena arising
in di�usive Josephson junctions in stationary and dynamic regime.

1. The work of B. D. Josephson was awarded with the Nobel prize in 1973
2. non-stationary

11



3.1. JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS WITH AN INSULATING BARRIER

3.1 Josephson junctions with an insulating barrier

IS1 S2
Δ

e-

h+

ε
e-

h+
EF

E

x
-L/2 L/2

-L/2 L/2

Ψ1 Ψ2

0

0

Figure 3.1: Josephson junction: inside the barrier, the wave function of each supercon-
ductor decays exponentially (upper sketch); if the superconducting reservoirs are close
enough, their pair amplitudes can superpose in the isolating layer and enable supercur-
rent through the tunnel barrier (see sketch below)

The beauty of the Josephson e�ect is twofold. First, it provides rich phenomena as
consequences of quantum physics in macroscopic scale. Second, it can be directly derived
from the basic Schroedinger equations, one of the most fundamental relations of quantum
mechanics [55, 56]. Let us consider two superconductors, which are close to each other.
Each of them can be described by a macroscopic wave function

Ψ1 =
√
n1 exp (iΦ1),Ψ2 =

√
n2 exp (iΦ2) (3.3)

In this context, Φ1,2 describes the macroscopic phase of the respective superconducting
electrode, n1,2 the superconducting carrier density in superconductor 1 or 2. If the two
superconductors are close enough to each other, separated by a tiny insulating barrier,
their wave functions can overlap and the total system energy is reduced due to this (weak)
coupling. When the coupling exceeds the thermal excitation, the macroscopic phase will
lock and a supercurrent can �ow. Then, the time evolution of each superconducting wave
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function can be described by

i~
∂Ψ1

∂t
= U1Ψ1 +KΨ2 (3.4)

i~
∂Ψ2

∂t
= U2Ψ2 +KΨ1 (3.5)

where U1, U2 describes the chemical potential of each reservoir and K stands for the
coupling constant between the two reservoirs. For some applied voltage V across the
junction, we de�ne U1 = qV/2, U2 = −qV/2, q being the charge carrier 3. Now, we can
solve the equations using the wave functions above, just by separating imaginary and real
contributions. From real part, we get the dc Josephson e�ect

Js(Φ) = Jc sin(Φ) (3.6)

where Φ = Φ2−Φ1 expresses the phase di�erence of the Ginzburg-Landau wave functions
in the superconducting electrodes, Jc is the critical current density 4 and Js the circulating
supercurrent density with respect to the applied phase di�erence. From the imaginary
part, we get the ac-Josephson e�ect

Φ̇ =
qV

~
(3.7)

Since the charge transport in a superconductor is provided by Cooper pairs, as already
explained in 2.1, we can set q = 2e. Finally, we can introduce the so-called Josephson
energy, which is an indicator for the coupling strength of the system. This coupling of the
Ginzburg-Landau wave functions reduces the energy of the total system by a maximal
amount of

EJ =
IcΦ0

2π
(3.8)

3.2 DC Josephson e�ect - stationary regime

In order to understand the physics of di�usive Josephson junctions, it is helpful to
return to the perspective of Andreev re�ection. For the moment, we restrict our descrip-
tion to the ballistic limit (L < le) in 1D case, since it is easier to describe but we consider
hybrid systems when a non-superconducting material of length L is connected to two
superconducting reservoirs.

In section 2.1, we have seen that the process of Andreev re�ection (see Eq.2.1) together
with the propagation in the normal metal (see Eq. 2.3), leads to de-phasing between
electron and hole of the Andreev-pair. Supposing now an incident electron at S1, with
energy 0 < ε < ∆, ke1 = kF − δk1 (see Fig. 3.1). An Andreev-re�ection leads to the
creation of a Cooper-pair in S1 and a hole kh1 = kF − δk1. This hole can propagate to S2,

3. For simplicity, we assume −ṅ1 = ṅ2 = ṅs, and n1 = n2 = ns
4. In this description, the critical current density depends on the coupling parameterK: Jc = 4eKns/~
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3.2. DC JOSEPHSON EFFECT - STATIONARY REGIME

performing another Andreev re�ection at S2. Hence, an electron ke2 = kF −δk2 is created,
accompanied by the absorption of a Cooper-pair in S2. From a macroscopic point of view,
this process has transferred a Cooper-pair from S1 to S2 (see Fig. 3.5). If now the total
phase accumulated during the total process is an integer multiple of 2π, two resonant
standing waves can establish, which form the so-called "Andreev Bound states" (ABS).
These ABS are symmetric with respect to the Fermi-surface and carry the supercurrent
through the junction.

More generally, an Andreev Bound state can be formed between two superconducting
electrodes at any energy εn < ∆, if the following condition is ful�lled:

∆Φ =
2εnL

~vF
± Φ + 2 arccos

ε

∆
= 2πn (3.9)

where n is an integer. In the limit ETh < ∆, two successive levels are separated by
πETh. For Φ = 0 and perfect transmission, the ABS are energetically degenerated, hence
no current is �owing 5. For Φ 6= 0, the degeneracy is lifted and the ABS are populated
according to the thermal distribution function (lower levels are more occupied than higher
ones), leading to e�ective non-zero supercurrent [58]. The spectrum of ABS in the ballistic
limit, as presented above, is a sequence of δ-peaks [59]. For long, di�usive Josephson
junctions (L >> le), the level-spacing of ABS is so small, that - combined with the
smearing of the energy-distribution function - the Andreev Bound states form a continuum
(see Fig. 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Simulation of ABS in a dif-
fusive JJ [60]

Figure 3.3: Exp. observation of ABS in
a CNT-device [61]

Experimentally, the dc Josephson e�ect has been �rst revealed by measuring a zero-
resistance state up to a critical current Ic [3]. Furthermore, a Josephson junction is
sensitive to the number of quantum �ux units penetrating its junction area which allows
another experimental technique to identify a Josephson junction. The phase-dependence
of the critical current (see eq. 3.1) gives rise to a characteristic Fraunhofer-like pattern
[4](see for instance Fig. 3.4) for the critical current as a function of applied magnetic �eld.
Recent experiments con�rmed the existence of Andreev Bound states in Quantum point
contacts [62], Carbon-Nanotube-based devices [61,63] or quantum dots [64], see Fig. 3.3.

5. For any ABS carrying current in one direction, there exists another degenerate state carrying current
in opposite direction, which cancel each other, giving no net supercurrent [42,57]
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Figure 3.4: Fraunhofer-like pattern, ob-
served in a di�usive SNS-Josephson junc-
tion; the green �t follows from the solution
of the Usadel-equations [65]

N

Sa S0

e1

h1

Figure 3.5: Sketch of an Andreev Bound
state at zero-voltage

3.3 Dynamic regime

If the current through a Josephson junction exceeds its critical current Ic, the system
enters in the so-called dynamic or non-equilibrium regime.

3.3.1 ac Josephson e�ect

If one considers a constant voltage V, the phase di�erence changes linearly with time
according to equation 3.2. The superconducting current is now oscillating in time (eq.
3.1) and in addition, a normal contribution In to the total current develops. The total
current through the junction is then

I = Ic sin(ωJt+ Φ) + In (3.10)

with ωJ = 2eV/~ and < In >= V
Rn
, where Rn is the normal state resistance. Hence, the

junction generates an ac-current at Josephson-frequency fJ which depends on the applied
voltage and is given by

fJ
V

=
2e

h
≈ 484MHz/µV (3.11)

The ac-Josephson e�ect was �rst directly observed by Yanson et al. [7] by studying the
coupling between a Josephson junction and a wave guide (for more details, see for instance
[66�68]). They observe a resonance peak in the microwave spectrum, when the emitted
ac-signal matches the resonance frequency of their resonator. A more convenient approach
was �rst performed by Shapiro [5,69]: in these experiments, in addition to the dc voltage
bias V an external microwave A cos(ωrf t) is applied to the Josephson junction 6. In this

6. A: amplitude of the external microwave; ωrf/2π: applied microwave frequency
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case, visible resonances between the ac-Josephson current and the external microwave
appear in the IV-characteristics for well-de�ned values of voltage (see Fig. 3.6):

V = p
~ωrf
2e

(3.12)

where p is an integer. These resonances are known as "Shapiro-resonances" and are
established as a standard technique, in order to prove the existence of an ac Josephson-
e�ect in new materials or geometries [70�72]. When the Current-Phase relation of the
Josephson junction is not perfectly sinusoidal, additional resonances occur at

qV = p
~ωrf
2e

(3.13)

leading to non-integer resonances.

Figure 3.6: Shapiro-
resonances, observed by
Chauvin et al. in a
Quantum Point contact
at T = 20mK with
microwave frequency of
ωr = 5.125GHz [73]

3.3.2 Multiple Andreev Re�ections

The sub-gap current in SNS junctions can be described in terms of Andreev re�ection.
If a voltage is applied across the junction, a quasi-particle gains energy, each time it
propagates through the normal part. Supposing a Voltage V = 2∆/3e between the two
superconductors S0 and Sa (see Fig. 3.7a).

Let us consider a situation where a voltage V = 2∆/3 is applied across a two-terminal
Josephson-junction. Then an electron e1 with energy ε = | −∆|, which passes from the
valence band of S0 into the normal part N , gets accelerated by the applied voltage towards
the superconductor Sa. There, it performs an Andreev re�ection, creating a hole h1 with
an energy ε = | −∆ + eV | which travels toward S0. There, it performs another Andreev
re�ection which gives rise of en electron e2 with an energy ε = | −∆ + 2 eV | propagating
toward Sa. A further Andreev re�ection creates the hole h2 with energy | − ∆ + 3 eV |,
traveling back toward S0. A �nal Andreev re�ection transforms the hole into an electron
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e3 which has �nally an energy ε = | −∆ + 4 eV | = ∆ and can escape into available states
in superconductor Sa. During the whole process, one quasi-particle and 2 Cooper-pairs
have been transferred.

If we reduce now slightly the applied voltage V < 2∆/3e, we can imagine that the
electron e3 which could just reach the conduction band of Sa in the previous situation
will no longer be able to pass. Then, a further cycle of Andreev re�ection is necessary
and an additional Cooper-pair is transferred during the whole process. These variations
in the number of transferred Cooper-pairs give rise to a step in the current.

More generally, during this process, one quasi-particle and n Cooper-pairs are trans-
ferred, where n indicates the number of performed Andreev re�ections. These Multiple
Andreev Re�ections (MAR) lead to features in the IV-characteristics, each time the ap-
plied voltage is an integer fraction of twice the gap, see Fig. 3.7a.

V =
2∆

ne
(3.14)

where n is an integer. MARs have been observed in various devices, whose length L < Lε.
First studied in micro-bridges [74], tunnel junctions, and QPCs [75], the MAR induced
sub-harmonic gap structure has been also proven in di�usive S-Sc-S [76, 77] and S-N-S
junctions [78].

N

Sa S0

e1

e2

h1

(a) MAR-process for eV = 2∆
3

N

Sa S0

e1

e2

h1

h2

(b) MAR-process for eV = 2∆
3 − ε

Figure 3.7: Illustration of the Multiple Andreev re�ection process: Each time the applied
voltage is an integer fraction of twice the gap, the number of transferred particle during
one process changes, giving rise to a feature in the conductance through the Josephson
junction.
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3.4 Special Characteristics of di�usive Josephson junc-

tions

In previous sections about the Josephson e�ect, we explained the underlying mech-
anism of Josephson junctions in the most simple case of ballistic junctions. From now,
we will focus on long, di�usive Josephson junctions with highly transparent contacts. In
these devices, physics gets much more complicated for several reasons:

� Barrier: the high transparent barriers lead to a strong impact of (inverse) proximity
e�ect. This means, that also at energies below the superconducting gap (ε < ∆),
quasi-particle current through the junction is possible.

� Coherence: in di�usive junctions, as already mentioned in section 2.1, coherence
is a limiting factor, which has important consequences in the dynamic regime

In the following, we would like to give a short overview about the results and actual
knowledge, concerning di�usive Josephson junctions.

3.4.1 dc Josephson e�ect - Critical current

The current-phase relation (CPR) of di�usive Josephson junctions can show strong
deviations of the ideal dc-Josephson e�ect, as already mentioned in section 3.2 [42,58,79] 7.
In a general form, the CPR can be expressed as

Is =
∑
n

In sin(nχ) + Jn cos(nχ) with n ∈ N (3.15)

The coe�cients Jn vanish if the time reversal symmetry is maintained. A review about
possible CPR and their origin in di�erent Josephson junctions is given in [9].

There has been a lot of e�ort to �nd a valid formula to describe the temperature
dependence of the critical current of di�usive Josephson junctions. Up to now, there
exists no formula describing the whole temperature range precisely. In previous work,
two formula have been used extensively, respectively for the low-temperature and high
temperature limits. For the low temperature limit (kBT < 2.5ETh), the critical current
Ic(T ) is given by

eRnIc(T )

ETh
= b [1− 1.3 exp(−bETh/(3.2kBT ))] (3.16)

where the variable b = eRnIc(T = 0)/ETh depends on the ratio ∆/ETh; for very long
junctions, it converges toward 10.82. The critical current in di�usive Josephson junctions
in high temperature regime (kBT > 5ETh) usually �ts well with the formula found by
Wilhelm et al. [30, 83]

Ic(T ) = 64πkBT
∑
n

√
2ωn
ETh

∆2 exp(−√2ωn/ETh)

[ωn + Ωn +
√

2(Ω2
0 + Ωnωn)]2

1

eRn

(3.17)

where Ωn =
√

∆2 + ω2
n, with ωn being the Matsubara frequency.

7. Up to now, there is an ongoing discussion, if the non-sinusoidal CPR arises due to external pertur-
bations [79] or is a characteristic property of a di�usive Josephson junction [80�82]
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3.4.2 Dynamic regime

The dynamic range of di�usive Josephson junctions, is composed of a coherent and an
incoherent part. At very low temperature, the coherence length Lε of an Andreev pair is

limited by LV =
√

~D
eV
.

3.4.2.1 Coherent dynamic regime: ac-Josephson e�ect

If the applied voltage is below the Thouless energy, eV < ETh, phase coherence is
preserved between successive Andreev re�ections, and hence, ac-Josephson e�ect can be
observed. This range is called coherent regime.

If the applied voltage V exceeds the Thouless energy, eV >> ETh the phase coherence
between successive Andreev re�ections is lost and as a consequence, the ac-Josephson
e�ect vanishes. However, the decrease of the ac-Josephson e�ect is found to be quite
smooth. Shapiro-steps, which are a signature for the presence of ac-Josephson e�ect,
have been observed in previous work up to the mini-gap at Eg = 3.12ETh (see for instance
[30, 80]. More recent experiments by Chiodi et al. [65, 84], even report (integer) Shapiro-
steps up to ωrf = 2Eg (see Fig. 3.8). Unfortunately, just qualitative studies to the
appearance of Shapiro-steps have been reported for di�usive Josephson junctions. To our
knowledge, detailed studies of the decreasing of the ac-Josephson current amplitude with
increasing applied voltage have not been reported yet.

In practice, the power of the rf-source is ramped such that Shapiro-steps appear, but
the actual rf-current, �owing through the junction is unknown. As the amplitude of
the steps depends on the ratio between this rf-current and the ac-Josephson current (see
section 3.5, eq. 3.28), it is di�cult to extract the true amplitude of this ac-Josephson
current.

(a) Shapiro-resonances, measured in a di�usive
SNS junction by Chiodi [65]
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Figure 3.8: Shapiro-resonances in a di�usive SNS-junction
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3.4. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFUSIVE JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS

3.4.2.2 Incoherent dynamic regime

Independently of the Thouless energy ETh, for eV < ∆, successive Multiple Andreev
re�ections are the mechanism which is responsible for the sub-gap conductance. It gives
rise to a Subharmonic Gap structure (SGS) for eV < 2∆/n, where n is an integer. In
di�usive Josephson junctions however, they can usually only be observed up to n = 4.
The reason for this can be found in the necessary time scale in order to perform MARs
with n > 4. For a MAR-cycle, ending with a quasi-particle, which escapes into available
states above the superconducting gap, a total time τtotal = NARτD ≤ τin is needed, where
NAR is the number of performed Andreev re�ections.

Figure 3.9: MAR-structure in the di�er-
ential Conductance of a di�usive SNS-
junction [78]. Features occur in the con-
ductance, each time the applied voltage is
an integer fraction of twice the gap.

If the total time for the MAR-cycle τ exceeds the inelastic scattering time τin, τtotal >>
τin, we get incomplete or interrupted MAR. Then, since the process does not end up
above the gap, no appropriate feature in the SGS can be found. The experimental limit
to observe SGS can be determined by τtotal ≈ τin, which gives in the di�usive limit about
NAR = 4 (see Fig. 3.9).

3.4.2.3 Role of inelastic interaction

The transition from the coherent into the incoherent regime manifests itself when one
studies the spectral noise density as a function of polarization voltage V . This transition
gives rise to a pronounced dip in the noise density, situated at the Thouless energy ETh
(see Fig. 3.10a).

In the incoherent regime, when the total time of a process NAR τD exceeds the inelastic
scattering time τin, successive multiple Andreev re�ections are in general interrupted
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Figure 3.10

before a quasi-particle can escape the superconducting gap ∆.
If one considers that inelastic processes are dominated by electron-electron interac-

tion, the electrons can exchange energy, leading to an e�ective temperature Te. Since the
e�ective quasi-particle temperature Te exceeds the base temperature, this regime is called
the "hot electron regime". The electronic temperature Te is determined as the equilib-
rium between the injected power in the resistive normal part Re and its dissipation. For
the dissipation, several mechanism exist: �rst, electron-phonon interaction is a possible
cooling mechanism. Dissipated heat into the phonons of the metal part can be evacuated
by a cooling chain, passing through the substrate onto the sample-holder (for a schematic
sketch of the cooling cycle, see Fig. 3.10b). The second possibility is interaction with
quasiparticles of higher energy, which evacuate some heat by passing through the S/N
interface. Of course, this process is quite improbable for low energies.

The cross-over from IMAR, with incomplete MAR, to the hot electron regime explains
the disappearance of the sub gap anomalies in the IV-characteristics and shows up in the
shot noise of a di�usive SNS junction (Fig. 3.10a).

3.5 R(C)SJ model

The Resistively and Capacitively Shunted Junction (RCSJ) model represents the sim-
plest model for the description of static and dynamic properties of Josephson Junctions.
Within this model, the real Josephson junction is modeled by three circuit elements in
parallel: a shunt capacitance C, an ohmic resistance RN and a pure (ideal) Josephson
junction (see Fig. 3.11a). The capacitance takes into account the geometrical capac-
itance of the two superconducting electrodes that form the weak link. It is especially
important in SIS junctions where two parallel superconducting electrodes are separated
by a thin insulating barrier. In di�usive SNS-junctions, as studied in this PhD thesis, this
capacitance is small and the RCSJ model reduces to the RSJ model. For that reason,
we will detail here only the RSJ-model without any capacitance implied. The Josephson
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3.5. R(C)SJ MODEL

junction can then be described by its energy E(φ) = −EJ cosφ, where EJ is the Josephson
energy EJ = ~Ic/2e, φ describes the phase di�erence between the two superconductors.
Within this model, the total current writes

I = Is + In = Ic sin(Φ) +
V

Rn

. (3.18)

We also recall the voltage-phase-relationship, given by

Φ̇ =
2eV

~
. (3.19)

If zero voltage is applied (V = 0), following eq. 3.19, we get Φ̇ = 0. This means that
the phase Φ is a constant, and eq. 3.18 reduces to

I = Is + In = Ic sin(Φ).

If there is a �nite voltage across the junction, V 6= 0, the phase Φ is time-dependent.
In voltage-bias con�guration, meaning that V = constant = V0, the phase Φ between the
two superconducting electrodes drifts linearly and can be written as

Φ =
2eV0t

~
+ Φ(t = 0). (3.20)

The total current then can be written as

I = Ic sin

(
2eV0t

~
+ Φ(t = 0)

)
+

V

Rn

(3.21)

The ac-component of the current is known as ac-Josephson current. The mean current
however is simply < I >= V0/Rn. Hence, the IV-characteristic is linear as depicted in
Fig. 3.11b (black dotted line).

In the case of current bias (I = constant), we get

~
2eRn

dφ

dt
= I − Ic sinφ. (3.22)

In this case, the voltage evolution in time gives (for T = 0)

< V >= Rn

√
I2 − I2

c (3.23)

In this model, no hysteresis occurs, meaning that the transition of the Josephson junction
from the normal in the zero-resistance state (re-trapping current Ir) is equal to the critical
current Ic, where the junction switches from the zero-resistance state into the normal state,
Ic = Ir. The transition of the zero-resistance state gives a characteristic feature in the
di�erential resistance, depicted in Fig. 3.11b.

A typical IV-characteristics of a Josephson junction is presented in Fig. 3.11b. By
taking into account the e�ect of temperature, the transition at the critical current gets
rounded.

In a second step, we want now to illustrate the appearance of Shapiro-steps within the
RSJ-model in the voltage-bias con�guration. The microwave excitation with amplitude ν
can be considered as an oscillating contribution to the voltage V. This gives
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Figure 3.11: Illustration of the RCSJ-model

V = V0 + ν sin(ωrf t) (3.24)

The time-dependent phase-evolution then gives

Φ = Φ0 +
2eV0t

~
− 2eν

~ωrf
cosωrf t. (3.25)

The total current through the junction then writes

I = Ic sin

[
2eV0

~
t− 2eν

~ωrf
cos((ωrf t) + Φ(t = 0))

]
+
V0

Rn

(3.26)

where 2eV0
~ = ωJ is the ac-Josephson frequency at the applied Voltage V0. Now, the

current-phase relation does no longer drifts linear in time. When the ac-Josephson-current
with frequency ωJ is in resonance with the applied microwave frequency ωrf , resonances
can develop, which lead to additional dc-current. They get visible, for instance as steps
in the IV-characteristic and are called Shapiro-steps. The condition for Shapiro-steps is
given by pωJ = qωrf , where p, q are integers and occur for a voltage

V0 =
p

q

~ωrf
2e

(3.27)

The maximum amplitude of the nth Shapiro-step In is found to scale with the nth

Bessel-function Jn [87]

|In(Vrf )| = Ic

∣∣∣∣Jn(nVrfVn

)∣∣∣∣ (3.28)

where Ic is the critical current of the junction, Vrf the applied microwave voltage and Vn
is the applied voltage across the junction.
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This work is about multi-terminal Josephson-junctions. In the frame of this work,
an extended RSJ-model for multi-terminal devices has been developed in cooperation
with Denis Feinberg and Régis Mélin of the Institut Néel Grenoble. This model will be
explained in the experimental part of this work, see section 6.4.1.
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Chapter 4

Multi-terminal weak-link junctions

Already since the late sixties, �rst experiments were performed using coupled Joseph-
son junctions. Depending on device-geometry and performed experiments, di�erent mech-
anism have been revealed both in experiment and theory, for instance phase-/voltage-
locking (for more detailed review, please refer for instance to [10,11]). Due to deeper un-
derstanding of the underlying physics and permanent progress in fabrication techniques,
more and more sophisticated devices get available in our days, such as Josephson transis-
tors [12] or so-called Josephson mixer, which allow signal ampli�cation near the quantum
limit [13,14].

End of the 90's, theory predicted that after Andreev re�ection, incident and the retro-
re�ected particle can be spatially separated by choosing an appropriate geometry [15,
16]. This process arises for instance in three-terminal structures, where two metallic
contacts N1 and N2, situated within a distance of the superconducting coherence length
ξs, are connected to a superconductor S. In these kind of structures, there is a non-zero
probability, that an incident electron from contact N1 is retro-re�ected as a hole into
contact N2 (see Fig. 4.1a)). This process, called Crossed Andreev re�ection (CAR), once
proven and su�ciently controlled, opens a lot of new perspectives for application and
research, for instance:

� A controllable, e�cient source of coherent electrons would allow key experiments of
quantum physics in solid state physics, i.e. concerning the EPR-paradox

� Spintronics: controllable CAR-processes involving ferromagnetic contacts
� Quantum computing: error correction code

Within the last few years, CAR has been proven in various materials and geometries [17�
22] and it turned out that even e�ciencies of nearly 100 % can be achieved in appropriate
device geometries [23].

Finally, recent theoretical predictions predict new transport mechanism for multi-
terminal structures with all superconducting electrodes, which have not been reported
yet experimentally, such as 3-terminal MAR [24] or the coherent transport in dynamic
regime via quartet-modes [25, 26]. In this chapter, we will give a short overview about
historical experiments with as well as recent theoretical predictions.
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4.1. MULTI-TERMINAL STRUCTURES - SUPERCONDUCTING AND NORMAL
ELECTRODES

4.1 Multi-terminal structures - superconducting and

normal electrodes

Devices with several normal electrodes, connected by a superconductor with lateral
dimensions shorter than the superconducting coherence length ξs have given �rst exper-
imental evidence for the process of Crossed Andreev Re�ection (CAR). In this process,
an incoming electron with spin ↑ (respectively electron with spin ↓) at lead N1 is retro-
re�ected as a hole with spin ↓ (respectively hole with spin ↑) into a lead N2 and creates
a Cooper-pair in S (see Fig. 4.1a)). According to theoretical predictions, this process
is equivalent to the spatial separation of entangled electrons of a Cooper pair. CAR is
one of the key ingredients towards the realization of a source of EPR (Einstein-Podolsky-
Rosen) pairs of quantum-entangled objects in solid state physics. Although generation
of such EPR-pairs has been already realized in optics long time ago in various systems
and experiments [88�91], analogous experiments in solid state-physics stay an un-reached
ambitious goal up to now. Nevertheless, due to the promising perspectives, on ce realized,
various research groups work on the realization of an electronic EPR-source: for instance,
it is hoped, that solid-state quantum computers or other new technologies would ben-
e�t of such an available electronic EPR-source [92]. However, there is still a long way
to go toward solid-state EPR-experiments: In a �rst step, the existence of CAR has to
be proven. Furthermore, an appropriate control has to be found in order to favour the
process of CAR and to isolate it from other occurring e�ects. This is the actual state of
research, which is brie�y presented below.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of CAR and EC-process in a device with two normal-metal con-
tacts within a distance L < ξs in contact to a superconductor. left: CAR or Non-local
Andreev re�ection involves an electron entering the superconductor through the normal
contact N1; by performing an Andreev re�ection, a Cooper-pair is generated in the su-
perconductor. The retro-re�ected hole travels back in the second normal contact N2.
Electron and hole form an (virtual) Andreev-pair, which is coherent over a certain length
(illustrated by the transparent cloud). This process is equivalent to a Cooper-pair, which
splits its electron into the contacts N1 and N2. right: Elastic co-tunneling (EC), is a pro-
cess in which an electron tunnels directly between metallic contacts N1 and N2 through
an intermediate excited states above the gap in the superconductor. This process is in
permanent competition with the CAR-process.
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CHAPTER 4. MULTI-TERMINAL WEAK-LINK JUNCTIONS

4.1.1 CAR vs EC

Unfortunately, CAR is not the only possible process in experiments involving one su-
perconductor and two normal leads. Another process, called Elastic Co-tunneling (EC),
is in permanent competition with Crossed Andreev-re�ection (CAR). During this process,
an incoming electron of lead N1 with spin ↑ (with spin ↓) is re�ected into lead N2 via
a virtual state in S (see Fig. 4.1b)). We insist on the fact, that for the EC-process the
spin-orientation of the initial electron is maintained. According to standard BCS theory,
CAR and EC cancel each other to lower order of tunneling rates in normal metal/insula-
tor/superconductor (NIS) systems for low transparency T and bias [93,94]. Due to these
two competing mechanism, �rst an appropriate experimental condition has to be found to
favour CAR with respect to EC (for some realized experimental geometries, see Fig. 4.3).
From theory-side, several possibilities have been proposed to lift this cancellation, such
as higher transmissions [95], spin-active interfaces [96] and ferromagnetic contacts [97].

First evidence for CAR was performed by Beckmann et al. [17] in spin-valve struc-
tures consisting of several Ferromagnetic Fe-tunnel probes connected to a superconducting
Aluminium (Al) wire (see Fig. 4.2). In their experiments, they inject a current IA and
measure non-local resistance between the Al wire and di�erent Fe-probes. Due to the
spin-orientations of the processes, as explained above, parallel magnetization alignment
of the Fe-contacts are expected to favour the EC-process. On the contrary, anti-parallel
magnetization of the Fe-contacts are expected to favour CAR-processes. Indeed, they
observe a small di�erence ∆R, for parallel and anti-parallel con�gurations below Tc of
the Al-wire. As expected for CAR- and EC-processes, the observed feature decays on a
shorter length scale than the spin-valve signal which is observed, when the Al-wire is in
its normal state (T >> Tc). Unfortunately, this slightly small e�ect turned out to be
superposed to a dominating e�ect, induced by charge imbalance.

Figure 4.2: Exp. scheme of the experi-
ment of Beckmann et al. [17]: Three verti-
cal iron wires are connected by point con-
tacts to a horizontal aluminium bar. The
outer two iron wires have additional volt-
age probes. An example of the current
injection (IA) and both local (UA) and
non-local (UB) voltage detection scheme
for one pair of contacts is also shown.

Another promising candidate for future entanglement experiments are for instance
di�usive NSN-structures: especially the reproducibility of devices and a high control
of the fabrication process allow extremely reliable experiments. In such multi-terminal
di�usive NSN structures with low transparent tunnel contacts, various experiments report
a bias-dependent sign-inversion of the non-local resistance. In spite of general agreement,
that this energy-related cross-over is due to EC-dominated to CAR-dominated transport
[18, 98, 99], the physical origin of domination of one process with respect to the other is
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ELECTRODES

not clear yet. As explanation, quantum-mechanical interaction [18] as well as Coulomb-
interaction [93,99] have been proposed.

So far, several groups report of successful Cooper-pair splitting experiments [20�22,
100, 101] in metallic nanostructures as well as in CNT 1- and Nanowire-based devices.
Over the last years, several parameters have been identi�ed which help to favour CAR-
process, such as contact resistance, applied voltage or Coulomb-interaction [18,19,93,98,
99]. Actually, it seems that Nanowires and CNT-devices are more suitable for coming
EPR-sources: for instance, Schindele et al. [23] report even a CAR-probability of nearly
100% in appropriate experimental conditions.
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Figure 4.3: Sketch of three sample geometries for CAR-experiments. left "classical"
beam-splitter set-up (topview) used by [20, 21]; middle: device developed by Russo et
al. [18](cross-section); device of Beckmann et al. [17] (topview). reproduced from [102]

4.2 Multi-terminal structures - all superconducting elec-

trodes

Multi-terminal structures with all superconducting electrodes are the centre of interest
of this PhD work. They bring a wealth of new phenomena into play, among several
have not been studied experimentally yet. First experiments on such kind of structures
where performed in arrays of Josephson junctions [66, 103]. At the beginning, studies
of interacting Josephson junctions was driven by the technical interest on applications
and a better understanding of its dynamic properties in the non-equilibrium state [11].
Early experiments by Giaever [66] showed that these high-frequent behaviour can be
most sensitively monitored using another weak link as detector. Furthermore, arrays of
Josephson junctions were studied in order to increase the amplitude of e�ects appearing
in each junction to a detectable level. One extensively studied e�ect was the so-called
phase- or voltage-locking, where interactions between micro-bridge junctions, connected

1. CNT=Carbon-Nanotube
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in series or parallel give rise of features in the IV-characteristic and conductance, when
the junctions are common- or opposite-biased [11,104].

Concerning application, the perspective of a high-frequency controlled oscillator with
high tuning-agility excited a high e�ort in research and yield to the development of a
high variety of detectors, mixers and parametric ampli�ers, based on the properties of
Josephson junctions. However, a real breakthrough for this technology has not been
achieved yet, since the use for applications is limited due to several factors

� Josephson junctions have to be cooled down to low temperatures, below Tc of the
superconductors, which is well below room temperature, even for exotic supercon-
ducting compounds

� low voltage (V u 1mV ) and power-level of the junctions
That is why application of Josephson-mixers and -detectors are up to now quite restric-
tively used, for instance as quantum-limit ampli�ers in fundamental research [14] or in
astronomy.

The last few years, an arising interest in Multi-terminal Josephson junction has been
observed, due to new theoretical predictions and the technical progress in fabrication
technology, which opens perspectives towards more and more sophisticated device geome-
tries. For instance, MAR-features are expected to be much richer than in "conventional"
2-terminal SNS structures [24]. Furthermore, these geometries are exciting, because - for
instance - shot noise and correlations [105, 106] are expected to be largely enhanced. Fi-
nally, a new transport mechanism, called quartet-mode has been proposed [26,107], which
has not been reported experimentally, yet.

4.2.1 Induced Shapiro-steps - voltage-locking

In the 70's, �rst experiments were performed toward coherent coupling of Josephson
junctions [103, 109, 110]. The observation of observed interaction-mechanism leaded to
active research in the �eld. Individual biased coupled superconducting weak links were
�rst considered in the 80's with the theoretical work of Nerenberg et al. [111]. They studied
two Josephson junctions shunted by an external resistance and proposed to extend the
known RSJ-model to a three-terminal geometry (Fig. 4.4). In their model, they suppose
that each Josephson junction has a perfectly sinusoidal CPR and calculated the ac-current
at any point of the circuit considering a current biased scheme. In that case, the equations
of current read:

dΦ1

dt
=

2eR∗1
~

(i1 − ic1 sin(Φ1)− α1(i2 − ic2 sin(Φ2)))

dΦ2

dt
=

2eR∗2
~

(i2 − ic2 sin(Φ2)− α2(i1 − ic1 sin(Φ1))

(4.1)

with α1 = R2/(Rs + R2), α2 = R1/(Rs + R1) = α/δ. In this context, R1 and R2 are the
junction resistances, Rs is the shunt-resistance and R∗1 = [R1(R2 + Rs)]/(R1 + R2 + Rs),
R∗2 = [R2(R1 +Rs)]/(R1 +R2 +Rs).

In equation 4.1, the α1-term gives the amount of current �owing in Josephson junction
2 (respectively 1) originating from Josephson junction 1 (respectively 2). When this term
is non-zero, i.e. when the shunt resistance Rs is not too large compared to the normal
state resistance of the two Josephson junctions, two ac-currents of frequencies set by the
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Figure 4.4: left: experimental scheme; right: a-c: experimental results; a) IV-curve as a
function of i1; i2 is hold constant at 91 µA, whereas i1 is swept; b) di�erential resistance
as a function of i1 for each junction; c) total di�erential resistance as a function of i1; d)
numerical simulation of IV-curve a); [108]

Figure 4.5: Experimental set-up of Jillie et al. [108]: coupled thin-�lm indium micro-
bridges (dotted region), provided with eight gold contacts for two separate four-terminal
measurements
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voltages V1 and V2 across the junctions are �owing in each Josephson junction. Because
of the non-linear response of a Josephson junction, down-mixing occurs, giving rise to d.c.
features in the IV-characteristics. The �rst relevant experiments have been performed by
Jillie et al. [108,112]. Their sample geometry consists of two coupled indium micro-bridges
(see Fig. 4.5), where they vary the bridge separation between 1.6 and 3.0µm.

In their experiments, they observe features in IV-characteristics and di�erential resis-
tance, when the two junctions are series- (current �owing in same direction) or opposed
biased (current �owing into opposite directions) for all bridge separations up to 3µm.

Due to these large scales, they exclude simple heating e�ects as origin of these features.
Furthermore, due to di�erent behaviour of their anomalies, they attribute the observed
e�ects to so-called "voltage-locking interaction". The e�ect is observed in a experimental
window close Tc (0.98Tc < T < Tc) and in voltage-range up to ≈ 70µV (however strongly
reduced above 35µV ). Jillie et al. show in their paper, that quasi-particle di�usion
currents can play the role of the shunt resistance Rs in the model of Nerenberg et al.

4.2.2 3-terminal IMAR

Figure 4.6: Three-terminal MAR as a
function of voltage normalized to the gap
∆. All appearing lines are due to MAR
processes. whereas horizontal and verti-
cal lines correspond to 2-Terminal MARs,
all lines with a �nite slope are due to 3-
terminal MARs; [24]

As introduced in section 3.3.2, multiple Andreev re�ections (MAR) give rise to a sub-
harmonic gap structure (SGS) at eV = 2∆/n (n being integer) in the current-voltage
characteristics of two-terminal structures with two superconducting electrodes. Experi-
mental and theoretical studies concerning MAR were mostly restricted to two-terminal
structures. However, in terms of MARs, junctions with multiple superconducting elec-
trodes reveal rich additional phenomena. For instance, phase-dependent MAR-transport
has been investigated in a di�usive conductor [76] and strongly enhanced current-cross
correlations due to MAR are predicted between superconducting leads as well [105]. How-
ever, all this work was done at one bias between the di�erent leads.

M. Houzet and P. Samuelsson [24] propose experiments with all superconducting leads,
where the chemical potential of the electrodes can be tuned individually. They propose
a device composed of three superconducting leads S1, S2 and S3, which share a common
normal part (see Fig. 4.6 (b)). In this description, the voltage di�erence between S1 and
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S2 is named V12 (respectively, the voltage di�erence between S1 and S3 is named V13).
Restricted to the di�usive long junction limit in the incoherent regime (ETh ≡ 0), they
predict a much richer sub-harmonic gap structure than known from two-terminal devices
(see Fig. 4.6). More precisely, they predict SGS, when

pV12 + qV13 =
2∆

e
or (4.2)

pV12 + qV13 = 0 (4.3)

where p and q are integers and V12 = V1 − V2 (resp. V13 = V1 − V3). Evidently, direct
transmission without necessity of Andreev re�ections can take place, when the voltage
drop between two terminals exceeds twice the superconducting gap ∆, ‖Vαβ‖ > 2∆/e,
with Vαβ = Vα − Vβ. This gives rise of three SGS-lines, situated at V21 = ±2∆/e,
V31 = ±2∆/e, and V21 − V31 = ±2∆/e For p = 0 with q 6= 0 (respectively q = 0 with
p 6= 0) or p = q 6= 0, eq. 4.2 reduces to that of a two-terminal Josephson junction.

Especially, when p 6= 0 and q 6= 0, eq. 4.2 gives rise to SGS-features which are
speci�c for this three-terminal device. In this case, MAR do not take place between two
superconducting electrodes, but three. Numerous possible processes get possible which
rise the quasi-particle's energy till it exceeds the superconducting gap ∆ of one of the
involved superconductors.

SGS-features, given by eq. 4.3 arise due to an interplay between di�erent MAR-
processes. For instance, if V21 = V31 > 2∆/e, an electron with energy ε < −∆V21 has two
options: it can escape into lead S2 or S3 and no Andreev-re�ection is necessary. Assuming
now, that we reduce the voltage drop V21 just enough, so that the energy ε+ eV21 < 2∆.
Then, the only possible process for the electron in order to escape the normal part is to
leave into lead S3 - otherwise, the process would require an additional Andreev-re�ection.
The immediate variation of available options would hence lead to a reduced amount of
transmitted electrons and hence give rise to a feature. The same reasoning holds, if for
instance if V21 = 2V31 with ‖V21‖ > 2∆/e.

These predicted anomalies are expected to be smeared out at temperatures comparable
to the energy-scale of the gap ∆ ≈ kBT . As experimental conditions, a highly transparent
contact between S-leads and their intermediate N-region are recommended, since a high
probability of Andreev re�ections is necessary to observe a high number of these features.

4.2.3 Voltage-induced Shapiro-steps

Starting-point of this recent article were experiments performed by Pierre et al. [113]
on a di�usive SNS-structure. Using a normal tunnel-probe, they reveal steps in the quasi-
particle distribution function f(E) in non-equilibrium, which manifest Multiple Andreev
Re�ections at the S/N interface. These results inspired Cuevas and Pothier [114] to study
a similar device, where the normal metal tunnel-probe is replaced by a superconducting
one (see Fig. 4.7a). On the contrary, the interfaces N − Sl,r are assumed to be fully
transparent and eventual phase-breaking phenomena are neglected.

In their simulations, based on time-dependent Usadel-equations, features appear for
V = mU/2, where m is an odd integer (see Fig. 4.7b). They explain these features
by interference-e�ects between the two ac-Josephson currents, arising between Sl and Sp
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(a) Voltage-induced Shapiro-steps in a di�usive
wire with superconducting contacts: the pro-
posed sample geometry consists of two super-
conducting electrodes Sl and Sr, biased at ±U/2
which are connected by a metallic wire N ; the
central superconducting contact Sp is supposed
to be a tunnel probe, situated at potential V
[114]

(b) (a) IV-characteristics (at T = 0), measured
by tunnel probe Sp, situated at x = L/2 for L =
2ξ for three values of voltage U : from bottom to
top eU/∆ = 0.3, 0.60.9; (b) corresponding d.c.-
contribution in f(E); (c) corresponding spectral
density f(E) [114]

on one side, and Sr and Sp on the other. For an applied potential di�erence U across
the wire, ac-Josephson e�ect generates an ac-current with frequency 2e(V ± U/2)/h.
Interference between these ac-currents then leads to an additional contribution in the
dc-current through the superconducting tunnel probe Sp, which get visible as "Voltage-
induced Shapiro-steps" for discrete voltage. The expression "Voltage-induced Shapiro-
steps" has been chosen in order to underline the analogy to Shapiro-steps, where an
external microwave-signal interferes with the ac-Josephson current of the junction. The
current from Sl to Sr can be expressed in the form

I(V, T ) =
∞∑

m=−∞

1∑
n=−1

Imn (V ) exp i(nΦ + 2n eV t/~ +meUt/~) (4.4)

where Φ is the dc-part of the phase di�erence. Eq. 4.4 contains two contributions, among
a background current, which is present over all voltage V . The other contribution is
responsible for the Voltage-induced Shapiro-steps. It just contributes to the transport at
discrete voltages Vm = mU/2 with m odd, producing Shapiro-like peaks.

In their calculation, they also study the height of these induced features as a function
of position of the tunnel-probe Sp and di�erent wire lengths. It turns out, that the
features decrease for L >> ξs. The maximal height of the voltage-induced Shapiro-steps
is expected to be smaller than the critical current at U = 0. Another crucial parameter
for the size of the features is the applied voltage U . A feature at V = mU/2 (m odd),
indicates a coherent transfer of n = m+(|m|+1)/2 Cooper pairs, requiring hence at least
n coherent MARs. This limits - especially in long, di�usive junctions (L >> ξs), as seen
in section 3.4 - the number of appearing features. Finally, an important decrease of the
anomaly-amplitude with increasing voltage U appears (see Fig. 4.7b).
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4.2.4 Non-local quartets

Recent theoretical calculations by Freyn and Co-workers predict a new transport mech-
anism in multi-terminal nanostructures, which propose coherent transport over a large
range of voltage, even above the mini-gap [25]. They study a structure, where a central
superconducting electrode S0 builds two spatially separated Josephson junctions with the
electrodes Sa, and Sb via two normal parts Na and Nb (see Fig. 4.7a)). They assume that
the distance L between the two Josephson junctions is small compared to the supercon-
ducting coherence length, L << ξs and suppose an arbitrary S/N contact-transparency.

As they are especially interested in coupling-mechanism between the two junctions,
they choose a generalization of Andreev-Kulik-Saint-James states as starting point of
their calculations. For each of the two-terminal Josephson junctions, Andreev-Bound
states are formed, if the chemical potential µ between the superconducting electrodes
is zero: µs − µa = Va = 0 and µs − µb = Vb = 0. Since the length L of the central
superconductor is smaller than the superconducting coherence length ξs, one can imagine
as well that - instead of successive Andreev re�ections on both S0-interfaces - higher
order processes, such as crossed-Andreev re�ection (CAR) or elastic co-tunneling (EC)
appear. This allows now the appearance of new coherent transport-mechanism, which
interlink Andreev-re�ections in both junctions, S0NaSa and S0NbSb. They call these new
mechanism, in analogy to the two-terminal mechanism, double-elastic Co-tunneling (dEC)
and doubled Crossed Andreev-re�ection (dCAR).

In the process of dEC, an electron e1 originating from Sa with energy ε propagates
toward S0 and acquires the energy eVa set by the potential Va (see Fig. 4.7 b)). But,
instead of undergoing an Andreev re�ection at S0, e1 tunnels through the central super-
conductor S0 into the second junction, S0NbSb and propagates towards Sb acquiring the
energy eVb. Arrived at the Nb − Sb-interface, the electron e1 has accumulated an energy
ε + Va − Vb. Then, it performs an Andreev re�ection, which creates a Cooper pair in Sb
and retro-re�ects a hole h1 with energy −ε + Va − Vb. If this hole h1 tunnels through S0

as well, it can perform another Andreev re�ection at Sa which destroys a Cooper pair in
Sb and a retro-re�ected electron e2 with energy ε + Va − Vb appears. If the de-phasing
during the whole process is su�ciently small and Va = Vb, electron e1 and e2 have the
same energy and are coherent. During the whole process, a Cooper-pair has been created
in Sa and another has been removed from Sb. Hence, the described process leads to the
formation of Andreev-Bound-States and causes a d.c.-Josephson e�ect between Sa and
Sb. For simplicity, this mechanism will be called d.c.-Josephson e�ect Jab in the following.
In Fig. 4.8 a), the process is illustrated in Band-scheme-representation.

The process of dCAR represents an even more interesting transport mechanism, which
appears, when the two junctions are opposite biased, Va = −Vb. Supposing a Cooper-pair
in S0 which is split into two electrons with energy ε due to crossed Andreev re�ection.
The left electron e1 with an energy ε propagates toward Sa and gains an energy ε + V ,
whereas the right electron e2 moves toward Sb, accumulating an energy ε − eV . Both
electrodes undergo an Andreev-re�ection at Sa (respectively Sb) which create a Cooper-
pair in Sa and another in Sb. Afterwards, a hole h1 with energy −ε + eV and a hole h2

with energy −ε− eV return toward S0 where they can recombine by absorbing a Cooper-
pair of S0. If we consider now the complete process, two Cooper-pairs have been removed
from central superconductor S0 and distributed into Sa and Sb. This process shows a
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striking resemblance with an Andreev-Bound-state, but at non-zero Voltage. The process
of dCAR is also called mechanism of Non-local Quartets due to its distribution of two
pairs of electrons. In the following, we will call this mechanism Quartet-mode. For a
scheme of the described process, see Fig. 4.7c), the corresponding Band-scheme is given
in Fig. 4.8 b). In Fig. 4.8 c), we illustrate, that already a small variation of ε destroys
the quartet-resonance and the energy ε has accumulated after a complete cycle.

Experimentally, especially the quartet-mode is expected to be preserved over a large
range of voltage: First, as shown in section 4.1, applying opposite voltage favours the
dCAR-process. Second, the Andreev-re�ections at Sa and Sb are performed in a much
lower felt potential that helps to keep the de-phasing in the junctions themselves relatively
low. On the other hand, the Josephson e�ect Jab is especially favoured for low voltage,
as it is the case, when Va = Vb.

The current, for instance in junction a composes as follows

Ia(t) = I0
a sin (δΦa(t)) + IdCAR sin (δΦa(t) + δΦb(t)) + IdEC sin (δΦa(t)− δΦb(t)) (4.5)

where the �rst term indicates the d.c.-Josephson e�ect between Sa and S0, the second is
the quartet-mode contribution and the third is due to the d.c.-Josephson e�ect Jab. All
contributions - since they originate from coherent e�ects - depend on the phase di�erences
between the superconducting electrodes, δΦa = Φa−Φs, respectively δΦb = Φb−Φs. Gen-
erally, the intensity of each current is due to the phase-synchronization of the ac-oscillation
of the Josephson junctions. The quartet-mode results in a dc-current contribution, which
develops when the phase-relation δφa(t) + δφb(t) = e(Va + Vb)t/~ + δΦa + δΦb gets time
independent.

The dCAR and dEC-mode are not the only anomalies appearing in their calculations,
but also higher order processes (sextet, octet etc.). More generally, their calculation reveal
features whenever

pVa + qVb = 0 (4.6)

where p and q are integers.
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L<< s

Figure 4.7: (a) SaSSb structure, normal
parts are not presented for clarity;
(b) Mechanism of dEC: when Va = Vb, a dc
Josephson e�ect Jab can develop between
the electrodes Sa and Sb; e1 and h1 pass
through the central superconductor S0 by
elastic co-tunneling, EC
(c) Scheme of the quartet-mode: This
phase-sensitive transport mechanism ap-
pears, when the two junctions are oppo-
site biased, Va = −Vb. In this process, a
Cooper-pair of electrode S0 is split and its
electrons travel individually, one toward
Sa, the other toward Sb. Each of them
performs an AR, leading to two holes trav-
eling back to S0. There, they recombine,
now by absorbing a Cooper-pair. In to-
tal, one can show that this process leads
to a coherent transfer of two Cooper-pairs
of S0 into Sa and Sb.

Figure 4.8: Band-scheme illustration of Fig. 4.7
a) Va = Vb: double-elastic Co-tunneling or dc-Josephson-e�ect Jab
b) Va = −Vb: In the quartet-mode, the coherence over the whole process gets preserved;
an electron e1 can interfere with the electron �nishing the process
c) Va = −Vb − ε: Near the Quartet-mode, the whole process does not stay coherent over
the complete mechanism, a mismatch of ε accumulates over the whole trajectory and the
coherence of the process is lost quite fast
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Chapter 5

Experimental set-up

In this chapter, we will present the working principle of our measurement set-up.
Then, we will proceed with the performed calibration measurements, which have been
performed during this thesis and have been summarized in [115].

5.1 Dilution fridge

In the here presented work, we use a standard 3He-4He dilution fridge which has been
developed in the laboratory during the PhD thesis of Olivier Coupiac [116]. It o�ers a
base temperature of 30 mK with a cooling power of 35µW at 100 mK and is equipped
with 3 commercial SQUIDs acting as current ampli�ers, which are situated at the 4 K
stage. For temperature regulation, we are using an ABB TRMC2 temperature controller.

Clamped outside of the lower part of the VTI, a magnetic coil (superconducting wire,
�0.4 mm) has been mounted during my thesis, which allows measurements with a maximal
magnetic �eld of 200mT .

5.2 SQUIDs as Pico-ampere meter

A SQUID consist of a superconducting loop, which is interrupted by one or more
Josephson junctions. There exist two types of SQUIDs: direct current (DC) and radio
frequency (RF) SQUIDs (for a review, see for instance [117]). Due to their better per-
formance in noise, we use DC SQUIDs for our experiment. For that reason, we will just
refer in the following to the working principle of a DC SQUID.

For functioning, a d.c. SQUID is biased with a polarization current Ipol, and the
voltage across it is recorded (see Fig. 5.1). If the polarization current Ipol is kept slightly
above the critical current Ic of the two Josephson junctions, we expect a working point in
the IV-characteristics, with a high di�erential resistance and any small variation in the
applied current leads to a large response. The working principle of the SQUID relies on the
fundamental property of a superconductor that the �ux threading a loop is quantized. Any
deviation from this quantization induces a screening current Iscreen in the superconductor.
In the SQUID-loop, this screening current adds to the applied polarization current Ipol,
and hence leads to variations of the critical current Ic (see Fig. 5.2).
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polarisation

Ipol

SQUID
Voltage

Vsq
I0 I0

Φ0

Figure 5.1: Basic working scheme of a
SQUID device: A current Ipol > Ic polar-
izes the SQUID near the critical current of
the two junctions IO; any change in �ux Φ
leads to a variation of the detected Voltage
V

Each time the �ux Φ exceeds an integer multiple of the quantum �ux Φ0 = h/2e ≈
2 10−15Tm2, a vortex is created in the ring. For an integer number of �ux quanta inside
the superconducting loop, Φ = nΦ0, the screening current Iscreen has a minimum, and
consequently a maximum in the critical current of the SQUID can be observed, Ic = 2I0,
where I0 is the critical current of one Josephson junction. On the contrary, a decrease of
the critical current can be observed, if Φ = (n+1/2)Φ0. In this case, the screening current
Iscreen exhibits a maximum. When properly current-biased, this periodicity in integers of
Φ0 of the SQUID-response also appears in the measured voltage, leading to the typical
Voltage-�ux characteristics of a SQUID-device (see Fig. 5.2).

A SQUID can also act as high-performance current-ampli�er. For that purpose, the
SQUID has to be coupled to the measurement line via an inductance (input coil). Then,
any current �owing through this input-coil varies the magnetic �ux in the superconducting
ring. That is how our SQUID current-ampli�ers work - in our SQUIDs, an input coil with
an inductance of ≈ 2µH is used. For operation, the SQUIDs are working in "�ux-locked
loop" mode (see section 5.2.1).

5.2.1 Flux-locked Loop

In �ux-locked loop technique (for a scheme, see Fig. 5.3), an additional coil (modula-
tion or feed-back coil) is added on the SQUID chip, in which a modulation current Imod
with a frequency fM = 500kHz is applied. The amplitude of this current Imod is such
that it generates an ac-�ux in the SQUID that is much smaller than Φ0. This leads to
an oscillation of the SQUID response which depends on the actual position in the �ux-
voltage characteristics V (Φ). Indeed, at Φ = nΦ0, the SQUID-response δV ac

sq is doubled
with respect to the modulation-frequency, f = 2fm (see Fig. 5.2, right). Away from this
working point, a linear term at f = fm shows up in the voltage response.

In a �rst step, this signal δV ac
sq gets 5 times ampli�ed at 4K by a transformer (Fig.

5.1). All further ampli�cation is performed by an ampli�cation chain, situated at room
temperature. Finally, the resulting signal enters in a Lock-in ampli�er centred at the
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Figure 5.2: Working principle of a SQUID: a) Typical IV-characteristics of a current-
biased SQUID-device; the critical current Ic is the sum of its two Josephson tunnel junc-
tions; if the SQUID gets polarized with a current Ipol, slightly above the critical current,
due to the non-linearity in the IV-curve, high sensitivity to any variation of the injected
current can be achieved. Any induced screening current leads to an increase or decrease
of the critical current Ic. By keeping the polarization current Ipol �x, this screening cur-
rent shifts the working point into the superconducting or normal state. b) Flux-voltage
characteristics V (Φ) of a SQUID-device: depending on the penetrating �ux Φ, the crit-
ical current of the SQUID gets modulated and also the measured voltage across. For
Φ = nΦ0, the critical current has a maximum Ic = 2I0 and hence also the voltage is
minimum; If Φ = (n+ 1/2)Φ0, the measured voltage has a maximum. From that follows
a Φ0-periodicity of V (Φ), where a working point of the SQUID can be chosen.
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Figure 5.3: Working principle of �ux-locked loop of our SQUID electronics

modulation frequency fm. The voltage-readout of the Lock-In gives a voltage Vout which
is proportional to the linear part in the SQUID response δV ac

sq at the reference frequency
fm. It is therefore sensitive to the change in the SQUID �ux.

The idea of a �ux locked loop is now to compensate this �ux variation and to maintain
the chosen working point of the SQUID at Φ = nΦ0. For that purpose, a d.c. current
Idcfeedback is sent to the feedback coil and generates the �ux which is necessary to return
to the initial working point. The overall gain can be changed simply by changing simply
the Feedback resistor that converts the read-out voltage Voutput into the feedback current
Idcfeedback.

For all variations of the detected �ux, which exceeds ∆Φmax = Φ0/4, the feedback
must be su�ciently fast to keep the signal at the working point. This "reactivity" of the
set-up is given by the so-called "slew-rate". In our set-up, the slew-rate is given by a
frequency fslewrate = 50 kHz.

High-frequency perturbations or variations exceeding the slew-rate lead to an uncon-
trolled shift of the working point and hence also in the recorded voltage-response. For
that reasons, strong e�orts have to be made to protect the SQUID from external pertur-
bations, such as vibrations or external magnetic �elds. In general, such unexpected jumps
in the SQUID response appear rarely, but as long as these jump correspond to multiples
of Φ0, they can be corrected easily in �nal curves.

Our SQUIDs are delivered by TRISTAN TECHNOLOGIES (for the detailed proper-
ties, provided by the manufacturer, see Table 5.1) and their control is assured by commer-
cial electronics, delivered from TRISTAN electronics. It performs the read-out of all our
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Squid 1 Squid 2 Squid 3
Bias Current [µA] 24 25.03 25.65
SQUID gain [mV/Φ0] 1.084 0.948 0.653

Signal Magni�cation [mV ] 0.25 0.256 0.181
Modulation coil coupling MSQUID [µA/Φ0] 1.51 1.50 1.61

Input coil coupling [µA/Φ0] 0.194 0.186 0.189
Input coil Inductance [µH] 1.96 1.89 1.85

Current limit [µA] > 16 > 22 > 22
1/f Noise corner Frequency [Hz] < 0.325 < 0.3 < 0.2

No load [µΦ0/
√
Hz] 3.15 2.85 2.54

Load [µΦ0/
√
Hz] 3.62 3.67 2.32

Table 5.1: Experimental properties of the three SQUIDs,used in our experiment, provided
by the manufacturer TRISTAN electronics

three SQUID-channels. The measured voltage VTRISTAN is proportional to the current
Iinput, provided by the inductive coupling MSQUID of the input coil to each SQUID (in
nA/Φ0).

Depending on the chosen ampli�cation gain of the electronics GTRISTAN (in V/Φ0),
we get

Imeasure = VTRISTAN
MSQUID

GTRISTAN

. (5.1)

The SQUID gain 1 can be varied between 1 and 500. With the inductive coupling of
200nA/Φ0, the SQUIDs provide at maximum gain an ampli�cation of about 50nA/V .
The maximal resolution of our set-up is then, assuming a accuracy of the Lock-In read-out
of 100µV , easily in the order of one pico-ampere.

5.3 3-SQUID Measurements: Working principle

As already explained above, SQUID can act as highly sensitive ampli�ers for small
variations of current through the input coil. Due to its high accuracy, SQUIDs are promis-
ing devices to measure current �uctuations (noise) and current cross correlations. Already
beginning of the 20th century, Schottky [118] realized, that noise spectra can give com-
plementary information to electronic transport experiments. Based on this knowledge
and encouraged by more recent theoretical predictions [119�123], experiments have been
made to explore current and noise correlations in multi-terminal devices. Measurement
of positive correlations in N-S-N geometries have been supposed to proof the existence
of Crossed Andreev re�ection as one key element toward EPR-experiments in solid-state
devices.

In this context, our experimental set-up, equipped with 3 commercial dc SQUIDs,
acting as current ampli�ers has been developed. Its high sensitivity as pico-ampere me-
ter provide unique properties in order to test conductance and noise in low impedance
multi-terminal devices. Furthermore, SQUID-ampli�ers and electronics are available as

1. The available gains are in total (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 and 500)
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commercial products and no exhaustive development has to be done. Figure 5.4 shows
a schematic of the experimental set-up, including an image of a typical three-terminal
device. It consists of three superconducting electrodes S0, Sa and Sb, connected through
some normal part, which can be modeled as two non-linear resistors R1 and R2. Each of
these superconducting electrodes is connected to a SQUID ampli�er.

Since we also want to measure current �uctuations, our sample needs to be voltage-
biased. This can be achieved by choosing macroscopic resistors r1, r2 and Rref (referred
here after as biasing resistors), whose resistances are much lower than the device resistance
in normal state.

The approach of voltage-biasing at low temperatures has the advantage to reduce the
unavoidable thermal noise of the biasing resistors. Then, a low noise current source Idc1
injecting current between device and RRef is used to voltage-bias the system. If desired,
a second current source Idc2 connected near r1 and r2 can be used to control individually
the voltage drop Va and Vb. Va and Vb are systematically measured with two di�erential
ampli�ers situated at room temperature as well.

5.3.1 Calibration of experimental set-up

Before proceeding with measurements on more complex samples, we tested the per-
formance of our instrument.

5.4 Measurements

In order to properly control the experimental environment of the sample, it is necessary
to know exactly the resistances of all resistors in the measurement circuit. Those include
not only the biasing resistors r1, r2 and Rref , but also all kind of parasitic resistance, that
could appear due to bonding, soldering or oxidation. Especially the parasitic resistors,
named rp1, rp2, rp, which are situated between sample and SQUID, have to be taken into
account in the experiment. Therefore, once a new sample is mounted, some systematic
measurements need to be done. For a scheme of the experimental set-up, including the
position of the various resistors, see Fig. 5.4. All wires between the circuit elements are
superconducting and hence, do not add any additional resistance into the measurement
scheme. The SQUID-sensors are located at the 4K-�ange of the dilution fridge, all other
elements, especially sample and biasing resistors (r1, r2 and Rref ) are anchored at the
mixing chamber. The location of the parasitic resistors can be either located on the
soldering points near the sample holder, situated on the mixing chamber or on the contacts
toward the input coil of each SQUID (4K).

5.4.1 Conductance measurements with the 3-SQUID set-up: Cal-
ibration

As already explained in section 5.3, our experimental set-up is suited for low-impedance
samples. Here, we will detail the systematic procedure, which is performed for each
measurement run, before starting serious experiments.
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Figure 5.4: Complete scheme of experimental set-up: blue parts represent parts of the
measurement circuit at base temperature of the dilution fridge, red parts are at 4K, wires
at room temperature are coloured in grey. The orange part represents the sample holder.
The inner disc can be removed in order to change the sample chip. Black lines indicate
connections to be established before each run.

First, we check at room temperature that the sample is "alive" by sending an ac-
current (≈ 1µA) on connection J6 and measuring the voltage drop at the same connector.
At room temperature, all compounds in the measurement circuit, including the SQUID-
ampli�ers are resistive. In resistive state, the input coil exhibits a resistance of about
22 kΩ. In order to minimize risks to damage the SQUIDs during the preparation of
experiments, each SQUID is shunted by a resistance of 1kΩ which is placed in parallel to
the input coil of each SQUID. The initial test is then that the overall impedance of the
circuit is ≈ 333 Ω 2. At 4 K, the SQUID's are now superconducting and can be used for
more precise calibration. In a �rst step, all implemented resistances must be determined.

As described in section 5.4.1, we have identi�ed three parasitic resistors rp, rp1 and
rp2, see Fig. 5.4. Other occurring resistors can be included into the bias resistors. Here,
we detail the procedure to extract rp at T = 4K. First, a d.c. current is sent through
connection J6 and the current in each SQUID is recorded. According to Kirchho�'s laws,
applied to each node, the current passing towards the sample reads:

IJ6
sq1 + IJ6

sq2 =
Rref + rp

Req + rp +Rref

IJ6 (5.2)

where Req is the equivalent resistance, considering the simpli�ed scheme, see Fig. 5.5a.

2. When a value of 500 Ω is found instead, it means that one arm is broken
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Similarly, the current �owing towards the sample when a d.c. current is sent through the
J5 connection is:

IJ5
sq1 + IJ5

sq2 =
Rref

Req + rp +Rref

IJ5 (5.3)

Figure 5.5b shows the behaviour of the two measurements as a function of the applied
d.c. current. Knowing the resistance of the Rref resistor, the value of rp is then obtained
from the ratio α of the two slopes

rp = (α− 1)Rref . (5.4)

With a typical value of Rref = 90mΩ, we �nd rp = 30mΩ. Similar measurements al-
low measuring the two other parasitic resistances, rp1 and rp2. The resistance of the
macroscopic resistors r1, r2, Rref can be measured directly with the help of our di�er-
ential ampli�ers. In a typical measurement, we �nd following values, with small de-
viations (±5mΩ) between di�erent measurement runs: r1 = 0.090 Ω, r1 = 0.091 Ω,
Rref = 0.0885 Ω, rp1 = 0.0565 Ω, rp2 = 0.065 Ω, rp = 0.107 Ω. In the following, these
resistances will be taken into account in the formulas, but no longer mentioned explicitly.

(a) Simpli�ed measurement scheme: By injecting
current at connections J5 and J6, the resistance
rp can be extracted easily. Req represents all re-
sistances which are on the sample side.

(b) Device T-shape No.2: Squid-current (squid 2)
as a function of sweeped d.c.-current at J5 and J6.
The insert shows the deviated parasitic resistance
rp, using equation 5.4

For the measurement of di�erential resistance, an ac-current is sent, usually at con-
nection J5 and the output of each SQUID is measured by a SR 830 Lock-In ampli�er.
The di�erential resistances are de�ned as follows

Rdiffa,(b) =
dVa,(b)
dIa,(b)

=
Rref (δIac − δIac,0)− rp δIac,0

δIac,1(2)

− (r1,(2) + rp1,p2). (5.5)

We de�ne δIac,0 as the ac-current, measured by SQUID 3, δIac,a the ac-current in SQUID
1 (respectively, δIac,b the ac-current in SQUID 2)

In order to control individually the voltage across each sample branch, we usually send
a current Idc,1 in the Reference side and Idc,2 at r1.
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Figure 5.5: Experimen-
tal set-up for conductance
measurements; using two
current sources Idc1, Idc2
the voltage drop across the
two junctions, Va and Vb
can be controlled individu-
ally. The SQUIDs are used
to measure the contribu-
tion of the ac-modulated
probe current (in this ex-
ample, injected at the
reference-branch). The
SQUID-current in SQUID
S is called δIac,0, the
ac-current in SQUID 1
δIac,1 and the ac-current in
SQUID 2 δIac,2

5.4.2 3-SQUIDs for Noise and Correlation measurements

A full scheme of our experimental set-up has been given in Fig. 5.4. For noise mea-
surements however, it must be considered, that each resistive element Ri in the circuit
generates current �uctuations in the circuit. In accordance with the Nyquist represen-
tation, we can model these �uctuations by a current δIi emitted by a current source
which is situated in parallel of the respective resistor Ri. For the complete experimental,
noise-adapted scheme, see Fig. 5.6. Each of these sources is characterized by its spectral
density of noise 3 Si = 〈δI2

i /∆f〉. In the case of pure thermal noise, this spectral density
of noise corresponds to Si = 4kBT/Ri. The current Isq,i, �owing through Squid i, is then
given by

δIsq,i =

(
R̂i

R̂i + R̂jk

)
δ̂Ii −

(
R̂jk

R̂i + R̂jk

)(
δ̂Ij + δ̂Ik

)
(5.6)

where R̂i is the sum of the resistances in branch i, δ̂Ii the weighted current contribution
of all the elements in branch i and R̂jk the equivalent resistance of R̂j in parallel with R̂k.
For instance,

R̂1 = R1 + r1 + rp1 R̂3 = Rref + rp

δ̂I1 =
R1

R̂1

δI1 +
r1

R̂1

δIr1 +
rp1

R̂1

δIrp1 δ̂I3 = δIref + δIrp.
(5.7)

From these three SQUID-measurements δIsq,i, we can perform six non-independent
measurements: three auto-correlations ACi ≡ δIsq,iδIsq,i and three cross-correlations
XCij ≡ δIsq,iδIsq,j, which are de�ned by:

3. for simplicity, we will use the expression "noise" in the sense of "spectral density of noise"
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Figure 5.6: Schematic description of the experimental set-up. The red circuit's elements
are at 4.2 K and the blue ones are thermalized with the mixing chamber of the dilution
fridge. For calibration measurements, the sample has been replaced by two macroscopic
resistors of ∼ 1 Ω resistance whereas the others macroscopic resistors in the circuit have
a resistance of ∼ 0.1 Ω. All the wiring is made from superconducting leads.
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ACi =
δIsq,i

2

∆f
=

1

(R̂i + R̂jk)2

[
R̂i

2
Ŝi + R̂jk

2
(
Ŝj + Ŝk + 2Ŝjk

)
− 2R̂iRjk

(
Ŝij + Ŝik

)]
XCij =

δIsq,iδIsq,j
∆f

=
1

(R̂i + R̂jk)(R̂j + R̂ik)
[−R̂iR̂ikŜi − R̂jR̂jkŜj + R̂jkR̂ikŜk

+(R̂iR̂j + R̂jkR̂ik)Ŝij + (R̂jkR̂ik − R̂jR̂jk)Ŝjk + (R̂jkR̂ik − R̂iR̂ik)Ŝik]

(5.8)

where Ŝi is the spectral density of noise of the noise source δ̂Ii and Ŝij the correlation
between the sources δ̂Ii and δ̂Ij.

In principle, the six measurements are related to the noise and cross-correlations of
each element of the circuit. This can be very much simpli�ed since cross-correlations
between macroscopic resistors are zero. That means, that cross correlation-�uctuations
including at least one of these macroscopic resistors are decorrelated and can be set to
zero. Therefore, the system of equations reduces to


AC1

AC2

AC3

XC12

XC13

XC23

 = Mred

S1

S2

S12

+Ntot

 Sr1Sr2
Sref

+Otot

Srp1Srp2
Srp

+


AC0

1

AC0
2

AC0
3

XC0
12

XC0
13

XC0
23

 (5.9)

where Sref , Sr1 and Sr2 are the thermal noise of the three macroscopic resistors Rref , r1 and
r2. Here Srp1, Srp2 and Srp is the noise generated by the parasitic resistors. Furthermore,
all connected instruments, such as ampli�ers or voltage sources lead to a constant o�set
in the measurements, which will be taken into account by the constants AC0

1 , AC
0
2 , AC

0
3 ,

XC0
12, XC

0
13 and XC

0
23. The three quantities of interest are the noise in each part of the

device i. e. S1 ≡ δI1 δI1 and S2 ≡ δI2 δI2 and the cross-correlated noise S12 ≡ δI1δI2.
Therefore, only three measurements are necessary and we usually choose AC1, AC2 and
XC12 that are related to the physical quantities in the following way:

 AC1

AC2

XC12

 = M

S1

S2

S12

+N

 Sr1Sr2
Sref

+O

Srp1Srp2
Srp

+

AC0
1

AC0
2

XC0
12

 . (5.10)

Following equation 5.6, the matrix elements are given by the values of various resis-
tances. It must be stressed out, that in the case of "real" samples, the sample resistances
R1 and R2 can show non-linear characteristics. Then, R1 and R2 are di�erential resis-
tances. By putting numbers as an example, the three 3x3 matrices M , N and O, for
R1 = R2 = 1.0 Ω, Rref = r1 = r2 = 0.1 Ω, and rp = rp1 = rp2 = 0.01 Ω, are:
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M =

 0.7072 0.0049 −0.1179
0.0049 0.7072 −0.1179
−0.0589 −0.0589 0.7105


N =

 0.007072 0.000049 0.0059
0.000049 0.007072 0.0059
−0.000589 −0.000589 0.0059


O =

 0.0007072 0.0000049 0.00059
0.0000049 0.0007072 0.00059
−0.0000589 −0.0000589 0.00059

 .
(5.11)

From this example, we see that the AC1 (AC2) is mostly due to the noise S1 (S2).
Especially the parasitic contributions in matrix O are almost negligible and will just
give small corrections even though their thermal noise can be large due to their small
resistance. Focusing on XC12, it reads:

XC12 =− |M31 | S1− |M32 | S2+ |M33 | S12

− | N31 | Sr1− | N32 | Sr2+ | N33 | Sref
− | O31 | Sp1− | O32 | Sp2+ | O33 | Sp (5.12)

where |Mij | refers to the absolute value of the matrix element Mij. This notation shows
that the sign of XC12 is not necessary that of the crossed correlated noise S12 and that the
contribution Sref is always positive. There are di�erent ways to extract S12 from XC12.
First, if all the contributions other than S12 are known, the crossed correlated noise of a
sample is known simply by removing those contributions from XC12 and divide by M33.
Usually, S1 and S2 are not known. In that case, the matrix M in equation 5.10 can be
inverted and both the spectral densities of noise S1 and S2, and the cross-correlations S12

can be obtained from measurements.

5.4.3 Calibration for noise measurements

For the following test runs, the macroscopic resistors R1 and R2, are mounted in
place of a typical sample, in order to simulate future experiments. Since just macroscopic
resistors are included in this con�guration, we expect that the detected current noise will
be given by the thermal noise Si = 4kBT/Ri of each resistive element Ri in the circuit
(all intrinsic cross-correlations should be zero, since all elements are macroscopic). That's
why, in a �rst step, we determine precise by the resistance of each resistor in the circuit.
We �nd R1 = R2 = 0.88 Ω and r1 = r2 = Rref = 0.088 Ω 4. In the presented data, we get
rp = rp1 = rp2 = 0. For the procedure, how to measure the respective resistors, please
infer to 5.4.1.

Fig. 5.7 shows the variation of the six possible measurements as a function of temper-
ature. In order to simulate the real-experiment con�guration, one DC current source is
connected with zero output, in order to take into account its associated noise which will

4. We have performed several runs, always obtaining about the same resistance
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Figure 5.7: Noise
ACi and correla-
tions XCij of the
three SQUIDs as
a function of the
mixing chamber
temperature for
zero DC current;
"SUM" has been
calculated in order
to verify the current
conservation in the
circuit (see text);
for the measurement
scheme, see Fig. 5.6

be present to any future experiments. Furthermore, in order to verify current conserva-
tion in the measurement circuit, the sum of all circulating current contributions has been
calculated and added to the graph, ”SUM” = (

∑
δIsqi)

2 =
∑
ACi + 2

∑
XCij:

Since in this calibration run all resistors in the measurement circuit are macroscopic,
all the correlation terms Sij are zero. Knowing the values of the macroscopic resistors,
we can compare the data of Fig. 5.7 with eq. 5.9. The only unknown quantities are the
contributions of the set-up noise, which can be found by extrapolating the data to zero
temperature. We �nd a set-up noise level of the order of 2 − 3 pA2/Hz, which is close
to the noise level given by manufacturer, see Table 5.1. Concerning the cross-correlations
XCij, the solid lines in Fig. 5.7 assume no intrinsic cross-correlation, i. e. XC0

ij = 0.
The fair agreement con�rms that there exist no measurable correlations between the

3 SQUID output signals. If we focus now on each measurement in detail, we �nd that
there is a deviation of about 8 % between the slope of the measured signals and their �ts.
This has been observed systematically in all measurements and does not match neither
with additional parasitic resistors nor with deviations in the ampli�cation gain. However,
if we assume that the temperature T ∗ of the resistors is di�erent from the temperature T
of the mixing chamber, we obtain a perfect �t with

T ∗ = 0.92T (5.13)

The origin of the temperature mismatch is unclear. We have also checked by sweeping the
temperature up and down, that this di�erence is not due to some thermalization delay.
Because of lack of time, we decided to accept the error of 8 %, which is remarkable enough
for such complex measurements.

In a second test, we measure noise and correlation as a function of a DC current at
�xed temperature. For these measurements, the current source Idc1 is used. We sweep
the current up to 1.5 mA at �xed temperatures of 100, 300 and 500 mK. A typical result
is shown in Figure 5.8, at a temperature of 100 mK. Because of the macroscopic nature
of our resistive elements, the detected noise should be given by the thermal noise of the
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Figure 5.8: Noise ACi and correlations XCij of the three SQUIDs as a function of the
total DC current Idc1 applied on reference resistor side at 100 mK.
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Figure 5.9: Electronic tem-
perature of the reference
resistor Rref and of the
sample resistors R1 and
R2 as a function of the
dc current �owing through
each of them for three dif-
ferent regulated tempera-
tures. The inset shows
the e�ective temperatures
at a base temperature of
100 mK as a function of the
dissipated power.

resistors. However, a clear increase of noise and correlation can be seen with increasing
the total current, which is due to the rise of the electronic temperature of the resistors
in the circuit due to Joule heating, even if the mixing chamber temperature was kept
regulated at 100 mK. As we will show, we can now extract the e�ective temperature of
each resistive element in the measurement circuit, but for that we have to make some
assumptions:

First, since the biasing resistors Rref , r1 and r2 are anchored directly on the mixing
chamber, their thermal coupling to the bath is better than that of R1, R2, which are
used to simulate future samples. Furthermore, as Rref << R1, R2, the amount of current
�owing in Rref is much larger than that �owing through R1 and R2. Finally, the symmetry
of our circuit helps us to simplify by considering TR1=TR2=TR and Tr1=Tr2=Tr where TR
is the e�ective temperature of a resistor R - both temperatures being di�erent from TRef .
In order to estimate the e�ective temperature, we use AC1 and AC3. By considering
purely thermal noise, we get:

AC1 = α1TR + α2Tr + α3Tref + AC0
1

AC3 = β1TR + β2Tr + β3Tref + AC0
3

(5.14)

where for instance α1 = 4kB(Mtot11/R1Mtot12/R2) and AC0
1 , AC

0
3 the respective set-up

noise of each SQUID (obtained from 5.7). A further simpli�cation of the equations can
be achieved by neglecting the current noise contribution of resistors r1 and r2, which is
justi�ed regarding their weight of contribution: on one hand, α1 ≈ 10α2 (same for β1); on
the other hand, the current in r1 and r2 is much smaller than through Rref

5. Finally, the
results of the e�ective temperature, obtained from Equation 5.14 are depicted in Figure
5.9.

As we can see, the temperature increase gets weaker as the base temperature is raised,
and for temperatures above 500 mK, the temperature increase almost disappears. This
behaviour can be explained by the increase of the electron-phonon coupling as the tem-
perature is raised. Furthermore, we see a more pronounced temperature increase in the
reference resistor as in the sample resistors. This e�ect is strongest for the lowest investi-

5. More detailed calculations, taking into account all contribution con�rmed the result.
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gated temperature (Tbase = 100mK). The maximal temperature-di�erence ∆T between
base-temperature Tbase and resistor for the reference resistor is ∆Tref = 250mK, whereas
for the sample resistors, we �nd ∆TR = 100mK. As an inset, we show the e�ective
temperature as a function of dissipated power P = RI2 in each resistor - the di�erent
traces for Tref and TR re�ect their di�erent coupling to the mixing chamber. Even if we
have found an increase of the e�ective temperature, its contribution for future experi-
ments stays moderate but should be taken into account especially for cross-correlation
measurements.

5.5 Technical measurement details

For the moment, the noise measurements have been presented somehow as a "black
box". But how do we proceed to measure the spectral noise density?

As mentioned in section 5.3, the SQUID electronics gives us a voltage-value, which
is proportional to the current-induced �ux in the SQUID-loop. With the help of a spec-
trum analyzer, the voltage �uctuations δV (t) can be decomposed in a frequency spectrum
by Fourier transformation. Usually, we use the options "Power spectrum" and "Cross-
Spectrum", both in units V 2/Hz. Then the amplitude at a given frequency gets normal-
ized with respect to the band width of the system. This quantity is equivalent to the
spectral noise density, Sv(f).

5.5.1 Cut-o� frequency of the set-up and separation of noise con-
tributions

In Fig. 5.10, we present the noise spectrum over the whole accessible measurement
range, obtained for a fake-sample or di�erent temperatures. At very low frequency, we
observe an strong increase in the response, which can be attributed to the 1/f noise. We
can also identify the 50 Hz-peaks and its harmonics due to the power line. Between 800
Hz and 7 kHz, we observe a rather �at plateau which will be used to estimate the noise
level. At frequencies above 10 kHz, a signi�cant decrease of the noise signal gets visible
because of the frequency cut-o� of our experimental set-up. Taking into account SQUID
input coil inductance and the implemented reference resistors r1, r2 and Rref , leads to an
expected cut-o� frequency f ≈ Rref/2πL ≈ 10 kHz. Experimentally, for all temperature,
the noise spectra can be �tted by

ACi(f) = AC0
i /
[
1 + (f/fcutoff )

2
]

(5.15)

Using this formula, we �nd a cut-o� frequency fcutoff of 27 kHz, in agreement with the
estimates.

5.5.2 Data acquisition

To extract the spectral noise density level, we choose a frequency range between 800
Hz and 4.2 kHz. In this range, the noise spectra are rather �at (see Fig. 5.10) and only
a few peaks appear due to 50 Hz-harmonics. Fig. 5.11a shows a histogram of a typical
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Figure 5.10: Typical noise
spectra for di�erent tem-
peratures, provided by our
spectrum analyzer (in this
example, AC1); between
50 Hz and 800 Hz, 50 Hz-
harmonics appear; we also
determine a noise increas-
ing at low frequency due
to 1/f noise; From a sim-
ple �t, we extract a cut-o�
frequency of 27 kHz.

spectrum. This curve can be �tted with a Gaussian distribution (see Fig. 5.11a, obtained
for AC1 at 500 mK). The resulting mean value gives the noise level (see red dashed line).

For routine experiments, this procedure is a bit too complicated and takes to much
time. We use instead the following measurement routine, created by Olivier Coupiac,
which has been approved over years in the Laboratory. The procedure is to remove the
�rst 30 and the last 20 points as well as the 20 highest peaks of a spectrum. Fig. 5.11b
shows some spectra obtained for di�erent temperatures. The noise level is then obtained
by taking the mean value of each spectrum. The dashed line shows this noise level at 500
mK. A general comparison of the two techniques, is shown in Fig. 5.11c. Even if there is
a small discrepancy between the two techniques, it shows that the mean-value technique
extracts with su�cient accuracy the noise level.
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Figure 5.11: Noise-measurement: Data acquisition
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5.5.3 Magnetic �eld: ultimate challenge for a SQUID set-up

During this thesis, we added the option to apply magnetic �eld to our SQUID-set-
up. This needs some e�ort, because -as already mentioned in chapter 5 - SQUIDs are
powerful sensors for magnetic �ux and hence extremely sensitive to all type of external
perturbations. For that reason, we tried to keep the magnetic �eld as local as possible,
that its in�uence on the SQUIDs is negligible. This can be achieved by mounting a
magnetic coil directly on lowest 13 cm of the VTI 6. The magnetic coil consists of a
superconducting NbTi 7 wiring, which gives 390Gauss/Ampere. As reference for our
tests, we use an exemplary di�erential resistance line-trace (see Fig. 5.13).

Figure 5.12: Experimental sketch: Mag-
netic coil, mounted around the VTI is con-
nected to a low noise voltage source; two
pairs of 25 Ω resistances and a 800µF ca-
pacitor are connected on each line. This
allows to reduce the �uctuations of the
voltage source which are sent into the
fridge.

In order to generate a magnetic �eld, we use a low-noise voltage source and connect it
with a biasing resistors to the ends of the magnetic coil. Since our low noise sources are
limited to a maximal output of 30V and 110mA, we need low resistive resistors to achieve
the maximal available magnetic �eld. First attempts have been realized using standard
1/4W resistors, which gives another limit for the magnetic �eld due to the maximal
dissipated power in the resistors. A �rst working con�guration for measurements without
perturbing the SQUIDs achieved, when putting two pairs of 25 Ω resistors and a chemical
bi-polar capacitor of 800µF (see Fig. 5.12). Within this con�guration, we see that the
measurement does not di�er signi�cantly with respect to the reference line-trace.

However, within this con�guration, the maximal magnetic �eld is limited to only 50
Gauss. This corresponds maximal to a few �ux quantum Φ0 in the junction area and
detailed studies of �eld dependence is not really possible. In the second con�guration, we
use 10 Ω WELWYN aluminium housed resistors, type WH5, which can work up to 10W .
Together with the Voltage source Agilent E3633A, we can measure up to 500Gauss,
which should be even enough to exceed the critical �eld Bc of Al. We tried various
arrangements, all showed that only a few available voltage sources are stable enough to
allow unperturbed SQUID-measurements with magnetic �eld: Yokogawa 7651, ADRET
104A and Agilent E3633A.

6. Variable temperature insert
7. Niobium Titan
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Figure 5.13: Sample T-shape No.2: line-traces within di�erent con�gurations for magnetic
�eld; reference trace, no power supply connected to magnetic coil; con�guration 1 (red):
low-noise voltage source as power supply for the magnetic �eld, with two biasing resistors
of 50 Ω in each line; con�guration 2: two biasing resistors in each line, and a bi-polar
resistor situated in-between, shunting the Voltage output + and -.
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Chapter 6

Electronic transport in di�usive

TRI-junctions

In this chapter, we will give �rst a short overview about the sample fabrication, fol-
lowed by a general characterization of the junction. We will show, that the general
properties such as critical current reproduce the behaviour of 2-terminal SNS junction.
Experimentally, we extract the Thouless energy from the temperature dependence of the
critical current, in good agreement to the junction area and material constants, which
have been found in previous work. Our analysis shows, that a too low de-pairing current
and strong excess current restrict our voltage range to low energies (eV << ∆). The
features are rather robust in temperature and their amplitude stays constant over a large
voltage range which largely exceeds the Thouless-energy.

6.1 Sample fabrication-small overview

For the main part of this thesis, the samples have been fabricated by Hervé Courtois at
the Nanofab in the Institut Néel using shadow mask evaporation. All our TRI-junctions
consist of aluminium as superconductor and Copper with a purity of 99.9999 % was used
as normal metal. The phase coherence length LΦ in copper is known of previous work
to be around 1 − 2µm at 100 mK. We used two di�erent sample designs which we will
call in the following "T-shape" and "separated" geometry. In T-shape geometry, the
superconducting electrodes share a common normal part (see Fig. 6.1 a)), whereas in
separated geometry, the central superconductor is arranged in a way that two spatially
separated Josephson junction are formed (see Fig. 6.1 b)). The length of the normal
metal varies between 1.0 and 1.3µm, which exceeds the superconducting coherence length
ξNs =

√
~D/∆ ≈ 200nm. The di�usion constant in the normal wire is estimated to

D ≈ 10−2m2/s. In Fig. 6.2, the involved steps during the sample fabrication process are
illustrated.

In a �rst step of the sample fabrication, a bilayer of PMMA/MAA resist is spinned
on top of a standard Si-substrate (see Fig. 6.2a). In a second step, the mask geometry
is designed by e-beam lithography (EBL), see Fig. 6.2b. Since the bottom layer is more
sensitive than the top layer, an undercut is assured. After development of the resist, the
exposed resist can be removed. If exposure dose and design are well adjusted, regions can
be de�ned, which are only covered by the suspended top layer resist (see Fig. 6.2c). Now,
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6.1. SAMPLE FABRICATION-SMALL OVERVIEW

the sample can be fabricated by evaporation of the normal metal and the superconducting
electrodes. Using di�erent angles, allows to evaporate the two materials 1 in situ, without
breaking the vacuum (see Fig. 6.2d). This allows on one hand highly transparent and
reproducible interfaces between the materials, but imposes on the other hand restrictions
in the geometry (for instance size and thickness of electrodes).

Figure 6.1: measured sample designs: a) separated
geometry; b) T-shape geometry; the red coloured
part correspond to normal metal parts, whereas the
orange coloured parts correspond to the supercon-
ducting electrodes S0, Sa, Sb.

For our samples, 50 nm of Copper is evaporated �rst (Fig. 6.2e). After changing the
angle, 500 nm of Aluminium are evaporated (Fig. 6.2f). After a �nal lift-o�, the last
residual of the resist mask can be removed. Finally, we fabricated TiAu contact pads
which allow an easier bonding to the chip-holder. These contacts are designed by optical
lithography. Usually, the normal resistance of the resulting junctions is quite symmetric
(Rn = Ra ≈ Rb) and varies between 1.3 and 1.7 Ω between batches of di�erent fabrication
runs.

1. for our structures: Copper, Aluminium
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6.2: Sample fabrication: complete fabrication cycle; a) Covering chip with a
double-layer of PMMA-MA/PMMA resist; b) with e-beam lithography, the resist is
partly developed; c)-d) the remaining resist builds now some kind of a mask, because
the lower resist-layer is more sensitive as the top layer; e) angle-evaporation of Cu; f)
angle-evaporation of Al; superposition of Al and Cu at speci�c regions form the desired
geometry
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6.2 General characterization

The routine of general characterization before starting serious measurements will be
described below. In a �rst step, sample-intrinsic parameters are measured carefully, such
as critical current as a function of temperature. Furthermore, the depairing current of
the aluminium electrodes will be determined.

6.2.1 Set-up calibration for DC-measurements

As already explained in chapter 5, our experimental set-up is suited for low-impedance
samples. In order to properly control the voltage across the sample, it is necessary to know
exactly the resistances of the external resistors. Those include the biasing resistors r1, r2

and Rref , but also all kind of parasitic resistance, that could appear due to bonding,
soldering or oxidation. Therefore, once a new sample is mounted, some systematic mea-
surement need to be done. As described in section 5.4.1, we have identi�ed three parasitic
resistors rp, rp1 and rp2, see Fig. 5.4. As a reminder, we usually obtain the following val-
ues, with small deviations (±5mΩ) between di�erent measurement runs: r1 = 0.090 Ω,
r2 = 0.091 Ω, Rref = 0.0885 Ω, rp1 = 0.0565 Ω, rp2 = 0.065 Ω, rp = 0.107 Ω.

6.2.2 Critical current: temperature dependence

Figure 6.3: Critical current as a
function of temperature: the red
dashed line indicates the �t; below
150 mK, theory and experiment de-
viate.

Below T . 800mK, the sample goes into zero
resistance state and exhibits a critical current that
depends on temperature. Fig. 6.3 shows this be-
haviour for the T-shape sample No.1. The critical
current Ic corresponds to the total current injected
into the junction from connection J5. Both junc-
tions have about the same critical current, hence
Ic,a = Ic,b = 1/2Ic. The decay of the critical current
Ic with temperatures �ts very well with the formula
found by Wilhelm et al. [83], see equation 3.4.1.

Interestingly, we obtain the best �t assuming
a Thouless energy ETh of 5.25µeV , which corre-
sponds exactly to the junction length of L = 1.2µm,
obtained from SEM images 2. Only for tempera-
tures below 150mK, the experimental points devi-
ate from the theory and also other known formulas
for the low temperature regime do not reproduce
this feature (for instance eq. 3.4.1). At this temper-
ature, small hysteresis appears in the IV-characteristics. Hence, the experimental points
below this temperature correspond no longer to the critical current Ic but represent a
so-called switching current Iswitch which is much more sensitive to �uctuations. Indeed,
whenever the actual set current value exceeds the critical current due to its �uctuations,
the sample jumps into the normal state.

2. Scanning Electron Microscope
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6.2.3 DC transport: Temperature and voltage dependence

In a next step, we measure the di�erential resistance of the sample as a function
of voltage by sweeping the DC current Idc1. Fig. 6.4 shows the response Rdiff,a of
sample T-shape No.1 for various temperature between 100 and 800mK. The di�erential
resistance shows strong non-linearities above ≈ 100µV . We attribute this behaviour
to the depairing current of the superconducting electrode that decreases with increasing
temperature. Because of this rather low depairing current, sub-gap features that could
appear in a voltage range above 50µV are di�cult to detect. For that reason, we focused
our investigations in the low voltage range below 50µV .

Figure 6.4: Di�erential resistance Rdiff,a

as a function of voltage Va for di�er-
ent temperatures. The curves have been
shifted for clarity by 2Ω.

6.3 T-shape: hunting for quartets

6.3.1 Measurement procedure

After the general characterization as described above, we proceed to more elaborated
experiments. We use two external d.c. current sources to investigate the response of the
sample in the entire (Va, Vb)-plane. The �rst current source Idc1 is usually connected to
the J5 connection and the second one to the J1 connection. Since the biasing resistors
Rref , r1 and r2 have resistances much lower than the normal resistance of a typical sample,
the current source Idc1 allows varying the voltage Va and Vb equally i.e. along the �rst
diagonal of the (Va, Vb)-plane and the second source mainly changes Va.

Each line within the (Va, Vb)-plane is recorded using the following procedure: First,
an Idc2 current is �xed, which sets a certain value Va by keeping Vb ≈ 0. Then, the
current Idc1 at the �rst source is varied in order to keep Va and Vb in the [−50µV, 50µV ]
range (see red arrow, Fig. 6.5). For each point along this diagonal line, the ac-currents
δIsq1,δIsq2 �owing through SQUID 1 and SQUID 2 are recorded in response to an ac-
current δIac ≈ 1µA applied to the J5 connection. Once the line-trace is �nished, we
increase the current source Idc2, which shifts the following line-trace in Va (green arrow).
The overall procedure is repeated for di�erent values of Idc2, until the (Va, Vb)-plane is
entirely investigated.

Some raw data δIsq1 and δIsq2 are plotted in Fig. 6.6a as a function of Idc1 for di�erent
values of Idc2. From these raw data, the di�erential resistances Rdiff,a and Rdiff,b can
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Figure 6.5: black data points: Measurement
in the (Va, Vb) plane for ±50µV . For a �xed
dc current Idc2, we sweep Idc1 which leads to a
line-trace, indicated by the red arrow. Varia-
tion of Idc2 shifts the line-trace, as illustrated
by the green arrow (Idc2 = 300µA). The grey
data are obtained for negative values of Idc2.
The blue arrow corresponds to a measure-
ment with Idc2 = −300µA. For a compar-
ison of the line-traces Idc2 = ±300µA, see
Fig. 6.7b
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(a) Raw-data δIsq1, δIsq2 as a function of dc-
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y-axis for clarity
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line-traces have been shifted in y-axis for clarity

Figure 6.6: Typical line-traces (I), sample T-shape No.1

be calculated following equation 5.5, given in section 5.4.1. The resulting di�erential
resistance Rdiff,a as a function of Idc1 for di�erent values of Idc2 is shown in Fig. 6.6b. We
see that many features appear, as well in the raw data as in the di�erential resistance.
The discussion of the origin of these features is the main scope of this thesis.

If we focus on the voltage Va as a function of Idc1, we observe that the overall slope
does not change for di�erent Idc2 (see Fig. 6.7a). This indicates, that - apart the regions,
where Va or Vb are close to zero - our sample is voltage-biased.

The parameters for this experimental procedure has been chosen in a way, that the
overall measurement time is not too large but accurate enough not to miss any features.
The increment in Idc1 is usually set to 2µA, whereas that in Idc2 is usually ten times
larger. With this conditions, the 2D scan of the (Va, Vb)-plane can be achieved within ≈ 7
days. In order to reduce the measurement time even more, only half of the (Va, Vb)-plane
is measured as the response of the sample shows a centre point symmetry. Nevertheless,
we have checked, that this is indeed the case, by measuring the full (Va, Vb)-plane for
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(a) Typical line-traces in the (Va, Vb)-plane:
their overall slope stays roughly the same, except
where Va or Vb are close to zero: this con�rms
that our experimental set-up is voltage-biased,
except around the strong non-linearities due to
dc-Josephson-e�ect

(b) T-shape No1, T=200 mK: comparison of a
measured line-trace Rdiff,a(Idc2 = ±300µA)

Figure 6.7: Typical line-traces (II), T-shape No.1

sample T-shape No.1 at 200 mK (see Fig. 6.8). For a comparison of a point-inverted
line-trace and a real measured one, see Fig. 6.7b.

Because the incremental values of Idc1 and Idc2 are not equal, the density of points
in the 2D-plot is not constant. Moreover, as the X and Y-axis are measured data, the
distance between two consecutive points is not constant as well. Therefore, the Rdiff,a-
matrix that is used to create the 2D-plot is obtained using an interpolation algorithm. We
have checked that this interpolation procedure does not generate any features. However,
white dots in Fig. 6.8 appear along the two lines at Vb = 2Va and blue dots along
Vb = 1/ 2Va. They can be attributed due to the experimental procedure. In Fig. 6.9a,
we show a zoom into Fig. 6.8 around Vb = 1/2Va, together with the traces, where the
di�erential resistance has been measured. Each green dot corresponds to a measurement
point. We can see, that the blue (respectively white) sparkles correspond to the place in
the (Va, Vb)-plane, where measurements cross the feature at Vb = 1/2Va (Vb = 2Va). The
width of the dots is due to the interpolation procedure and it is limited in the (Va, Vb)-
plane. Since between two white dots (blue dots), there is no true measurement, the
interpolation gives the average response of nearest points around, which corresponds to
the blue (white) colour level. Fig. 6.9b shows two examples of line-traces, which contain
measurement points within the feature Vb = 1/2Va.

In Fig. 6.8, obtained at T=200 mK, various features appear, among which several
have been never reported experimentally. For Va = 0 or Vb = 0, d.c. Josephson ef-
fect 3 is expected in junction a, respectively b. Indeed, for Va = 0 or Vb = 0, one
branch goes into a zero-resistance state like in a conventional two-terminal junction.

3. In following discussions, we will use the convention: J stands for DC Josephson e�ect, the indices
0a indicate the involved electrodes, so Josephson e�ect between S0 and Sa (Va = 0) will be named as
J0a, dc Josephson e�ect between S0 and Sb (Vb = 0) will be named as J0b
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Figure 6.8: Sample T-shape No.1: di�erential resistance Rdiff,a as a function of Voltage
Va and Vb at 200 mK.
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Figure 6.9: Typical line-traces, sample T-shape No.1
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Figure 6.11: Sample T-shape No.1, Rdiff,a, T = 200mK: line-traces for across the dc-
Josephson resonances J0a and J0b.
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Figure 6.10: Typical line-traces of di�erential
resistance Rdiff,b crossing the feature J0a, as
a function of voltage Vb

By focusing on the dc-Josephson e�ect
J0a, we see, that the di�erential resistance
Rdiff,a is not perfectly zero, when Va = 0
and Vb 6= 0 but shows a pronounced mini-
mum (see Fig. 6.11a). The reason for this
feature is unclear yet, but most probably,
non-equilibrium e�ects, introduced by the
fact that Vb 6= 0 lead to an important sup-
pression of the critical current Ic,a. Corre-
spondingly, we observe in Fig. 6.10, that
Rdiff,b shows a pronounced maximum. If
we consider the ac-current δI0 that �ows
through S0 (which can be measured by
SQUID 3), we �nd that it is almost con-
stant over the J0a-resonance. Since the ac-
current is injected initially at the J5 con-
nection, it indicates, that the overall resis-
tance does not vary much. Therefore, if the di�erential resistance Rdiff,a decreases, the
current in branch a increases. Consequently, as the total ac-current δI0 is almost constant,
the ac-current δIb on branch b is must decrease leading to a maximum on Rdiff,b.

The same arguments apply for the dc-Josephson e�ect J0b at Vb = 0: it appears as an
increase of the di�erential resistance Rdiff,a and as a decrease in the di�erential resistance
Rdiff,b.

For symmetry reasons of the sample design, also the dc-Josephson e�ect Jab - between
left and right electrode - would be expected when Va = Vb. There exist several reasons,
why we do not observe dc-Josephson e�ect Jab in these measurements. A �rst reason of
this missing line is, that we are probing with an ac-excitation, situated at J5. This leads
to high sensitivity of all processes, that include electrode S0. However, Jab is a process,
that leads to a reduction of the di�erential resistance between Sa and Sb, and does not
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Figure 6.12: T-shape No.2: Rdiff,a as a function of voltage Va, Vb for di�erent ways of
injecting the ac probe current. In order to improve the resolution of the striking features,
a background signal has been subtracted.

a�ect the way the ac-current is distributed when injected at the S0-electrode. Therefore,
Jab is not seen in plot of Fig. 6.8. Furthermore, as explained in 6.3.1, the measurement-
procedure consists to measure line-traces, where the current Idc2 is �x and Idc1 is varied.
This leads to line-traces which are parallel to the expected line at Va = Vb.

We have checked with further experiments in other devices, that Jab can be revealed by
putting the ac-excitation on either J1 or J7 (see Fig. 6.12). The presented data originate
from T-shape sample No. 2 4. Indeed, depending on the place of the ac-excitation, the
intensity of the anomalies changes.

For an ac-excitation, situated at connection J5 (see Fig. 6.12b), the same lines appear
as already observed for sample T-shape No.1. At Va = 0, a clear line appears due to dc-
Josephson e�ect J0a. Furthermore, lines appear at Va = −Vb, Va = 2Vb and Va = 1/2Vb,
as already observed above. Their origin will be discussed below. The dc Josephson
e�ect J0b at Vb = 0 is barely visible, since in this experiment, measurements have been
performed along Va-direction: In this sample, line-traces have been taken, keeping Idc1 �x
and varying Idc2. This leads to line-traces rather oriented along the Va-axis. Conform to
the results of sample T-shape No.1, the dc Josephson e�ect at Va = Vb is not visible.

For an ac-excitation situated on J1 (see Fig. 6.12a), a clear visible line appears at
Va = Vb, indicating the dc Josephson e�ect Jab. O� course, also the dc Josephson e�ect
J0a is marked by a clear feature at Va = 0. Again two further lines appear at Va = −Vb
and Va = 1/2Vb. However, the feature at Va = 2Vb is no longer visible.

For an ac-excitation situated on J7 (see Fig. 6.12c), dc Josephson e�ect Jab shows up
as a clear visible line at Va = Vb. Now, the most emphasized line is situated at Vb = 0,
indicating the dc Josephson e�ect J0b. Furthermore, two lines appear at Va = −Vb and
Va = 2Vb. In this con�guration however, the feature at Va = 1/2Vb is no longer visible.

The most prominent line in the 2D-plot is found at Va = −Vb. This feature corre-
sponds in the picture of quartet-modes 5 to the splitting of two Cooper-pairs of the central
electrode S0, which create two spatially separated Cooper-pairs in Sa and Sb and will be

4. Since the features are much weaker than in previous measurements, an algorithm has been applied,
which removes the background. The resulting data are derived. Data treatment: Jean-Eudes Duvauchelle

5. For the following discussion, these features will be named for simplicity quartet-modes. The author
is aware that no �nal evidence can be given yet. Nevertheless, various arguments will be detailed in the
following, which favour quartet-mechanism as origin of these features.
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Figure 6.13: When the two junctions are
opposite biased, Va = −Vb, splitting of a
Cooper-pair in S0 is favoured into two elec-
trons with energy ε due to crossed Andreev
re�ection. The left electron e1 with an en-
ergy ε propagates toward Sa and gains an
energy +eV , whereas the right electron e2

moves toward Sb, accumulating an energy
ε−eV . Both electrodes undergo an Andreev-
re�ection at Sa (respectively Sb) which cre-
ate a Cooper-pair in Sa and another in Sb.
Afterwards, a hole h1 with energy −ε + eV
and a h2 with energy −ε− eV return toward
S0 where they can recombine by absorbing
a Cooper-pair of S0. If we consider now
the complete process, two Cooper-pairs have
been removed from central superconductor
S0 and distributed in Sa and Sb. This process
is in striking resemblance with an Andreev-
Bound-state, but at Non-zero Voltage. The
process of dCAR is also called mechanism of
Non-local Quartets due to its distribution of
two pairs of electrons [25]

named in the following as quartet-mode Q0. The Quartet-mode has been introduced in
section 4.2.4. For illustration of the Quartet-mode, see as a reminder Fig. 6.13. In the
di�erential resistance Rdiff,a, the Quartet-mode Q0 gives rise to a large increase of the
di�erential resistance, followed by a slight decrease (see Fig. 6.15a). The strength of the
feature shows a maximum in the amplitude at the line-trace obtained with Vb = 25µV .
The width of the structure remains rather constant over the investigated range.

Figure 6.14: Model of the down-mixing pro-
cess: Whenever p Va + q Vb = 0 (p, q integer),
the ac-Josephson currents in both junctions
can interfere. Then, each junction can be as-
sociated with an intrinsic microwave source.

For symmetry reasons, two other quartet-modes can exist. First, a quartet-mode,
called Qa, which originates from Cooper pairs emitted from Sa into S0 and Sb, when
Vb = 2Va. The second quartet-mode Qb appears, when Vb = 1/2Va, which corresponds
to the emission of Cooper-pairs from Sb into S0 and Sb. At Qa, a reduced di�erential
resistance is observed and Qb gives an increased di�erential resistance in Rdiff,a, see
Fig. 6.15. If we consider the structures in Rdiff,b, we observe inverted behaviour. Qa, a
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increased di�erential resistance is observed and Qb gives an reduced di�erential resistance.
This change in resistance can be explained in terms of three-terminal mechanism and
is consistent with the quartet mechanism. Since the quartet resonance is similar to a
Josephson resonance, it leads to an increase in the conductance (respectively decrease of
the resistance) towards the reference electrode because of additionally �owing current.
Therefore, for a quartet Qa centred in Sa, the a.c. current sent at S0 will increase towards
the a-branch. As seen in Fig. 6.8, Rdiff,a shows a decrease at the Qa resonance. For the
Qb-resonance, the same argument applies and the current towards Sb increases. However,
since the a.c. current sent to S0 is almost constant, as the current towards Sa decreases,
an increase of Rdiff,a can be observed.

Finally, barely visible, small features can be observed on both sides of J0a and J0b.
Their origin is not clear yet. They are assumed to be higher-order e�ects.
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Figure 6.15: T-shape sample No.1: Rdiff,a as a function of voltage Va, Vb; line-traces have
been taken perpendicular to each of the anomalies, in order to extract its form. The form
of resonances is expected to be symmetric to both sides.

In Fig. 6.15, some line-traces have been extracted of Fig. 6.8, perpendicular to the
features Q0, Qa and Qb. The line-traces are taken in regular spaces of 10µV . The x-
axis has been chosen in a way to centre the anomalies at zero. The general form of
the Q0-feature shows a strong asymmetry. For data with Va > 0, Vb < 0, a smooth dip is
followed by a huge peak (for Va < 0, Vb > 0, this behaviour is just inverted), the maximum
amplitude of the peak is observed in the line-trace at 25µV . Concerning the anomaly
Qa, we observe a rather asymmetric dip 6. The feature Qb shows a asymmetric, smooth
peak in all line-traces. Both, amplitude and width of the anomalies in voltage are rather
constant over the whole observed range for the three features Q0, Qa and Qb.

6.3.2 Form of the quartet-anomalies

Even if the general appearance of the features at Vb = −Va, Vb = Va/2 and Vb = 2Va
�ts to theoretical predictions, their un-symmetric form with respect to the centre of the
anomaly is somewhat surprising: since their origin is due to Josephson-like resonances,
it would be expected, that their form resembles, too. Obviously, this is not the case.
However, since the Quartet-mode is a three-terminal related mechanism, we should con-
sider the sample in its complete geometry. Then, a more suitable measure is given by the

6. the line-trace of Qa and Qb for Va, Vb = 15µV are not shown, since they are situated in the centre
of Fig. 6.8, where several features are merged together
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di�erential resistance of the overall sample, Rdiff,ab, where we consider the two junction
arms Rdiff,a and Rdiff,b in parallel:

Rdiff,ab =
Rdiff,aRdiff,b

Rdiff,a +Rdiff,b

(6.1)

Indeed, the total di�erential resistance Rdiff,ab shows the same anomalies as described
above (see Fig. 6.17). Now however, the Quartet-modes Qa and Qb give both a reduction
in the di�erential resistance, as well as the Josephson anomalies J0a and J0b (see Fig.
6.17). Furthermore, the form of the anomaly Q0 at Va = −Vb, shows the symmetric form
as expected for a Josephson-like resonance (see Fig. 6.16).
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Figure 6.16: T-shape sample
No.1, line-traces of Rdiff,ab for
di�erent voltage Va, Vb, taken
perpendicular to the Q0-feature

6.4 Discussion: Quartets vs down-mixing: how to dis-

criminate?

As already introduced in section 4.2, there exist several models, which predict features,
appearing at pVa+qVb = 0 (with p,q being integers). First, we discuss the model proposed
by Houzet and Samuelsson [24] (see also section 4.2.2). Even though their predictions ap-
ply very well to our geometry, the underlying mechanism to explain the sub-gap features in
the three-terminal Josephson junction is related to trajectories that bring a quasi-particle
above the gap. We know that, at low voltage, those are interrupted by inelastic collision
and therefore, these sub-gap features does not show up in the di�erential resistance at
low voltage. Therefore, we can exclude this model, as the features we observe are visible
down to very low voltage.

Another possible mechanism would be the so-called voltage-locking or down-mixing
(section 4.2.1). Within this mechanism, the ac-Josephson currents of two junctions - in
our case junction a and b - interfere and produce features in the IV-characteristics of the
device, whenever pVa+qVb = 0 (with p,q being integers). This process can be understood
as well as Shapiro-steps, caused by an on-chip microwave-source, which corresponds to
the second junction.
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Figure 6.17: T-shape No.1: di�erential resistance Rdiff,ab(Va, Vb) as a function of voltage
Va and Vb at T = 200mK

What are the ingredients for the existence of the voltage-locking or down-mixing mecha-
nism?

First, we need a non-linear behaviour of the junctions. The non-linearity is a core
property of hybrid nanostructures and has been extensively in two-terminal devices [30,65,
70,80]. Since we are dealing with hybrid nanostructures, this condition is full-�lled. The
observation of the dc-Josephson e�ect J0a, J0b in our junctions over the whole measurement
range is a clear proof.

Second, we need two ac-Josephson currents, which can interfere. As explained in
section 3.3, the ac-Josephson e�ect can be revealed in form of Shapiro-steps, when the
junction is irradiated by a microwave signal. Indeed, Shapiro-steps have been observed
in Two-terminal Josephson junctions with comparable dimensions of our junctions (see
Fig. 6.18). The presence of ac-Josephson e�ect has been even veri�ed in such two-
terminal superconducting hybrid nanostructures up to eV > 3ETh. Chiodi even reports
Shapiro-steps up to six times the Thouless energy ETh. Nevertheless, the ac-Josephson is
a coherent process. That means, that the amplitude of the ac-Josephson current should
decrease when increasing the voltage above the Thouless energy ETh/e.

Even if though this decrease may not be sharp, we expect the ac-Josephson current of
a long Josephson junction to decrease signi�cantly as the voltage gets larger than ETh/e.
Therefore, if down-mixing would be the mechanism explaining our features, those should
decrease in amplitude as Va and Vb increase. As shown before, the observed resonance
does not change neither in amplitude nor in width as the voltage Va and Vb are raised.
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For that reason, it is very unlikely, that synchronization of two ac-Josephson-currents can
explain our observation.

Figure 6.18: Shapiro-measurements by Dubos et al.; left: observed Shapiro-harmonics for
di�erent voltage and the applied microwave frequency.
right: typical di�erential resistance spectrum as a function of current; the observed peaks
correspond to Shapiro-steps, in the upper insert, the corresponding IV-characteristics is
given [80]

Finally, we can state: Two theories persist, which are in general consistent with
our experimental observations in the coherent regime: Voltage-locking and the Quartet-
mechanism. Even if the arguments presented above favour the quartet-mode as an expla-
nation of the experimentally observed features, no �nal proof can be given, unless there
is no full mesoscopic theory, which takes into account all possible mechanism. However,
as a �rst approach, we can generalize the RSJ-model (introduced in section 3.5) into an
appropriate model for our three-terminal junctions. We hope that this rather simpli�ed
model can deliver eventual hints how to distinguish features, which arise from the two the-
ories. This work has been performed in cooperation with Régis Mélin and Denis Feinberg
(Institut Néel, Grenoble) (see section 6.4.1).

From experimental side, there exist a few parameter which can be explored, such as
temperature and magnetic �eld. These results will be discussed below as well.

6.4.1 Extended RSJ-model for Tri-junction

We have developed a simple model based on the RSJ-approach applied to our geometry
(Fig. 6.19). It consists of three resistors connected by a common central node and three
pure Josephson couplings. The model has an uni-axial symmetry. This means that only
the junctions S0−N −Sa and S0−N −Sb have the same length. For the normal branch,
this asymmetry is taken into account by the parameter γ. We de�ne Ra = Rb = R
and R0 = γR. In the same way, we parametrize the coupling of the Josephson junction
between Sa and Sb by the parameter β.

The total current in each node writes i0,a,b = iS0,a,b + iN0,a,b, where i
N
0,a,b describes the

current through the resistive branch and iS0,a,b corresponds to the Josephson current. This
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gives two equations for the current

ia = ina + isa = ina + ic sin(φ0a)− βic sin(φab) (6.2)

ib = inb + isb = inb + ic sin(φ0b) + βic sin(φa − φb) (6.3)

where φ0a = φ0 − φa, φ0b = φ0 − φb and φab = φa − φb.
In this model, the voltage across the junctions is just described by the current through

the resistive element of the junctions R, hence

Va =
~Φ̇a

2e
= −R(γ + 1)ina − γRinb = −R(γ + 1)(ia − isa)− γR(ib − isb) (6.4)

Vb =
~Φ̇b

2e
= −R(γ + 1)inb − γRina = −R(γ + 1)(ib − isb)− γR(ia − isa) (6.5)

From eq. 6.4, we already notice that the feature due to dc Josephson e�ect, centred at
Va = 0, will appear when

R(γ + 1)ina = −γR(inb ) (6.6)

Therefore, plotted in the (Ia, Ib)-plane rather than in the (Va, Vb)-plane, the J0a− and
J0b-features should appear along tilted lines. This will allow us to extract the quantity γ
directly from our experimental data.

Using eq. 6.2, eq. 6.4 can be written as

Va = −R(1 + γ)ia − γRib +R(1 + γ)ic sin(φ0a) + γRic sin(φ0b) + (1 + 2γ)βic sin(φab)(6.7)

Vb = −R(1 + γ)ib − γRia +R(1 + γ)ic sin(φ0b) + γRic sin(φ0a) + (1 + 2γ)βic sin(φab)(6.8)

As in the two-terminal case, equation 6.7 can be solved easily, if the system is in a
current-bias con�guration (di/dt = 0) or in a voltage-bias con�guration (dV/dt = 0) Our
experimental set-up however is neither purely voltage- nor purely current-biased. For
i < ic, it is current-biased, whereas for i > ic, it is in a voltage-bias situation, even if not
perfect, since r1 = r2 = Rref ≈ 1/10Rs.

In a second step, we will now include the experimental environment in the model.
Experimentally, the voltage Va and Vb are controlled by two external current sources, Idc1
and Idc2. This gives

Va = Rref (Idc1 + ia + ib)− r1(Idc2 − ia)
Vb = Rref (Idc1 + ia + ib) + r2(ib)

(6.9)

The SQUID-inductance will be neglected within this model. For convenience, we
will assume, that the biasing resistors have the same resistance r1 = r1 = Rref = r.
We introduce now a parameter ρ, de�ned as r = ρR allowing to switch easily between
current- and voltage-bias. For ρ << 1, the system is voltage-biased, since then r << R.
On the contrary, for ρ >> 1, the system is current-biased, since r >> R. With Vα =
RrIdc1 − r1Idc2 and Vβ, we get

Va = Vα + 2ρRia + ρRib (6.10)

Vb = Vβ + 2ρRib + ρRia (6.11)

Combining eq. 6.2 and 6.10

Va = Vα + 2ρRisa + ρRisb −
2ρ

1 + 2γ
[(1 + γ)Va − γVb] −

2ρ

1 + 2γ
[(1 + γ)Va − γVb] (6.12)
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(a) Sketch of the RSJ-model adapted to our de-
vice geometry: in red, the resistive circuit is de-
noted, whereas orange indicates the Josephson
coupling of the three junctions.

(b) Sketch of the Three- terminal RSJ-model:
the resistive branch of Josephson junction is
composed of a resistive element R and a noise
source in parallel, emitting thermal noise; fur-
thermore, the superconducting channel adds, de-
noted J0a, J0b and Jab

Figure 6.19: Extended RSJ-model for Three-terminal geometry: the current, coming from
Sa is denoted ia, current from Sb as ib; the currents ia and ib are composed of a normal
contribution, in and a superconducting current is; γ describes the asymmetry in the
resistive branch, whereas β takes into account the asymmetry in the Josephson coupling.

Vb = Vβ + (2ρR)isb + risa −
2ρ

1 + 2γ
[(1 + γ)Vb − γVa] −

ρ

1 + 2γ
[(1 + γ)Va − γVb] (6.13)

This can be written as

MaaVa +MabVb = Wα (6.14)

MbaVa +MbbVb = Wβ (6.15)

where

Maa = 1 +
ρ+ (1 + γ)ρ

1 + 2γ
(6.16)

Mab = 1 +
ρ(1− γ)

1 + 2γ
(6.17)

Mba = 1 +
ρ(1− γ)

1 + 2γ
(6.18)

Mbb = 1 +
ρ+ (2 + γ)ρ

1 + 2γ
(6.19)

and

Wα = Vα + 2ρR sin(Φa) + ρR sin(Φb)− βρR sin(Φa − Φb) (6.20)

Wβ = Vβ + ρR sin(Φa) + 2ρR sin(Φb) + βρR sin(Φa − Φb) (6.21)
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Now we include as well the thermal noise of the resistive elements in the circuit, δi(t).
This leads to

Wα = Vα + 2ρR sin(Φa) + ρR sin(Φb)− βρR sin(Φa − Φb) + δI(t) (6.22)

Wβ = Vβ + ρR sin(Φa) + 2ρR sin(Φb) + βρR sin(Φa − Φb) + δI(t) (6.23)

The second Josephson relation then reads[
Φ̇a

Φ̇b

]
=

2e

~
M−1

[
Wα

Wβ

]
(6.24)

Furthermore, terms corresponding to the Quartet-modes can be added. The quartet-
contribution adds to the superconducting current iS0,a,b, which gives

iSa,full = isa + qic sin(Φa + Φb)− 2qβ
′
ic sin(Φb − 2Φa) + qβ

′
ic sin(Φa − 2Φb) (6.25)

iSb,full = isb + qic sin(Φa + Φb) + qβ
′
ic sin(Φb − 2Φa)− 2qβ

′
ic sin(Φa − 2Φb) (6.26)

where q gives the amplitude of the quartet-current compared to the dc-Josephson current,
and β

′
takes into account the asymmetry in the quartet-modes Qa and Qb (see Fig. 6.20).

Figure 6.20: Illustration of quartets within the RSJ-model; they add to the couplings of
Fig. 6.19a
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6.5 Comparison of simulations with the experiment

In section 6.3.1, we have presented experimental results, obtained with sample T-shape
No.1. These measurements had been performed in voltage-bias. It arises the question,
whether the measurement-con�guration (current- or voltage bias) favour one or another
mechanism. The e�ect of temperature will be studied as well.

6.5.1 T-shape: Current-/Voltage bias

By knowing the dc-voltage Va, Vb, we can calculate the currents ina , i
n
b using eq. 6.9.

The resulting plot of Rdiff,a in the (Ia, Ib)-plane for sample T-shape No.1 at 200 mK
is shown in 6.21a. We can see, that the position of the features has turned with respect
to Fig. 6.8. Only the quartet-mode Q0 is still situated at Va = −Vb. From the position
of the features, we can extract the parameter γ, which will be needed for the theoretical
simulations, introduced in section 6.4.1. With eq. 6.6, we obtain γ = 0.65. This is in
good agreement with the dimensions, which we can from the SEM-images (Fig. 6.21).

(a) Rdiff,a(Ia, Ib): T-shape No.1, T=200 mK;
voltage-bias con�guration

(b) Rdiff,a(Va, Vb): T-shape No.1, SEM image

Figure 6.21: Sample T-shape No.1; from the calculated dc-currents Ia, Ib, we can extract
the parameter γ = 0.65 which is in good agreement with the dimensions obtained from
the Fig. 6.21a: Plot of Rdiff,a in the (Ia, Ib)-plane showing the tilting of some features.
This allows to extract the γ-parameter γ = 0.65 in good agreement with the dimensions
seen at the SEM image 6.21b.

Furthermore, we tried also measurements in current-bias con�guration. In a �rst
attempt, we just removed the ground connections at low temperature.

Unfortunately, this con�guration did not allow proper measurements. Fig. 6.22 shows
exemplary recorded oscilloscope-signals for SQUID 1. The junctions are biased by Idc1 =
21.2µA, situated at J1 and Idc1 = 20µA, situated at J7.

Already without any applied ac-excitation, just with a ground connection at J5, os-
cillations can be observed with 50Hz-periodicity (Fig. 6.22a). The red dashed line gives
as 50Hz-signal as a reference. Its amplitude is about 100nA, which is in the order of
the expected resolution of our measurements. The origin of this 50Hz-signal is related
to ground loops in the experiment. Fig. 6.22b shows, that the 50Hz Signal is indeed so
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strong that it hides completely the response to the ac-excitation, sent at 777Hz. In the
case of a 50 Ω ground plug instead of a direct ground connection at J5, the ac-signal gets
visible, but the 50Hz signal is still dominating (Fig. 6.22c). The only proper measure-
ment of the excitation is possible, if no ground connection is in the measurement circuit.
But then, no experiments are possible in a non-equilibrium of the sample.
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Figure 6.22: sample T-shape No. 5: 50 Hz-noise, due to Ground at room temperature

In a second attempt, we choose a con�guration, where a the ground connection close
to Rref is kept at low temperature. In this way, we avoid the ground loop of the previous
experiment, but are less �exible in the experiment, since biasing is now only possible
with the J1 and J7 connection. Fig. 6.23a shows the di�erential resistance Rdiff,a in
the (Ia, Ib)-plane of sample T-shape No. 3 in current-bias con�guration at 100 mK. We
observe two features, situated at Ib = −4.5 Ia (due to J0a), respectively Ib = −0.28 Ia (due
to J0b). With eq. 6.6, we get for sample T-shape No.3 γ = 0.18. This is in rather good
agreement with the dimensions in the SEM-image (Fig. 6.23b). Apart from the features
due to dc-Josephson e�ect J0a and J0b, no features can be determined in sample T-shape
No.3.

The extracted experimental parameter γ can be inserted into our extended RSJ-model.
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(a) T-shape No. 3: Rdiff,a(Ia, Ib), T=100 mK
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(b) T-shape No.3, SEM-image

Figure 6.23: T-shape No. 3; Current-bias con�guration

6.5.2 Separated geometry (γ = 0)

The simplest situation for comparing experiment and simulation is for γ = β = 0. In
this limit, the geometry simpli�es to a Bi-junction, where two spatially separated Joseph-
son junctions share a common superconducting electrode (in our case, S0). A possible
synchronization of the junction then must be mainly mediated by the experimental en-
vironment. This mechanism of synchronization corresponds to that, reported by Jillie et
al. as Voltage-locking [108] (see also section 4.2.1).

The simulation con�rm this expectation: Indeed, just the dc-Josephson resonances J0a

and J0b are clearly visible are for both con�gurations, voltage- and current-bias. However,
for voltage-bias con�guration (Fig. 6.24a), just barely visible, features appear for Va = Vb,
Va = 1/2Vb and Va = 2Vb. Even less visible, a still smaller feature appears for Va = −Vb.

In the current-bias con�guration (Fig. 6.24b), no features appear because the re-
sistance of the biasing resistor is now assumed to be 100 Ω. Therefore, current via the
external circuit is almost negligible compared to the voltage-bias con�guration.

(a) voltage-bias con�guration:
γ = β = q = 0; R = 1Ω; r = ρR = 0.1 Ω

(b) current-bias con�guration:
γ = β = q = 0; R = 1Ω; r = ρR = 100 Ω

Figure 6.24: Simulations in voltage- and current-bias con�guration using our extended
RSJ-model, in bijunction con�guration (γ = 0)
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In our experimental realization, the normal part N is continuous between the left
electrode Sa and the right electrode Sb, but a common superconducting electrode S0 of a
size L0 = 600nm ≈ 3 ξs is deposited in-between (see Fig. 6.25a). The proximity e�ect
onto the normal metal just below the S0 electrode is however strong enough to induce
a superconducting gap which corresponds to the superconducting gap of the Aluminium
electrodes ∆. Indeed, the thickness of the Copper part underneath this central electrode
is 50 nm which is smaller than the coherence length ξs of Aluminium.

The length L of each Josephson junction is 1.1µm, which is comparable to the length-
scale of the studied junctions in the T-shape geometry.

(a) SEM image of the measured sample in
separated geometry
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(b) Rdiff,a(Va, Vb) at T= 100 mK

Figure 6.25: Separated Sample No.1 at T= 100 mK: di�erential resistance Rdiff,a as a
function of voltage Va and Vb.

In device "separated No.1", we �nd a critical current Ic of about 5µA in each junc-
tion (T=100 mK), with roughly the same normal resistance for both junctions (Rn,a =
1.313 Ω, Rn,b = 1.317 Ω). In Fig. 6.25b, the di�erential resistance Rdiff,a as a function
of voltage Va and Vb is presented for sample separated No.1 (obtained at T = 100mK).
For Va = 0, a minimum in the di�erential resistance Rdiff,a is observed, indicating d.c.-
Josephson e�ect. Similar to the T-shape-sample which has been discussed in section 6.3.1,
d.c.-Josephson e�ect in junction a leads to a simultaneous increase of the junction b. Ac-
cordingly, as d.c.-Josephson e�ect arises in junction b at Vb = 0, a simultaneous increase
of Rdiff,a is detected in junction a (inverse behaviour in Rdiff,b).

Apart from these described lines, no further features show up in the plot. This plot
has been obtained with the standard parameters of T-shape sample. In order to check
whether the absence of the additional features could be due to experimental conditions,
we changed them in order to increase the sensitivity. In that purpose, we have increased
the SQUID gain and also changed the ac-modulation amplitude. Fig. 6.26) illustrates
such investigations. The left insert illustrates the location of the chosen Rdiff,a line-trace
with respect to the 2D-plot, presented in Fig. 6.25b. The black trace corresponds to a
measurement with a SQUID-ampli�cation of 10, where an ac-excitation Iac,J5 = 20µA
was chosen. The red curve indicates the line-trace, performed with the same parameters
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as Fig. 6.25b, with a SQUID gain 50 and Iac,J5 = 1µA. The green line-trace has been
performed with a resolution of Iac,J5 = 300nA and a maximal SQUID-ampli�cation of
500. The overall-behaviour of the measurement is for all three resolutions reproduced.

Figure 6.26: Line-traces, separated geometry, No.1: line-traces of di�erential re-
sistance Rdiff,a for di�erent ac-excitations and SQUID-ampli�cation gains; left insert:
location of the chosen line-trace in Fig. 6.25b; right insert: zoom into the line-traces for
10µV < Va < 35µV ; for an ampli�cation of 50 and 500, a feature around Va = 35µV
appears, which can be explained by a soldering in measurement-branch a

Certainly, the d.c.-Josephson e�ect J0a at Va = 0 gets broadened for the line-trace
with an ac-current of 20µA, since it includes the largest steps between the measurement
point. For the other two traces, the d.c.-Josephson e�ect J0a is reproduced with almost
the same accuracy. If we zoom now into the line-trace (see Fig. 6.26, right insert), a small
feature is visible in the red and green line-trace at Va ≈ ±35µV . Further measurements
(line-traces for Vb > 20µV , situated below and above the presented data) with maximal
resolution showed, that it systematically appears at Va ≈ 35µV in all line-traces. The
symmetry in voltage, Va = ±35µV for all traces indicates that the origin of this feature
is most probably induced by a transition of a soldering point, situated in junction-branch
a.

The results of these detailed studies con�rm, that there are no hidden features in the
observed voltage-range for the sample separated No.1 like those, which have been observed
in the T-shape geometry. Measurements on a second sample in separated geometry con-
�rmed the absence of any features at the observed low-voltage range. For 300mK and
500mK, only the dc Josephson e�ect J0a shows up in the di�erential resistance Rdiff,a
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(and J0b is only visible in Rdiff,b). This indicates, that from this temperature on, the two
junctions can be really considered as independent.
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Figure 6.27: Separated sample No.2: di�erential resistance Rdiff,a in the (Va, Vb)-plane
for 300 and 500mK. At these temperatures, the two junctions can be considered as
independent, since dc-Josephson e�ect in one junction does not appear in the other.

We also checked, whether some anomalies could be revealed by putting the ac-excitation
on other connections. Fig. 6.28 shows the obtained 2D-plots for the device separated No.2.
Since the signals are rather weak (Ic < 3µA at T=100 mK), we plot the raw-data, dIsq1
and dIsq2, each in one half of the plot. The blue colour-scale corresponds to dIsq1, the
red colour-scale corresponds to dIsq2. The raw-data are more sensitive to any change,
because their variations have higher amplitude than the di�erential resistance Rdiff,a, re-
spectively Rdiff,b. Furthermore, dIsq1 is the dominant contribution of Rdiff,a and dIsq2 is
the dominant contribution of Rdiff,b. They can be considered as inverse proportional to
the respective di�erential resistance, since now increased current corresponds to a reduced
resistance.

For ac-excitation on the J1 connection (Fig. 6.28a), in dIsq1, only an increase shows up
for Va = 0, due to the Josephson e�ect J0a. In dIsq2, we see an increase in the response for
the Josephson e�ect J0a as well as for the dc-Josephson e�ect J0b, at Vb = 0. This can be
understood in the sense, that the amount of the ac-current �owing from the J1 connection
toward the sample directly depends on the resistance of junction a. For the Josephson
e�ect J0a between the electrodes S0 and Sa, more ac-current �ows into S0 and distributes
according to Kirchho� law, mainly toward Rref since Rref << r1 +Rb. Nevertheless, the
current into junction b increases and hence also the measured current dIsq2 7.

The same arguments apply for the case, where the ac-excitation is connected at con-
nection J7 (Fig. 6.28c). But now, of course, we see the anomalies J0a and J0b showing up
in the dIsq1-response, but only J0b is visible in the dIsq2-signal.

Concerning the signal dIsq1 for the excitation at connection J5 (Fig. 6.28b), we see an
increase at Va = 0 and a decrease for Vb = 0. This con�rms, that J0a increases the current
in junction a, hence giving a reduced (zero-resistance) state. On the contrary, an increase

7. Also within these experiments, no signature of anomalies at Va = Vb or Va = −Vb has been observed
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in resistance is observed, as soon as the feature J0b appears, leading to more current into
junction b.
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Figure 6.28: Separated sample No.2: di�erent con�gurations for ac-excitation; since the
signal is that weak, we present raw data, captured by the SQUIDs, dIsq

These observations indicate, that in separated geometry the two junctions can be
indeed treated as independent. The mechanism, responsible for the observed features in
T-shape geometry is no longer present or not detectable. This excludes eventual locking-
mechanisms through the external measurement circuit.

6.5.3 T-shape geometry (γ = 0.5 and β = 0.75)

In a second step, we add the coupling between Sa and Sb. We assume β = 0.75, which
means that the coupling of Sa to Sb is about 25 % weaker than the coupling S0 to Sa
(respectively, S0 to Sb), which is reasonable with respect to the dimensions, estimated
from the SEM-image. The resulting device corresponds now the Tri-junction geometry.
The results of the simulations with these parameters are shown in Fig. 6.29a and Fig.
6.29b for both the voltage-bias and current-bias con�guration. Clear additional features
appear as compared to the previous situation. We remind that we still do not include the
quartet-coupling (q = 0). Therefore, these features are due to voltage-locking.

In a �nal step, we include also the quartet-contribution. We assume a maximal con-
tribution of only 20 % with respect to the maximum critical current (q = 0.2), which
corresponds to the estimate that has been done by Régis Mélin and Denis Feinberg. In
their estimate they consider that the quartet current is proportional to the conductance
of the CAR mechanism. Now, we observe that the existing features due to voltage-locking
are further emphasized by the quartet-mode and a few further features appear (see Fig.
6.29c and 6.29d). Especially in the voltage-bias con�guration, the quartet-mode Q0, sit-
uated at Va = −Vb is strongly pronounced with respect to Fig. 6.29b. The same trend is
visible in the current-bias con�guration.

6.5.4 Temperature dependence

Fig. 6.30 shows the temperature dependence of T-shape-sample No.1. The reported
features of Fig. 6.8 are rather robust in temperature: even up to 700mK, all features,
especially the quartet-modes, stay clearly visible. A full DC-Josephson e�ect, is present
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(a) current-bias: ρ = 100, R = 1
γ = 0.5,β = 0.75, q = 0

(b) voltage-bias: ρ = 0.1, R = 1γ = 0.5
β = 0.75, q = 0

(c) current-bias: ρ = 100, R = 1
γ = 0.5,β = 0.75, q = 0.2

(d) [voltage-bias: ρ = 0.1, R = 1γ = 0.5
β = 0.75, q = 0.2

Figure 6.29: RSJ-simulations, provided by Régis Mélin in voltage- and current-bias con-
�guration
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up to 500mK (zero-resistance state) around the origin (0,0) in the (Va, Vb)-plane. At
higher temperatures, the critical current approaches 1µA (Fig. 6.30c) and a decrease of
the di�erential resistance, but no zero-resistance state is measured. The reason can be
found in the step-size between the experimental points, which exceeds the critical current.
Since the exact detection of the critical current is not essential for all temperatures, we
did not reduce the step-size for higher temperatures.

(a) T = 100mK (b) T = 500mK (c) T = 700mK

Figure 6.30: T-shape No. 1, di�erential resistance Rdiff,a(Va, Vb) as a function of voltage
Va and Vb for di�erent temperatures

For a more quantitative comparison of the decrease, see Fig. 6.31: these line-traces
are extracted from the presented 2D-plots at di�erent temperatures of T-shape No.1 for
a �xed voltage Vb: In all chosen line-traces, especially the quartet-modes Qa and Q0 is
well pronounced up to 700mK. The quartet-mode can be well determined, but is only
included in the line-trace for Vb = 20µV (Fig. 6.31a). The Josephson-e�ect J0a is barely
visible at higher temperatures, as already observed in the 2D-plots. This is a further
indication about the robustness of the quartet-features.
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Figure 6.31: line-traces of di�erential resistance Rdiff,a for a constant voltage Vb at dif-
ferent temperature.

Within our theoretical model, we tried to estimate the impact of temperature of the
two mechanism. The simulations presented present data for temperature T = 0 (�rst
column) with and without the quartet-mode Fig. 6.32a, and Fig. 6.32c. Then, simulation
with the same parameter are shown now with T ≈ 0.1EJ . Of course, such a temperature
is not realist, since this corresponds to a temperature of T ≈ 50K. Nevertheless, it can
be interpreted as a general trend. We observe that the features are visible with a better
contrast for �nite temperature, when the quartet-mode is taken into account (Fig. 6.32d
and 6.32b). This is in good agreement with the experimental data.
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(a) with Quartets: T = 0;
γ = 0.5, β = β

′
= 0.75, q = 0.2

(b) with Quartets: T = 0.1EJ
γ = 0.5, β = β

′
= 0.75, q = 0.2

Va

V
b

Rdiff,a

(c) down-mixing: T = 0
γ = 0.5, β = β

′
= 0.75, q = 0

(d) down-mixing: T = 0.1EJ
γ = 0.5, β = β

′
= 0.75, q = 0

Figure 6.32: Down-mixing vs Quartet-mode; the parameter of the simulation correspond
to them, estimated for junction T-shape No.1; An increase of temperature shows, that
the quartet-mode is more robust for the parameter of temperature

6.6 T-shape: Magnetic �eld

Another essential parameter in mesoscopic physics is provided by the magnetic �eld.
Especially for coherent transport-processes like the quartet-mode, one would expect, that
magnetic �eld should lead to a signi�cant decrease of the feature-amplitude. Unfortu-
nately, we could not perform these measurements on a sample with comparable param-
eters as the device T-shape No.1 because more recent fabricated chips did not achieve
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the same quality: First, SEM-images show, that the Al-electrodes do not fully cover the
normal part as in the �rst sample and the geometry is not as well de�ned as in the �rst
samples (see Fig. 6.33a). Furthermore, their length L seems to be slightly longer. That
may also be an explanation, why further samples have shown a strongly reduced critical
current. In Fig. 6.33b, we show a comparison of the critical current Isamplec of sample
T-shape No.1 as a function of temperature, in comparison with the critical current of
device T-shape No.3. We see, that the maximum critical current of T-shape No.3 is only
30% of the �rst sample. Since the upper limit for the anomaly-amplitudes is given by
the critical current, also the amplitude of any other feature will gives a strongly reduced
amplitude with respect to previous measurements.

(a) Exemplary SEM-images of di�erent chips
which we have measured; D − SNS#9 contains
T-shape No.1, T-shape 6 is situated on chip
D − SNS#10, T-shape 3-5 are situated on chip
D − SNS#11; for an overview about measured
samples and their properties, see Annexe B,Tab.
B.
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(b) Comparison of the critical current of sample
T-shape No.1 and T-shape No.3; the maximum
critical current of all fabricated samples after D−
SNS#9 is reduced of about 70%

Figure 6.33: Comparison of samples originating from di�erent fabrication runs: Fig.
6.33a illustrates the technical problems in the sample fabrication on the best devices of
the respective fabrication run; we observe much better covering of the superconducting
electrodes with the copper part in D − SNS#9 than in the other series; furthermore,
D − SNS#10 and D − SNS#11 grey shadows are visible around the devices, which
indicate problems to remove the resist from the sample after fabrication.

The here presented results are mainly obtained with sample T-shape No.2. Fig. 6.34
shows the comparison of the di�erential resistance Rdiff,a in the con�guration with exci-
tation on J1 and J5, with and without magnetic �eld.

Without applied magnetic �eld, we recognize the dc-Josephson e�ect J0a as reduced
di�erential resistance at Va = 0, and a increase of the di�erential resistance at Vb = 0. We
remind, that this line is just barely visible, since these data are obtained by sweeping the
dc-current Idc2, situated at the J1 connection and keeping �x the current Idc1 at J5. With
an ac-excitation situated at J5 (Fig. 6.34a), we recover the quartet-mode Qa at Va = 2Vb
and Qb at Va = 1/2Vb. The quartet-mode Q0 at Va = −Vb shows some deviation at low
voltage, recovering however the slope Va = −Vb. The origin of this e�ect is unclear.
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Fig. 6.34c shows the di�erential resistance Rdiff,a for an excitation situated at J1 for
zero magnetic �eld 8. In this con�guration, the J0b-feature is not visible. The quartet-
mode Qb results now in a minima, even if much less pronounced as in the J5-case. The
Q0-feature shows the same deviation at low-voltage as observed in Fig. 6.34a, but we
recognize a reduced amplitude of the feature. This can be explained by the fact, that
the Q0-feature emits Cooper-pairs into junction a and b and is hence best visible for an
excitation situated at the J5 connection. Additionally, a feature appears at Va = Vb,
which corresponds to the dc-Josephson e�ect between Sa and Sb. Above Vb = 20µV , it
is just barely visible, which might be an indication of a quite weak Josephson coupling.

If we apply some magnetic �eld, the quartet-mode Q0 strongly decreases and is disap-
pears completely for a magnetic �eld of 55Gauss in both con�gurations (see Fig. 6.34b
and Fig. 6.34d). The width in voltage and amplitude of the Qa-feature is also signi�cantly
reduced. Now, the quartet-mode Qa shows a deformation at low voltage, as already ob-
served at zero magnetic �eld for the quartet-mode Q0. The width of the Qb-mode seems
to be unchanged, but the maximum, marked by a �ne line, which was visible at zero
magnetic �eld, has disappeared. The Josephson-e�ects J0a and J0b are less visible as well.

For more detailed studies we have extracted line-traces at di�erent magnetic �elds for
ac-excitation situated at J1 and J5. They are depicted in Fig. 6.35. We can observe,
that Jab strongly reduces with increasing magnetic �eld. Furthermore, the quartet-mode
Q0 is indeed suppressed for high magnetic �elds, being generally better visible in the J5-
con�guration. Interestingly, the Josephson-e�ect J0a shows up as a small minimum, but
neither reaches zero, even for low voltage. Furthermore, J0a is completely disappeared for
20Gauss within all line-traces and recovers for higher magnetic �elds. Interestingly, the
magnetic �eld of 20Gauss matches with estimated magnetic �eld corresponding to one
�ux-quantum Φ0 in the junction area. This might be an indication, that a Fraunhofer-
pattern could be revealed within our structure, within more detailed studies of the mag-
netic �eld.

An attempt for a more sophisticated studies of the magnetic �eld has been tried with
sample T-shape No.4 and is depicted in Fig. 6.36. We choose a line-trace where Idc1 at J5
connection is kept �x, which gives Vb ≈ 20µV . Then, we sweep the current Idc2 situated at
J1-connection for di�erent magnetic �elds (±40Gauss). Since the features are quite weak
in this sample, we remove the overall-background and plot the gradient of the di�erential
resistance Rdiff,a. We can identify the J0a-feature as well as a feature at Va = 20µV
which corresponds to the Jab dc Josephson e�ect. Jab shows a decrease for high magnetic
�elds. At Va = 10µV , a feature appears, which decreases with increasing magnetic �eld
and disappears above 35Gauss. Further lines appear at Va ≈ ±40µV which might be
artefacts due to transition of soldering parts. Generally, we can state a decrease of the
features with increasing magnetic �elds. For more quantitative measurements, we will use
the raw-data, directly recorded of SQUID 1, δIsq1.

In Fig. 6.6, we ramp the magnetic �eld up to 360Gauss. The central peak in the δIsq1-
traces is due to the Josephson-e�ect J0a. We observe a decrease with increasing magnetic
�eld with minimum in the SQUID-response at around 100Gauss. Afterwards, a maxi-
mum, similar to 60Gauss re-appears, which disappears gradually, towards 360Gauss.

8. this plot has just been measured down to Vb ≈ −10µV
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Figure 6.34: T-shape No.2: di�erential resistance Rdiff,a as a function of (Va, Vb) for an ac-
excitation, situated at connection J5 respectively J1; for both con�gurations, the feature
at Va = −Vb has clearly disappeared for B = 55Gauss; furthermore, the feature Qa has
strongly lost is width and amplitude. The Qb-feature stays rather the same in width, but
the central maxima for ac-excitation at J5, respectively minima for ac-excitation at J1
has disappeared.
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Figure 6.35: T-shape No.2: line-traces for di�erent magnetic �elds; left: ac-excitation at
J1; right: ac-excitation, situated at J5-connection
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Figure 6.36: T-shape No.4: Line-trace (ac-excitation on J1) at Vb = 20µV ; the magnetic
�eld is varied between ±40Gauss. Gradient of Rdiff,a, without background in order to
increase the visibility.
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Chapter 7

Preliminary results

In this chapter, we will present some of the obtained preliminary results. We tried
measurements in the incoherent regime of our 3-terminal Josephson junctions, in order to
study the Three-terminal (I)-MARs, predicted by Houzet and Samuelsson [24].

Furthermore, di�erent approaches for sample fabrication have been tried, as well as the
use of new materials, such as boron-doped Silicium. Here, we will just present some data
concerning measurements in the incoherent regime of our 3-terminal Josephson junctions.
The idea was to study the Three-terminal (I)-MARs, predicted by Houzet and Samuelsson
[24].

7.1 3-Terminal Multiple Andreev re�ections: incoher-

ent regime

At much higher voltage, dependent on temperature, a big peak appears between110
and 120µV , which can be attributed to the transition of the aluminium electrodes. This
rather low transition compared to the superconducting gap (170µV ) can be explained
by the restricted small size of the electrodes and hence a relatively important de-pairing
current, which leads also to the general increase of resistance at higher voltage.

In the incoherent regime, features due to IMAR are expected. In our samples, we
locate the appropriate region between 70µV and 170µV . They are expected to appear
as peak or dips in the conductance. However, in our measurement no clear distinct other
feature can be seen on the presented data (see Fig. 6.4). The MAR-features are hidden
by the strong de-pairing current. In order to reveal possible underlying features, we try to
numerically di�erentiate the data. Before this step, we make a 10 pt-average (this should
reduce eventual perturbations due to noise in the voltage-measurement).

The resulting curve is presented in Fig. 7.1. Then, due to this data treatment, further
peaks appear, their position can be found in Fig. 7.2. Also, these peaks can be hardly
related to MAR-features, and among them, several appear which do not scale with the
gap of Aluminium but more with reduced (310µV ) or higher gap (375µV ) values. In a
�nal attempt, we tried to analyze the data after a similar treatment as before, with a peak
location software, which localizes peaks, by removing the experimental background (Fig.
7.3). In these curves, clearly pronounced peaks appear, but now the software localizes
that much peaks, that also no reasonable conclusion concerning MAR can be o�ered, see
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REGIME

Fig. 7.4. We conclude that with the present sample design, de-pairing current at high
voltage is to important for a proper analysis in this range. For studies of MAR, we will
need to change sample geometry, in order to improve the critical current of the electrodes.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Perspectives

In the presented PhD work, we have studied di�usive three-terminal superconducting
nanostructures. In samples of T-shape geometry, we found features in the conductance, for
speci�c voltage ratio between the two junctions, a and b which persists over a large range
of voltage (for eV > 10ETh). Appearing for Va = −Vb, Va = 2Vb and Va = 1/2Vb, these
features have been reproduced for all measured devices in T-shape geometry, arising from
three di�erent fabrication cycles. We have performed studies as a function of temperature
and magnetic �eld. The features have shown a strong decrease with increasing magnetic
�eld, which is much more important than that for the dc-Josephson e�ect.

We have shown, that in general two theories exist, which can explain in principle the
obtained results: First, the predictions of quartet-modes [25], [26], which are expected
to be a rather robust mechanism over a large range of voltage. Second, the so-called
Voltage-locking or down-mixing mechanism. Generally, we expect, that the ac-Josephson
e�ect decreases above the Thouless energy ETh. This means as a consequence, that for
voltage-locking, where the ac-Josephson e�ect is responsible for the occurrence of the
features a signi�cant reduction should be visible within the measurement range. Despite
of extensive bibliographic studies, no experiments have been reported, where this fact has
been studied quantitatively.

Unfortunately, also no complete mesoscopic model exists yet which can help to di�er
between the two proposed theories. For that reason, during this work, a cooperation
with Denis Feinberg and Régis Mélin from the Institut Néel has been initiated to develop
such a model. As a �rst step, we have achieved, to worked out an extended RSJ-model,
where both theories, quartet-mode as well as down-mixing can be implemented. Several
geometrical parameters have been added, which can be used to simulate various sample
geometries: for instance, γ tunes the asymmetry in the resistive branch of the model, β
is added to vary the superconducting coupling between Sa and Sb, q adds to tune the
amplitude of the quartet-mode, and β

′
takes into account its eventual asymmetry for the

three junctions. Indeed, voltage-locking reveals the features, situated at the same relation,
pVa + qVb = 0 like the quartets. The amplitudes of the e�ects can however be seen to
increase by adding the quartet-contribution.

In a second step, we adapted our model, that it takes into account the fact, that the
experimental set-up is just voltage-biased for Rn >> Rref . Now, it can be easily tuned
into current-bias by an additional parameter ρ, which allows to study the two experimental
limits. Experiments in current-bias con�guration have been tried as well, but no features
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showed up. For the moment, we cannot state, if this is a hint, that the device must be
voltage-bias in order to observe the features or it is just due to the worse quality of more
recent samples. Theory shows, that the features should be visible within the experimental
conditions in current- and voltage-bias con�guration.

We have shown, that the features disappear in the experiment, when we explore the
limit γ = 0, where the device corresponds to two spatially separated Josephson junctions.
This means, that the features are not due to any external synchronization via the exper-
imental set-up. Nevertheless, a �nal proof cannot be given, since neither experimental
data nor our simple model give reliable parameters to di�er within the two models.

Furthermore, unfortunate circumstances in the sample fabrication limited the possi-
bility for quantitative measurements: since the maximum for our features is given by the
maximum amplitude of the critical current, a su�ciently high critical current is crucial
in order to get sizable features.

Unfortunately, just one chip delivered samples with su�ciently high critical currents
(Ic > 15µA), for quantitative measurements. The reason for the low critical current has
been probably caused by two main issues; �rst, the contact surface was not as big as in the
�rst chip. This means, that the same amount of current passes through a smaller surface.
For that reason, the joule heating at the interface is more important and, since the critical
current density is the same, the measured critical current is reduced. Furthermore, the
size of the normal part is longer for those samples. Since the critical current is inversely
proportional to L3, this gives a further decrease of the critical current. Additionally,
residual resist can be seen at the interface of several devices. Finally, the measured
junctions have aged with time; the results show, that it is crucial to use junctions fast as
possible after their fabrication. Also the �rst chip showed increased sample resistance and
reduced critical current 6 months after the �rst measurement and several cooling down
cycles.

Summarizing, for future experiments, we know, that our junctions have to be shorter
than a length L 5 1µm and should be measured quite soon after fabrication. During
the thesis, we have developed several promising sample designs, which have not been
measured yet: Unfortunately, the PhD-time is strictly limited and this PhD-work has
been performed during the move of the Nano-department of the N'eel Institute which
restricted the opportunities for new devices. This, however, opens a bunch of possible
experiments for the coming years:

� A �rst one would imply to realize a fully symmetric device. The idea is to design
all junctions with the same length, which should give three identical junctions con-
cerning their coupling (β = β

′
= γ = 1). This so-called "fork"-structure (see Fig.

8.1c) should allow to study in more detail the real form of the features. Eventual
artefacts due to di�erent de-phasing in the various branches could be ruled out:
In the presented data (Fig. 6.8), especially the quartet-modes Qa and Qb show a
general form, which is rather surprising, with a wide uniform background and an
appearing central peak/dip.

� Another interesting experiment would be to replace the highly transparent S0-
contact by a tunnel-barrier (Fig. 8.1b). Then, we could compare our results directly
to the predictions by Cuevas and Pothier [114]. Variation of the junction length can
be also interesting, since they present precise relations between sample length and
feature-amplitude.
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� Up to now, Quartet-modes have been only measured in our experimental set-up, on
highly transparent di�usive nanostructures. However, there exist an easy way to
produce tunnel-junctions in which the Quartet-modes should appear as well: With
the help of shadow mask evaporation, using three di�erent angles, we can produce a
three-terminal structure, where a big contact interface can be designed. In this way,
even the resistance can be tuned relatively easy. We start at angle 1, evaporating
30 nm of aluminium. Then, we oxidize the surface by putting some oxygen in the
UHV chamber. Afterwards, in angle 2, a second layer of aluminium gets evapo-
rated, this time 50 nm. After a further controlled oxidation of the surface, a �nal
aluminium layer can be evaporated, using angle 3. This gives a vertical structure,
where the thickness of the central superconductor has to be smaller compared to
the superconducting coherence length ξs, in order to allow transport between the
outer electrodes, Sa and Sb. The resulting structure corresponds to that, proposed
by Freyn et al. [25] in the initial quartet-article. For a schematic illustration of the
described device structure, see Fig. 8.1a.

� Measurements of a device in separated geometry should be done, where the central
superconductor has a size less than the superconducting coherence length ξs (see
Fig. 8.1d). Our previous devices in separated geometry where too long (length
La−b ≈ 2µm between left and right reservoir, Sa and Sb). This gives such a strongly
weak coupling between the two electrodes Sa and Sb, that eventual features due to
three-terminal mechanisms are extremely weak. In a structure, where the length
La−b is in the order of 1− 1.5µm, possible coupling should be revealed more easily.
In this structure, also the high-voltage regime could be interesting: if the coupling
between the two junction is indeed mediated by excited quasi-particles, this coupling
should be improved for high voltage, since charge-imbalance comes into play. In
another point of view, this can be also explained in the sense, that at high voltage,
the central superconductor gets more and more normal properties and it should
resemble more a T-shape type symmetry at high voltage.

� Another possibility would be to take our present symmetry of two separated junc-
tions and to shunt it by some normal part (see Fig. 8.1e). This device would
correspond to the theoretical model by Nerenberg et al. [111]. If the shunt is long
enough, the coupling then is only mediated by quasi-particles. This could help to
exclude the charge-imbalance as origin of our observed features.

� Experiments using Aluminium micro-bridges (geometry of Jillie et al. [108]) could
be done, in order to compare our observed features with those, appearing in micro-
bridges.

� Finally, measurements of Shapiro-steps can be done in our present structures: If we
achieve to quantify the microwave amplitude, which is necessary to reveal Shapiro-
steps for a given voltage, we can see, if the necessary microwave power can be
produced as well on-chip. As upper limit, we know from tunnel junctions, that a
microwave power of around 10−7W can be emitted by a Josephson junction. In
general, as explained before, Shapiro-steps are expected to decrease with applied
voltage and applied microwave amplitude (see eq. 3.28). By measuring Shapiro-
steps within our structure where we record the emitted microwave amplitude, we
can extract the necessary microwave power, which must be delivered by one of
our junctions, in order to produce Shapiro-steps due to mode-locking at a given
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voltage. If the necessary microwave power to induce the observed features at high
voltage exceeds the experimental limits, given by the impedance of experimental
environment and critical current, we can exclude voltage-locking as origin of the
experimental features; However, this implies a lot of experimental development of
the set-up: we need to add microwave-cable, assure the thermalization of these
cables and add bias-tees, in order to �lter the signal, which enters in the SQUID-
ampli�ers.
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Figure 8.1: Proposals for device-geometries and measurements
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Appendix A

S-shape transition of the critical current

As mentioned already in chapter 5, our set-up allows voltage-biasing when the sample
is in a resistive state. Here, we discuss the transition from the zero-resistance state to
the normal state. We know from previous work on di�usive SNS junctions that the IV-
characteristics are always hysteretic at very low temperature, even though the RSJ-model
predicts no hysteresis. Courtois et al. [124] have proposed that this di�erence between
observed and predicted behaviour is due to heating e�ects. Independently of the origin
of this hysteresis, a voltage-bias con�guration should reveal a S-shape IV-characteristics.
Fig. A.1 shows the low voltage part of the IV-characteristics with a T-shape sample
by sending a dc-current at the J5-connection only. The voltage corresponds to Va and
the current has been obtained by measuring the voltage-drop across the Rref -resistor.
Therefore, the curves the sample taken as a whole and do not detail whether the current
�ows into branch a or b. The reason why the current was measured this way is because
the SQUID-response becomes unstable when entering the region of negative di�erential
resistance.

Between 200mK and 300mK, the expected S-shape transition is measured. The
IV-characteristics shows a decrease of the current as a �nite voltage develops across the
device. At lower temperature (below 200mK) a clear jump appears, still with a decrease
of the current together with a small hysteresis. We believe that the origin of this jump is
due to the reference resistor Rref whose resistance is not low enough. Indeed, to properly
measure an S-shape response, the biasing resistor must have a resistance value that is
lower than the absolute value of the negative di�erential resistance.

From these curves, we can measure the "true" critical current down to 200mK whereas
only the switching current is measured at lower temperature. Because a switching current
is very sensitive to external perturbations, it may di�er from the critical current. That
is why the �t of the critical current as a function of temperature is no longer valid below
200mK (see Fig. 6.3).

III



Figure A.1: IV-characteristics of T-shape sample No.1
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Overview about measured samples

during the thesis
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Superconducting quantum interference devices based set-up for probing
current noise and correlations in three-terminal devices

A. H. Pfeffer, B. Kaviraj,a) O. Coupiac, and F. Leflochb)

SPSMS/LaTEQS, UMR-E 9001, CEA-INAC, and Université Joseph Fourier, Grenoble, France

(Received 21 August 2012; accepted 22 October 2012; published online 27 November 2012)

We have implemented a new experimental set-up for precise measurements of current fluctuations
in three-terminal devices. The system operates at very low temperatures (30 mK) and is equipped
with three superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) as low noise current amplifiers.
A SQUID input coil is connected to each terminal of a sample allowing the acquisition of time-
dependent current everywhere in the circuit. From these traces, we can measure the current mean
value, the noise, and cross-correlations between different branches of a device. In this paper, we
present calibration results of noise and cross-correlations obtained using low impedance macroscopic
resistors. From these results, we can extract the noise level of the set-up and show that there are no
intrinsic correlations due to the measurement scheme. We also studied noise and correlations as a
function of a dc current and estimated the electronic temperature of various macroscopic resistors.
© 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4766334]

I. INTRODUCTION

In disordered electrical macroscopic conductors, the am-
plitude of current flowing in response to an applied voltage is
governed by various microscopic mechanisms such as elastic
scattering on impurities and inelastic collisions within elec-
trons or between electrons and phonons. The conductance,
given by the ratio between the mean value of the current and
the applied voltage, averages out all the contributions and is
usually well described by the Drude formula. At finite tem-
perature and zero applied voltage, the current fluctuates in
time around its mean value because of thermal fluctuations
of the electronic state occupation number. The amplitude of
fluctuations is given by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
and corresponds to the second moment of current distribu-
tion. Through that relation, the spectral density of current-
noise is proportional to both the temperature and mean value
of conductance. In that sense, thermal noise measurement
does not provide any additional information than the conduc-
tance. At finite applied voltage, scattering events randomize
the flow of electrons and induce, together with the granular-
ity of charge, an additional noise contribution known as “shot
noise.” However, this contribution vanishes in macroscopic
disordered conductors when the events are uncorrelated. It
is only when the size of the conductor becomes of the or-
der of phase coherence length of the electronic wave func-
tion that shot noise becomes sizable.3 This cross-over corre-
sponds to entering the mesoscopic world, where quantum ef-
fects become important. Since past twenty years, shot noise
measurements have contributed to the understanding of elec-
tronic transport properties at nanoscale. One of the most em-
blematic results obtained was the experimental demonstration
of existence of fractional charges in two-dimensional elec-

a)Present address: National Institute of Materials Science, International Cen-
ter for Materials Nanoarchitectonics, Ibaraki 305-0044, Japan.

b)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
francois.lefloch@cea.fr.

trons gas in fractional quantum Hall regime.12, 14 Another very
interesting situation was obtained in hybrid superconducting
(S)/normal metal (N) nanostructures, where the shot noise
was found to be doubled (SN junctions) or very much en-
hanced (SNS junctions) due to the conversion of Cooper pairs
into normal electrons at the S/N interface.6, 7, 9, 10

But the interest of fluctuation measurements is not lim-
ited to noise. For example, the third moment of current dis-
tribution reveals its (non-)Gaussian character, whereas noise
correlations can probe statistics (fermionic or bosonic) of
current carriers such as in a Hanbury-Brown Twiss type
of experiment.5 Cross-correlations can also be investigated
to reveal the splitting of copper pairs in hybrid normal-
superconducting nanostructures.1, 11

However, in order to address experimentally these quan-
tities, new instruments need to be developed. The pioneer
work on the third moment of a simple tunnel junction has re-
vealed a major importance of the environment showing that
these quantities need to be investigated with great care.2, 13

The same is true for cross-correlations, where the signal is
much smaller than the noise and where all spurious contribu-
tions need to be clearly identified.4, 15

II. INSTRUMENTAL SET-UP

In our set-up, the mean value and fluctuations of currents
in each branch of a sample are directly measured using three
SQUIDs as current amplifiers (see Figure 1). The measure-
ments are done at very low temperatures, using a dilution
fridge with a base temperature of 30 mK. The SQUID elec-
tronics operate in the standard flux lock loop mode, which
reduces almost completely the spurious feed-back of read-out
towards the sample. As current fluctuations are measured, the
sample needs to be voltage-biased. This is achieved by plac-
ing, in parallel to the sample, a macroscopic “surface mount
resistor” Rref whose resistance is much lower than the device
resistance and that is mounted at low temperature to reduce

0034-6748/2012/83(11)/115107/5/$30.00 © 2012 American Institute of Physics83, 115107-1
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its noise contribution (see Fig. 1). Then, a low noise cur-
rent source IDC1 is used to bias the system. Two additional
resistors r1 and r2 are placed in series with two other branches
of the three-terminal device. With a second low noise current
source IDC2, it is then possible to control the two voltage drops
V1 and V2 independently. Additionally, each individual volt-
age drop can be measured using room temperature low noise
differential voltage amplifiers. If needed, the differential re-
sistance can also be measured by sending a small ac-current
together with the dc-current.

As current noise is generally inversely proportional to
the sample resistance, our set-up is well adapted to low
impedance samples, typically around 1 �. This statement is
exact for thermal noise and can be somewhat generalized
to shot noise for hybrid superconducting nanostructures. In-
deed, when superconductivity is involved, it exists a typi-
cal voltage scale given by the superconducting gap and the
current needed to reach this gap is inversely proportional to
the sub-gap impedance of the device. In practice, the spec-
tral density of noise can be measured with a set-up noise of
2 ∼ 3 10−24 A2/Hz = 2 ∼ 3 pA2/Hz. This noise floor does not
strictly correspond to current fluctuations at the input coil of
the SQUIDs, but mostly comes from the noise of the room
temperature electronics and translates into these values using
the overall gain of the amplification/conversion chain. The
bandwidth is given by the resistance of the overall device
(sample in parallel with the reference resistor, Rref) coupled
to the input coil inductance. Using a 0.1 � reference resis-
tor and given the SQUIDs input coil inductances (L ∼ 1 μH),
we obtain a cut-off frequency f = Rref /(2πL) ∼ 15 kHz that
limits the bandwidth. Another important advantage of using
SQUIDs is the very low 1/f noise that is sizable only below
1 Hz. With these values and considering a reasonable acqui-
sition time of few minutes, we obtain a sensitivity of order of
0.1 pA2/Hz.

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the experimental set-
up together with the microscope image of a typical three-

FIG. 1. Schematic description of the experimental set-up. The schematic
shows a typical three-terminal nanodevice to be studied with this new in-
strument.The red circuit’s elements are at 4.2 K and the blue ones are ther-
malized with the mixing chamber of the dilution fridge. For calibration mea-
surements, the sample has been replaced by two macroscopic resistors of
∼1 � resistance, whereas the others macroscopic resistors in the circuit have
a resistance of ∼0.1 �. All the wiring is made from superconducting leads.

terminal device.8 For this sample, a central superconducting
electrode emits Cooper pairs towards two spatially separated
superconducting collectors through two normal metal nano-
bridges of 1.5 μm length. The sample can be modeled by two
nonlinear resistors R1 and R2. All the wires connecting dif-
ferent parts of the set-up are superconducting and therefore
do not add any additional resistance in the circuit. The three
SQUIDs sensors are located at the 4.2 K flange of the dilution
refrigerator in the helium liquid bath. All other elements are
thermalized with the mixing chamber temperature.

Any resistive part of the circuit is associated with a cur-
rent source δI in parallel, in accordance with the Nyquist rep-
resentation. In this model, the current flowing in each SQUID
is given by

δI i
sq =

(
R̂i

R̂i + R̂jk

)
δ̂Ii −

(
R̂jk

R̂i + R̂jk

) (
δ̂Ij + δ̂Ik

)
, (1)

where R̂i is the sum of the resistances in branch i, δ̂Ii the
weighted current contribution of all the elements in branch i,
and R̂jk the equivalent resistance of R̂j in parallel with R̂k .
For instance,

R̂1 = R1 + r1, R̂3 = Rref ,

δ̂I1 = R1

R̂1
δI1 + r1

R̂1
δIr1, δ̂I3 = δIref .

(2)

From the three fluctuating SQUID currents δI i
sq , we

can perform three auto-correlations ACi ≡ δI i
sqδI

i
sq and three

cross-correlations XCij ≡ δI i
sqδI

j
sq non-independent mea-

surements given by

ACi = 〈
FFT∗(δI i

sq

)
FFT

(
δI i

sq

)〉
,

XCij = 〈
FFT∗(δI i

sq

)
FFT

(
δI

j
sq

)〉
,

(3)

where FFT stands for the Fast Fourier Transform, FFT∗ its
complex conjugate, and 〈. . . 〉 the rms average at the spectrum
analyzer. At this stage, the importance of voltage biasing can
be seen. Indeed, in the case of a current biasing scheme, the
resistance value of the reference resistor would be much larger
than all the other resistances. Applying this condition to the
set of equations, it becomes obvious that the correlations are
always negative as the result of current conservation applied
to current fluctuations: (δI 1

sq + δI 2
sq)2 = 0.

In principle, the six measurements are related to the
noise and cross-correlations of each element of the circuit
through a 6×15 matrix! This can be very much simplified by
considering that any cross-correlated noise involving at least
one macroscopic resistor is zero. Therefore, the system of
equations reduces to⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

AC1

AC2

AC3

XC12

XC13

XC23

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= Mtot

⎡
⎢⎣

S1

S2

S12

⎤
⎥⎦ + Ntot

⎡
⎢⎣

Sr1

Sr2

Sref

⎤
⎥⎦, (4)

where Sref, Sr1, and Sr2 are the thermal noises of the three
macroscopic resistors Rref, r1, and r2. The three quantities
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of interest are the noise in each branch of the device, i.e.,
S1 ≡ δI1δI1 and S2 ≡ δI2δI2 and the cross-correlated noise
S12 ≡ δI1δI2. Therefore, only three measurements are nec-
essary and we usually choose AC1, AC2, and XC12 that are
related to the physical quantities in the following way:⎡

⎢⎣
AC1

AC2

XC12

⎤
⎥⎦ = M

⎡
⎢⎣

S1

S2

S12

⎤
⎥⎦ + N

⎡
⎢⎣

Sr1

Sr2

Sref

⎤
⎥⎦. (5)

Following Eq. (1), the matrix elements are just given by
the values of various resistances. Note that in the case of a
sample with nonlinear response, R1 and R2 are differential
resistances. As an example, the two 3×3 matrices M and N,
for R1 = R2 = 1.0 � and Rref = r1 = r2 = 0.1 �, are

M =

⎡
⎢⎣

0.7072 0.0049 −0.1179

0.0049 0.7072 −0.1179

−0.0589 −0.0589 0.7105

⎤
⎥⎦,

N =

⎡
⎢⎣

0.007072 0.000049 0.0059

0.000049 0.007072 0.0059

−0.000589 −0.000589 0.0059

⎤
⎥⎦.

(6)

From this example, we see that the AC1 (AC2) is mostly due
to the noise S1 (S2). Focusing on XC12, it reads

XC12 = − |M31|S1 − |M32|S2 + |M33|S12

− |N31|Sr1 − |N32|Sr2 + |N33|Sref , (7)

where |Mij| refers to the absolute value of the matrix ele-
ment Mij. This notation shows that the sign of XC12 is not
necessary that of the crossed correlated noise S12 and that
the contribution Sref is always positive. There are different
ways to extract S12 from XC12. First, if all the contributions
other than S12 are known, the crossed correlated noise of a
sample is known simply by removing those contributions
from XC12 and divide by M33. Usually, S1 and S2 are not
known. In that case, the matrix M in Eq. (5) can be inverted
and both the spectral densities of noise S1 and S2, and the
cross-correlations S12 can be obtained from measurements.

III. CALIBRATION

In order to test the performance of our instrument, we
have measured noise and correlations of a test sample made
from two macroscopic resistors of 1 � resistance at room tem-
perature. For this test, these two macroscopic resistors are
placed on the sample holder whereas the biasing resistors Rref,
r1, and r2 are anchored to the mixing chamber. We then expect
the current noise in each branch to be given by the thermal
noise contribution of each resistive element of the circuit as-
suming no intrinsic cross-correlated noise between them as
they are all macroscopic. The overall results of the six mea-
surements are shown in Figure 2 as a function of the temper-
ature. In this plot, the “SUM” is (�δI i

sq)2 = �ACi + 2�XCij

accounting for the current conservation law. The precise mea-
surement of the resistances at low temperature gives: R1 = R2

= 0.88 � and r1 = r2 = Rref = 0.088 �.
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FIG. 2. Noise ACi and correlations XCij of the three SQUIDs in response to
the circuit depicted in Figure 1 as a function of the mixing chamber temper-
ature with zero dc current. The “SUM” accounts for the current conservation
law and the solid lines are adjustments of the data using Eq. (4) and the ap-
propriate offsets (see text).

The solid line in Figure 2 shows the noise and corre-
lations estimates given by Eq. (4) considering only thermal
noise and setting S12 = 0. The only adjusting parameter is
then the set-up noise contribution that can be read extrapo-
lating the data at zero temperature. We obtain a set-up noise
level of the order of 2−3 pA2/Hz for the three auto-correlation
ACi measurements. The set-up noise level correspond to a
flux noise of few μ�0/

√
Hz in a SQUID, which is close to

the best noise level given by the manufacturer considering
the overall experimental set-up and its connections to room
temperature instruments. Note that these measurements have
been performed with one dc-current source connected to the
circuit but with zero current at its output. Therefore, our re-
sults include any additional noise coming from this external
source. Regarding the cross-correlation between the SQUID
currents XCij, there are no fitting parameters as we have fixed
the intrinsic correlations Sij to be zero. The agreement with
the data is very good so we conclude that there is no measur-
able intrinsic correlations between the three SQUID output
signals.

In a second test, we have measured the noise and
correlations as a function of a dc-current at fixed temperature.
We used IDC1 for this measurement and ramped the current
up to 1.5 mA at fixed temperatures of 100 mK, 300 mK, and
500 mK. The overall measurements are shown in Figure 3 for
a base temperature of 100 mK. As all the resistive elements
in the circuits are macroscopic resistors with temperature
independent resistances, the shot noise is zero and the noise
response should stay constant and given by the thermal
noise. However, we clearly see an increase of the noise
and correlation responses. This increase corresponds to an
elevation of the electronic temperature of the resistors due
to Joule heating, whereas the temperature of the mixing
chamber was kept regulated at 100 mK. From these results,
we can estimate the effective temperature of the resistors.
However, at a given value of the dc current, the effective
temperatures of the various resistors are not equal. There are
two reasons for that. First, because the biasing resistors r1, r2,
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FIG. 3. Noise ACi and correlations XCij of the three SQUIDs as a function
of the total dc current IDC1 applied on the reference resistor side at 100 mK.

and Rref are anchored to the mixing chamber, their coupling
to the cold bath is better than for the R1 and R2 resistors that
are placed and connected similarly to what a real sample will
be, i.e., on a sample holder. Second, for a given dc current
IDC1, the current flowing through Rref is different from the
current though the other resistors. Thanks to the symmetry
of the circuitry, we can consider that TR1 = TR2 ≡ TR and
Tr1 = Tr2 ≡ Tr, both sets being different from Tref, where TR

is the effective temperature of a resistor R.
In order to estimate the effective temperatures in the sim-

plest way, we shall be using only the AC1 and AC3 mea-
surements (Eq. (4)). Considering only thermal noise, the two
equations become

AC1 = α1TR + α2Tr + α3Tref + AC0
1 ,

AC3 = β1TR + β2Tr + β3Tref + AC0
3 ,

(8)

where α1 = 4kB × (Mtot11/R1 + Mtot12/R2) for instance and
AC0

1 and AC0
3 the set-up noise of the SQUIDs 1 and 3 ob-

tained from the measurements as a function of the tempera-
ture. We can simplify these equations by neglecting the noise
contribution of the resistances r1 and r2. This assumption is
justified, first because α2(β2) is ten times smaller than α1(β1)
and second because the current through r1 and r2 is much
smaller than though Rref.16 The effective temperatures TR and
Tref are then extracted from Eq. (8). The results are shown
in Figure 4 for various base temperatures. We do see that
the temperature increase is weaker as the base temperature
is raised and is almost absent above 500 mK. This behavior is
due to the strengthening of the electron-phonon coupling as
the temperature is raised. The temperature increase is clearly
more pronounced at the reference resistor than for the sample
resistors and reaches 	Tref ∼ 250 mK and 	TR ∼ 100 mK
at the lowest temperature investigated (i.e., 100 mK). In the
inset, we have plotted the effective temperatures as a function
of the power R I2 that is dissipated in each resistor. The dif-
ferent traces for TR and Tref reflect the fact that the coupling
to the mixing chamber of the biasing resistors or the sample
resistors is different.
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The increase of effective temperature in the biasing resis-
tors translates directly into an increase of their noise contri-
bution in the measured quantities (see Eq. (5)) and may affect
the estimate of the quantities of interest. However, because
the corresponding matrix elements are small, this additional
contribution stays very moderate, but needs to be considered
in real samples especially for the XC12 measurement.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have described the performances of
an experimental instrument implemented to measure current
noise and correlations of three terminal nanostructures. This
set-up is particularly well adapted to low impedance samples
and uses three SQUIDs as current amplifiers. We have cali-
brated the overall response of the system using macroscopic
resistors in place of a real sample. We have shown that de-
spite the complexity of the instrument, we can reach very low
intrinsic noise floor and that there is no significant intrinsic
noise correlations between the SQUIDs outputs. Finally, the
increase of the effective temperature of the various resistive
elements of the circuit has been measured as a function of a
dc-current.
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Three-terminal superconductor (S)-normal metal (N )-superconductor (S) Josephson junctions are investigated.
In a geometry where a T-shape normal metal is connected to three superconducting reservoirs, new subgap
structures appear in the differential resistance for specific combinations of the superconductor chemical potentials.
Those correspond to a correlated motion of Cooper pairs within the device that persist well above the Thouless
energy and is consistent with the prediction of quartets formed by two entangled Cooper pairs. A simplified
nonequilibrium Keldysh-Green’s function calculation is presented that supports this interpretation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Josephson effects appear in superconductor-normal metal-
superconductor (SNS) junctions where two superconduc-
tors (S) are electrically coupled through a nonsuperconducting
material (N ) [1]. The underlying mechanism is the Andreev
reflection that converts a Cooper pair in S into two phase-
correlated electrons in N [2].

At zero voltage, the appearance of coherent Andreev bound
states leads to a nondissipative supercurrent through the junc-
tion and a minigap in the density of states (DOS) of the normal
metal. In the case of diffusive junctions and when the length
of the normal part L is longer than the superconducting
phase-coherence length, both the supercurrent and the minigap
scale with the Thouless energy given by ETh = �D/L2, where
D is the diffusive constant of the normal metal.

At finite voltages, the nonequilibrium subgap current is
governed by multiple Andreev reflections (MARs). In this
regime, MARs successively raise a quasiparticle’s energy
until it reaches the superconducting gap �. Due to the
superconductor density of states singularity at the gap edge,
MARs lead to a subgap structure in the junction differential
conductance for eV = 2�/n [3,4], n being an integer. This
structure can be observed in diffusive SNS junctions where
the diffusion time through the junction is much smaller than
the inelastic-scattering time.

In addition to this dc subgap quasiparticle transport, ac
Josephson currents also appear in a diffusive SNS junction.
However, during the diffusion of an Andreev pair through the
junction, phase coherence is maintained only if the energy
of the electron or the hole compared to the superconductor
chemical potential is smaller than the Thouless energy ETh [5].
The ac Josephson current can be indirectly revealed under
microwave irradiation. Shapiro steps [1] in the dc current-
voltage characteristics show up when the superconducting
phase difference oscillation frequency 2eV/� matches the
microwave frequency or some multiple of it. The mere
existence of Shapiro steps and therefore the ac Josephson
currents essentially require a quasistatic superconducting

*Corresponding author: francois.lefloch@cea.fr

phase difference, i.e., a diffusion time smaller than the inverse
of the Josephson frequency 2eV/�, or equivalently eV < ETh.

More recently, multiterminal junctions started to be in-
vestigated and brought a wealth of new properties, among
which several remain to be experimentally uncovered. When
two normal conductors are closely connected to a supercon-
ducting reservoir, crossed Andreev reflections (CARs) can
inject two phase-correlated particles, one in each conductor,
which amounts to split a Cooper pair into two entangled
electrons [6–15]. This only occurs when the distance between
the two normal conductors is smaller than the superconducting
coherence length.

Another situation is met in mesoscopic three-terminal
Josephson junctions in which a single normal conductor is
connected to three superconducting contacts [16–20]. The
transport properties then depend on two independent (phase
or voltage) variables. Therefore, in addition to usual Joseph-
son processes coupling two terminals, new mechanisms are
expected that connect all three reservoirs. Several theoretical
predictions have been made for such systems [16,17,21–23].
Nonlocal MARs should show up in the so-called incoherent
MAR regime where the dwell time exceeds the coherence
time [17,24]. On the other hand, the coherent regime where
several MARs can occur within the coherence time is also
very interesting. Shapiro-like resonances in the absence of
external microwaves have been predicted whenever two
ac Josephson frequencies match [21]. On similar grounds,
the production of nonlocal quartets, as pairs of correlated
Cooper pairs, has been proposed as a new dissipationless dc
transport mechanism, which is phase coherent, despite the
nonequilibrium conditions [22,23]. This present paper reports
on an experimental study of such phenomena.

In this article, we report about electronic subgap transport
in three-terminal Josephson junctions performed upon a piece
of diffusive normal metal connected to three superconducting
reservoirs. The junctions are all phase coherent as their length
is smaller than the single-particle phase-coherence length L�

and in the long junction regime, e.g., the Thouless energy is
much smaller than the superconducting gap. They are also
rather symmetric and with a high transparency at every SN

interface leading to a large subgap Andreev current. Compared
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to a pair of two-terminal junctions, additional subgap structures
are observed over a wide voltage range, well above the
Thouless energy in a regime where one does not expect the
presence of strong ac Josephson currents.

In the following, Sec. II contains the experimental details
and reports the subgap anomalies. Section III is devoted to a
physical discussion of the possible interpretations. Section IV
concludes with perspectives.

II. THE EXPERIMENT

A. Samples and measurement process

The samples we have studied have been fabricated by a
shadow mask evaporation technique [see scanning electron
microscope (SEM) images in Figs. 1 and 2]. Copper and
aluminum were evaporated at different angles through a
polymethylmethacrylate/methacrylic acid bilayer mask in an
ultrahigh vacuum chamber. The evaporation of a thin Cu
layer of 50-nm thickness was followed immediately by the
evaporation of thick Al electrodes of thickness 500 nm
without breaking the vacuum, leading to highly transparent and
uniform SN interfaces. The width of the normal metal is about
0.6 μm, and its length L is around 1 μm. Using a diffusion
constant for copper D = 100 cm2/s, we get a Thouless energy
ETh = �D/L2 � 6 μeV. This value is confirmed by fitting the
temperature dependence of the critical current between two
of the superconducting contacts [25]. The superconducting
aluminum energy gap is � = 170 μeV [26]. The diffusion
time τD = L2/D � 0.1 ns is much smaller than the inelastic
time τin � 1 ns at 100 mK.

Three-terminal differential resistances were measured us-
ing an experimental setup specially designed to perform highly
sensitive measurements of current average and fluctuations in
low-impedance nanodevices at very low temperatures [27],
see Fig. 1. The experiment operates down to 30 mK and is
equipped with three commercial superconducting quantum
interference devices (SQUIDs) as current amplifiers. Each

FIG. 1. (Color online) Experimental setup for differential resis-
tance measurements [27]. The three macroscopic resistors have
low-resistance values (�0.1 �) allowing voltage biasing the samples.
The SEM image shows a three-terminal junction sample with a
T-shape geometry.

device terminal is connected to the input coil of a SQUID
in series with a macroscopic resistor with a low resistance
Rref � r1 � r2 � 0.09 �.

The measurement scheme consists of sending an ac current
modulation δIac = 1 μA on the reference side and recording
the current in each branch of the circuit. The differential
resistance Rdiff,a(b) then reads

Rdiff,a(b) = Rref(δIac − δI0)/δIa(b) − r1(2), (1)

where δIi is the ac current measured in the SQUID and
i = 0, a, or b. For all the samples studied here, Rdiff,a and
Rdiff,b give the same behavior. In order to explore the nonlinear
response in the (Va,Vb) plane, two dc current sources were
used, and the voltage differences Va and Vb were measured
with two room-temperature differential voltage amplifiers. In
practice, IDC2 is first set to a fixed value, and IDC1 is ramped
with current steps of 1 or 2 μA. When the ramp is finished,
IDC2 is increased by a larger current step (typically 20 μA), and
IDC1 is ramped again. The density of the measurement points
is therefore not uniform, which explains the dotted features
observed in the contour plots.

B. Results

Figure 2 shows the experimental data measured at T =
100 mK in a sample with separated junctions (see SEM image
in Fig. 2). For this sample geometry, the separation holds
as the Cu underneath the central electrode, although being
continuous, is thin enough that the locally induced gap is that of
the superconducting gap � of aluminum. Only two anomalies
corresponding to dc Josephson effects at Va = 0 and Vb =
0 are detected. This confirms the absence of multiterminal
effects in the presence of a central electrode with a width
(∼900 nm) larger than the superconducting coherence length
ξs as already reported [18]. Such a device therefore behaves
like two independent SNS junctions in parallel.

Here and in the following, the voltage range was limited
to ±40 μV because going beyond would require a dc current
close to the superconducting electrodes depairing current [18].
As the investigated voltage range remains well below the

FIG. 2. (Color online) Differential resistance Rdiff,b of a three-
terminal device with separated normal metal parts in the (Va,Vb)
plane at T = 100 mK. The SEM image represents a sample with
such a typical geometry. In this case, only the upper half with Vb > 0
has been measured, and the graph has been symmetrized.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Differential resistance Rdiff,a of a T-shape
junction in the (Va,Vb) plane for various temperatures. At T =
200 mK, the data have been measured for the entire voltage range.
For the other temperatures, only the upper half with Vb > 0 has been
measured, and the graph has been symmetrized for clarity.

superconductor energy gap, the number of multiple Andreev
reflections (∼2�/eV ) necessary for a quasiparticle to reach
the superconducting gap is more than 8, which would corre-
spond to a total diffusion time much larger than the inelastic-
scattering time. This defines a strong interaction regime in
which MAR cycles are interrupted by inelastic events. In such
a bath of thermalized hot quasiparticles carrying an elevated
effective temperature, the MAR-induced steps in the energy
distribution function are completely washed out [26,28], and
hence the subgap structures related to the singularity of the
DOS at the S/N interface cannot be observed.

We have investigated another type of three-terminal junc-
tion with a T-shape normal conductor connecting three
superconducting electrodes S0, Sa , and Sb whose SEM image
is shown in Fig. 1. Here, S0 corresponds to the upper central
superconducting electrode, and Sa and Sb correspond to the
left and right superconducting electrodes, respectively. The
differential resistance Rdiff,a is shown in Fig. 3 at T = 200 mK.
For this geometry, we expect three Josephson couplings
J0a, J0b, and Jab where the two indices label the two involved
superconducting terminals. In Fig. 3, the couplings J0a and
J0b are clearly observed at Va = 0 and Vb = 0, respectively.
As expected from the definition of the differential resistance
[Eq. (1)], the Josephson coupling J0a appears as a dip in the
differential resistance Rdiff,a , whereas J0b shows up as a peak.
We have checked that the opposite behavior is observed when
plotting Rdiff,b.

We can see in Fig. 3 that the coupling Jab does not show up
at Vb − Va = 0. In the actual experiment, the ac modulation
was sent to the central electrode S0 so that the separation of
this current into the two branches Sa and Sb is not sensitive
to the coupling Jab. We have verified in a similar sample that
the latter coupling is indeed revealed when sending the ac
modulation through Sa or Sb.

In addition to the two dc Josephson features discussed
above, three other lines are clearly visible at Vb = −Va, Vb =
2Va , and Vb = 1/2Va . Notice that in a T-shape geometry, the
three superconducting reservoirs are equivalent, meaning that
the voltages Va, Vb, and Va − Vb are also equivalent. We can
thus state that these three lines all originate from the same type
of mechanism involving the three superconducting contacts.
The observation of this subgap structure in the low-bias
differential conductance of a three-terminal superconducting
hybrid device is the main experimental finding of the present
paper.

In a second step, we have studied the temperature depen-
dence of the differential resistance of the T-shape device. The
results are plotted at the bottom of Fig. 3. Apart from the
central part that is related to the dc Josephson effect at very
low bias, the subgap structure does not evolve much with
temperature. All lines are found to be clearly visible up to
700 mK and 40 μV. This confirms that, in the voltage range
under investigation, the electronic temperature is well above
the bath temperature [29].

To further investigate these new features, we have plotted
some line traces perpendicular to the Vb = −Va line [Fig. 4(a)],
to the Va = 0 line [Fig. 4(b)], and to the Vb = 0 line [Fig. 4(c)]
for various levels of the applied voltages as indicated by
the colored lines in Fig. 3. As expected, the differential
resistance Rdiff,a appears as a dc Josephson resonance around
Va = 0 for any value of Vb [Fig. 4(b)]. The same type of
response is observed when plotting Rdiff,b around Vb = 0

FIG. 4. (Color online) Line traces at various values of the applied
voltage of (a) the differential resistance of the full sample considering
the two branches a,b as being in parallel as a function of the
voltage Va + Vb for several values of (Va − Vb)/2, (b) the differential
resistance of branch a vs Va for various values of Vb, and (c) the
differential resistance of branch b vs Vb for various values of Va . The
color code follows that of the lines in Fig. 3. The data are shifted for
clarity except for the lower ones.
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for any value of Va [Fig. 4(c)]. It turns out that when
plotting the overall sample differential resistance recalculated
by considering the two branches a and b as being in parallel
[Rdiff,ab = Rdiff,aRdiff,b/(Rdiff,a + Rdiff,b)] as a function of the
voltage Va + Vb, the observed profile of the subgap structure
across the Vb = −Va line is also in striking resemblance to
a Josephson resonance. This observation suggests that the
additional anomalies are due to coherent effects involving the
three terminals.

Moreover, it is important to notice that the features
discussed here are rather robust and constant with respect to the
applied voltage. More precisely, as seen in Fig. 4, those persist
at energies well above the Thouless energy. Therefore, the
scheme to explain the additional features seen at nonzero Va

and Vb and that involve the three terminals must also be robust
against voltage-induced dephasing towards all the branches of
the device.

III. INTERPRETATION

A. Synchronization of ac Josephson effects

Subgap structures similar to the ones observed here were
predicted and observed in the conductance of coupled but
separated junctions [30,31]. In this case, two ac Josephson
currents coexist with frequencies νa = 2eVa/h and νb =
2eVb/h. When the two frequencies match, e.g., Va = ±Vb,
down-mixing through the nonlinear response of the device
can generate dc subgap structures similar to Shapiro steps.
In our experimental scheme with a low-resistive environment
(Rref,r1,r2 � Rn), this coupling could be obtained through the
external circuit. Yet, no anomalies are observed in the sample
with separate junctions, despite the fact that both samples have
exactly the same circuit environment. In fact, due to the SQUID
inductances and the wiring, the external impedances at the
Josephson frequency are much larger than the resistances of the
bias resistors, preventing any ac Josephson current to circulate
in the external circuit. Therefore, the relevant coupling can
only be within the sample itself.

An extended resistively shunted junction (RSJ) model gen-
eralizing that of Ref. [30] could provide a phenomenological
description. It involves a triangular Josephson array, shunted
by the corresponding normal-state resistances, that account for
the quasiparticle processes within the N region. With such a
model, the observation of strong resonances requires sizable
ac Josephson currents, whereas they are known to decrease
when the voltages eVa,b exceed the Thouless energy ETh [32].
Thus, even if the voltage decrease in ac Josephson currents
is expected to be progressive, it should definitively lead to a
reduction in the resonance for such a variation in Va(b). This is
very much in contrast to what is observed in Fig. 4.

In addition to be quantitatively inconsistent, such an RSJ
model is only phenomenological. Due to the long coherence
time, transport in the present experimental conditions is truly
mesoscopic, and the explanation of the observations requires
a phase-coherent microscopic mechanism taking place in the
normal region.

One might consider a more microscopic approach and seek
how the possible ac Josephson oscillations can synchronize
together to yield a constant dc component. Such a problem

indeed is similar to the one considered in Refs. [25,33,34]. In
a clean SNS junction polarized with a voltage V , oscillations
with a frequency double of the basic Josephson frequency ω =
2eV
� are generated and show up under microwave irradiation

as half-integer Shapiro steps. This was explained by Arga-
man [33] within a semiphenomenological description in which
the both the Andreev levels and their steady-state distributions
oscillate at the Josephson frequency. The argument applies in
the adiabatic regime in which the Thouless energy is much
larger than the applied voltage.

The same argument could be applied to our three-terminal
Josephson junctions for which the oscillating ac Josephson
current at a frequency νa between two of the three terminals
could be modulated by oscillation of the distribution function
due to the Josephson coupling between two other terminals
at a frequency νb. In that case, the second-harmonic response
obtained by Argaman [33] in the case of a two-terminal SNS

junction transposes into a response at a frequency νa + νb

giving rise to dc features when νa = −νb.
Again, the conditions for such a scenario to apply are

the same as in Refs. [25,33,34], e.g., that the voltage is
small enough to allow an adiabatic approximation both in
the current components and in the Andreev state distribution.
The first one requires that eV � ETh, the minigap scale,

and the second is even more restrictive, eV �
√

ETh
�
τin

.

For instance, in the experiment of Lehnert et al. [34], the
frequency doubling is observed for eV < 40 μeV, an order of
magnitude below the Thouless energy ETh = 350 μeV. But in
the experiment reported in our paper, it is the other way around!
The subgap anomalies are observed for eV above ETh, up to
8ETh, only limited by experimental constraints and without
any sign of decay. Thus, although qualitatively appealing, the
above mechanism does not provide a good explanation for our
experimental results.

B. The quartet scenario

1. Qualitative description

The limitation of the synchronization scenario is the
voltage-induced dephasing suffered by the two electrons of
each of the Cooper pairs transferred between two super-
conducting terminals. Let us instead show that the quartet
mechanism, proposed for clean bijunctions [22,23], can be
generalized to a diffusive system and is fully robust against
dephasing at voltages much higher than ETh.

The main idea is that two Cooper pairs are transferred in a
single and fully energy-conserving quantum process in which
the two pairs cross in an entangled way by exchanging an
electron between them.

To describe this mechanism, let us consider a piece of
diffusive normal metal N connected to three superconducting
reservoirs (S0, Sa , and Sb) whose potentials are set to V0 =
0, Va = +V , and Vb = −V respectively, as depicted in Fig. 5.
Two Cooper pairs from S0 can be simultaneous split in N , each
of them in two electrons with opposite energies (with respect
to the Fermi energy) that we define, without losing generality,
as ±(eV + ε) and ±(eV − ε). When these energies are larger
than the Thouless energy ETh, the two electrons of each pair
do not follow the same trajectory. Nevertheless, if the energy ε
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Schematic for Q0 quartet production from
S0 to Sa and Sb. Two Cooper pairs are split simultaneously at S0

with one electron of each pair propagating towards Sa and Sb where,
under the appropriate energy condition (Va = −Vb), they recombine
to create two separated Cooper pairs.

is small compared to ETh, the electron of the first pair at
eV + ε can follow the same phase-coherent trajectory as the
electron of the second pair at eV − ε and, for instance, reach
Sa . Since Va = +V , the two particles have relative opposite
energies ±ε and can recombine as a Cooper pair in Sa . The
same mechanism holds for the two other particles at Sb. In the
whole process, two Cooper pairs from S0 are split altogether
to create two spatially separated Cooper pairs in Sa and Sb, a
so-called quartet, named hereafter Q0 as it originates from S0.

The key point favoring the quartet mechanism is that the
coherence of each Andreev pair reaching Sa or Sb can be
satisfied at any voltage Va = −Vb, even when |eVa(b)| > ETh.
Considering again the four electrons emitted from the two
split pairs, two of them have energies eV ± ε [pair (a),]
and the two others have energies eV ± ε [pair (b)] (see
Fig. 5). As the quartet mechanism is a quantum process,
the sum of all the possible diffusion probabilities has to be
considered altogether. Among those, the situation where pair
(a) propagates towards Sa and pair (b) towards Sb is phase
coherent and independent of the applied voltage V . Indeed, the
phase difference accumulated by pair (a) [pair (b)] scales as
ετDa(b)/� where τDa(b) is the diffusion time from S0 to Sa(Sb).
The quartet mode is therefore a fully coherent dc process taking
place in the mesoscopic N region and involving four Andreev
reflections.

This is very different from the scheme where two electrons
of a single Cooper pair propagate towards Sa or Sb. In that case,
the two electrons of a single pair have energies ±(eV + ε)
or ±(eV − ε), and the accumulated phase difference scales
with eV/ETh. The effect of such trajectories has, therefore, a
vanishing contribution to the electronic transport when eV �
ETh.

Let us note that the quartet response bears some resem-
blance to MARs [17] with two important differences. First, the
total energy balance of the process is zero, and second, it does
not lead to quasiparticle transport above the superconducting
gap.

In this quartet description, the line at Vb = −Va corre-
sponds to the production of quartets Q0, whereas the line
at Vb = 2Va (Vb = 1/2Va) originates from quartets Qa (Qb)
produced in Sa (Sb) towards S0 and Sb (S0 and Sa). At lowest
order, the quartet mechanism requires only four Andreev

reflections, much less than needed in the same voltage range for
a quasiparticle to reach the gap edge in a usual MAR process,
which makes the quartet mechanism much more robust to
inelastic collisions.

2. Sketch of the microscopic calculation

The above arguments can be substantiated by a micro-
scopic calculation (the Appendix), valid under the separation
of energy scales ETh < eV < �. One uses nonequilibrium
Keldysh-Green’s functions and performs a lowest-order cal-
culation in tunnel amplitudes at the different SN interfaces,
inspired by Ref. [35]. The quartet current is calculated using
a Hamiltonian formalism, and an essential step is averaging
over disorder.

The current appears as a sum of contributions, each being
a product of six propagating amplitudes associated with the
diagrammatic lines in Fig. 5 [Eqs. (A7)–(A9)]. As a classical
procedure in the treatment of diffusion in metals and in an
SNS junction [36], disorder averaging takes advantage of the
energy separation of these lines. In fact, two lines are correlated
by disorder provided their energies are closer than ETh. It
results that the averaged product of six amplitudes can be
decoupled into three factors. One corresponds to the diffusion
of an Andreev pair from S0 to Sa at energies eV ± ε with
ε < ETh < eV , another one corresponds to the diffusion of an
Andreev pair from S0 to Sb at energies −eV ± ε, and the third
corresponds to the anomalous diffusion within S0 that achieves
Andreev reflection at energies eV and −eV [37].

The principle of the above calculation can be benchmarked
on the simpler case of an SNS junction at equilibrium for
which the coherent pair current is proportional to the single-
particle conductance GN times the coherent energy window
given by the Thouless energy. This leads to the known scaling
for the critical current eIc ∝ GNETh [25].

The main result of our calculation detailed in the Appendix
is to show that the coherent quartet current has a similar form
and is given by the two-particle CAR conductance times the
same energy window ETh. It follows a scaling given by

eIQ ∼ −GCARETh. (2)

The minus sign comes from the exchange and recombination
process [23]. The conductance GCAR is the crossed Andreev
conductance of a NaNS0NNb structure in which the electrodes
Sa and Sb are in the normal state and at voltages ±V .

The CAR conductance can then be evaluated (see the
Appendix) and recast as

GCAR ∼ GNa
GNb

G0(ξs)
, (3)

where GNa,b
is the conductance within each normal branch of

the bijunction and G0(ξs) is the normal-state conductance of
a region of size ξ of the superconductor S0. This calculation
shows that the ratio between the quartet maximum current
at a bias V and the single junction critical current at zero
bias is IQ/Ic(0) ∼ GCAR/GN ∼ GN/G0(ξs), which is not
necessarily small. Based on measured sample parameters, we
estimate this ratio to ∼0.1–0.5, in fair agreement with the
experiment. Notice that if eV � �, GCAR thus IQ,max does
not decrease with V , in agreement with the present experiment.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we reported about new subgap structures in
the differential conductance of a metallic nanostructure with
three superconducting reservoirs, a so-called bijunction. The
existence of such anomalies well above the Thouless energy
points towards a new and fully coherent mechanism, different
from the synchronization of separated Josephson junctions, or
any mesoscopic generalization of such a process. Our results
are consistent with the production of nonlocal quartets as a
resonant pair of Cooper pairs splitting and recombining within
the N region. Therefore, our results provide convincing exper-
imental evidence for (double) crossed Andreev reflections in
metallic superconducting/normal metal hybrid three-terminal
nanostructures with a signature in the electronic response at
low temperatures much larger than in metallic Cooper pair
splitters using only one superconducting reservoir.

The quartet mechanism carries intrinsic four-particle en-
tanglement, generalizing two-fermion entanglement from
CAR’s [10] that could be exploited if adding more degrees of
freedom, such as in quantum dots [22]. More refined probes are
necessary to quantitatively study the correlated pair transport
involving quartets as well as possible other regimes not
evidenced in the present experiments, such as the low-voltage
adiabatic transport. A useful tool is to couple the bijunction
to microwaves and to study the Shapiro steps coming from
deviations from the resonant situation Va = −Vb = V .
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APPENDIX: ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF THE
QUARTET CURRENT

The superconductors S0,a,b are described by the mean-field
BCS Hamiltonian with identical gaps � and phases ϕ0 =
0,ϕa,ϕb. To simplify, all materials Si,N are taken with the same
bandwidth w, and they are connected by a hopping parameter
τ , related to the interface transparency T by T = 4τ 2/w2

(1+τ 2/w2)2 .
In Nambu notations, the hopping amplitudes take the form
(i = 0, a, b, and α denoting the position on the interface)

̂i,α(t) = τ

(
eieVi t 0

0 −e−ieVi t

)
. (A1)

The local advanced Green’s functions in the superconductors
are as follows in the frequency domain (ωη = ω − iη):

ĝA
i,i(ω) = 1

w
√

�2 − ω2
η

(
−ωη �eiϕi

�e−iϕi −ωη

)
, (A2)

The retarded Green’s functions are obtained by changing η

into −η in the above expression. The choice of the gauge
is such that the time dependence of the phases 2eVa(b)t/�
are included in the Nambu hopping amplitudes ̂a(b) (with

� = 1). The phases ϕa(b) at the origin of time are included in
the off-diagonal components of the Nambu-Green’s functions.
The local advanced Green’s functions are ĝA(ω) ∼ iπρN in
the normal metal, where ρN is the local density of states of the
normal metal.

The current at some point a of the interface of the
superconductor Sa is given by

Ia(t) = 2e

h
Re

[
̂a,α(t)Ĝ(±),11

α,a (t,t) − ̂a,α(t)Ĝ(±),22
α,a (t,t)

]
,

(A3)

where Ĝ(±),11
α,a (t,t) [respectively, Ĝ(±),22

α,a (t,t)] is the electron
(respectively, hole) Keldysh-Green’s function at point a.

Together with Ĝ(R,A), Ĝ(±)
α,a(t,t) obeys a Dyson equation

which allows calculating the current as a product of Green’s
functions propagating electrons (holes) in the normal or
superconducting regions and hopping self-energies ̂ at
the interfaces. Stationarity allows Fourier transforming the
time quantities and calculating the current contributions
as a sum over the Fourier components Ĝ(ωn) with ωn =
ω + neV . Specifying to the voltages Va = V, Vb = −V , the
self-energies ̂(ω) connect Green’s functions with indices n

differing by ±1.
The quartet diagram on Fig. 5 takes a typical chain form,

starting at the S0 − N interface (with the frequency arguments
omitted),

(A)Q = 11/00
c1,γ1

g
11/00
γ1,β


11/01
β,b g

12/11
bb 

22/12
b,β g

22/22
β,γ1

×22/22
γ1,c1

g21/22
c1,c2

11/22
c2,γ2

g11/22
γ2,α

11/21
α,a g12/11

aa

×22/10
a,α g22/00

α,γ2
22/00

γ2,c2
g

21/00
02,c1

. (A4)

The first two upper labels correspond to Nambu matrix nota-
tion, and the second two correspond to the harmonics (n,n′)
of half the Josephson frequency ω0 = 2eV

� . The advanced,
retarded, and Keldysh labels have to be inserted in this
expression, resulting in eight different terms. Next, each of
the eight terms is evaluated. The final expression for (A)Q is
as follows:

(A)Q = nF (ω − eV )τ 8

×{
gA

aag
A
α,γ2

gA
γ2,γ1

gA
γ1,β

gA
bbg

A
β,γ1

gA
γ1,γ2

gA
γ2,α

− A ↔ R
}
,

(A5)

where A ↔ R means that advanced and retarded have been
interchanged. The unperturbed Green’s functions gA

ij represent
the amplitudes for electron and hole propagation, and they are
evaluated at the appropriate energies ±eV ± ε shown in Fig. 5.
Those energies correspond to the transitions between n and n′
indices [see Eq. (A4)] induced by the hopping matrix elements.
A summation over the labels α (β) and γ at the interfaces has to
be carried out. This procedure is justified to describe extended
contacts at lowest order in the tunnel amplitudes. As far as the
applied voltages are small enough compared to the gap, the
energy dependence of the Green’s functions can be discarded.

The next step is to perform disorder averaging. A contribu-
tion, such as (A)Q should be replaced by its average 〈〈(A)Q〉〉
over disorder in the N region and in the superconductors.
Expression (A5) contains several amplitudes, matrices in Si

and numbers in N . First, gA
aa,g

A
bb, which yields density of
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states factors in Sa and Sb. Second, the product (gA
γ2,γ1

gA
γ1,γ2

)
of amplitudes in S0 at energies close to eV (electrons) and
−eV (holes) that can be averaged separately. It describes the
anomalous diffusion of a quasiparticle within S0, yielding
Andreev reflection at the NS0 interface [37], and third,
the product (gA

α,γ2
gA

γ2,α
gA

γ1,β
gA

β,γ1
) of amplitudes in N . The

two first amplitudes contribute at energies eV ± ε, and the
two others contribute at energies −eV ± ε. We assume that
eV > ETh > ε and use the fact that the coherence between
electron and hole trajectories is limited by the Thouless energy.
Then it is justified to decouple 〈〈gA

α,γ2
gA

γ1,β
gA

β,γ1
gA

γ2,α
〉〉 �

〈〈gA
α,γ2

gA
γ2,α

〉〉〈〈(gA
γ1,β

gA
β,γ1

〉〉. This amounts to separately aver-
aging the diffusive trajectories connecting Sa to S0, and Sb to
S0, relying on energy rather than spatial separation. Then one
obtains

〈〈(A)Q〉〉 = 2nF (ε − eV )(πρN )2τ 8

×{
Pβ,γ1 P̃c1,c2Pγ2,α

}
sin(ϕa + ϕb). (A6)

with

Pβ,γ1 ≡ 〈〈
g11

γ1,β
(ε − eV )g22

β,γ1
(ε + eV )

〉〉
, (A7)

Pγ2,α ≡ 〈〈
g11

γ2,α
(ε + eV )g22

α,γ2
(ε − eV )

〉〉
, (A8)

P̃c1,c2 ≡ 〈〈
g12

c1,c2
(ε − eV )g21

c2,c1
(ε + eV )

〉〉
, (A9)

and where the characteristic phase dependence of the quartet
mode stems from the four involved Andreev reflections, one
at Sa , one at Sb, and two at S0. A product of three probabilities
appear: Pγ2,α for electron-hole (Andreev pair) diffusion from
Sa to S0, P̃c1,c2 for the anomalous diffusion inside S0, and Pβ,γ1

for the Andreev pair diffusion from S0 to Sb. P̃c1,c2 tracks the
probability of two Andreev reflections at S0. The Andreev pair
diffusion modes Pij = P (Rij ,ω) showing out in Eq. (A6) are
obtained by a summation of the ladder diagrams [36], standard
in the diffusion problem.

The diffusion probability on a distance R is P0(R,ω,V ) =
〈〈g11,A(R,ω − eV )g22,A(R,ω + eV )〉〉, and its space Fourier
transform is proportional to

P0(q,ω,V ) ∼ 1

w(iω + Dq2)
. (A10)

Importantly, P0(q,ω,V ) has no dependence on V in the V �
� limit. Most importantly, the quartet current appears even if
the voltage is larger than the Thouless energy.

The above principle for the quartet current calculation can
be benchmarked on the simpler case of an SNS junction
at equilibrium. One considers the dc Josephson current in a
SaINISb junction and evaluates it on the same line as above by
a expansion of the current to fourth order in the transparencies.

Then the Fourier transform of the diffusion probability associ-
ated with the Andreev pair modes 〈〈g11,A

γ1,β
(ω − eV )g22,A

β,γ1
(ω +

eV )〉〉 in N is also given by P0(q,ω,V ). For comparison, in
a NaININb junction with mode 〈〈g11,A

γ1,β
(ω − eV )g11,R

β,γ1
(ω +

eV )〉〉, the diffusion probability is P0(q,0,V ), thus without the
iω factor in the denominator of Eq. (A10).

Depending on the diffusion taking place in N or S, this
results after integration over q,

P0N (R,ε) ∼ 2πρN

1

2DR
exp

(
−

√
ε

ETh

)
cos

(√
ε

ETh

)
,

(A11)

P̃0S(R,ε) ∼ 2πρN

1

2DR
exp

(
− R

ξ

)
,

where the Thouless energy for a junction of length R is ETh =
�D
R2 . Notice that P̃0S decays on the effective coherence length
in S0 (taking into account disorder) [37].

The quartet current calculation follows from Eqs. (A3)–
(A6):

Itot ∼ 2e

h
N τ 8

w2

∫
dω Pβ,γ1 (ω)Pγ2,α(ω)

×
∫
Sc

d2r

ξ 2
P̃c1,c2 (ω)(δV)3 sin(ϕa + ϕb), (A12)

where N is the average number of channels due to integration
on one of the interfaces of Sa,b. The integration volume
δV ∼ λF l2

e accounts for the absorbing boundary conditions for
diffusion in the reservoirs [36] (λF is the Fermi wavelength).
Integration over the surface of S0 accounts for the range ξ

of the Andreev reflection and yields a total factor ξ

wle
for

the integrated Andreev probability in S0. Integration over
frequency yields the factor ETh, and each diffusion probability
contributes by a factor le

wL
. One finally obtains

eIQ ∼ −GCARETh sin(ϕa + ϕb). (A13)

A yet unknown prefactor has to be added in Eq. (2), which is
expected to be of the same order as that involved in the case
of a SNS junction.

The conductance GCAR refers to the CAR in a NaNS0NNb

hybrid structure. The maximum quartet current is thus nat-
urally obtained by multiplying the CAR conductance by the
Thouless energy that sets the coherence of Andreev pairs on
both branches a,b of the bijunction.

The CAR conductance is evaluated from above,

GCAR ∼ 2e2

h
N

(
τ

w

)8(
le

L

)2
ξ

le
, (A14)

where the ratio τ
w

is taken from the rather good experimental
conductance T ∼ 0.3.
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Electronic,properties,of,diffusive
three3terminal

Josephson,junctions
and,non3local,quartet,mechanism

Andreas,H0,Pfeffer
Multi3terminal,superconducting,hybride,nanostructures,are,a,highly,active,field,of,current,researchk,driven,by,the,
goal,to,realize,entangled,electronic,states,in,mesoscopic,systems0, ,
In,this,contextk,we,have,studied,the,electronic,transport,properties,of,three,terminal,superconductor,NSQ, 3,normal,
metal,NNQ,3,superconductor,NSQ,nano3devices,using,a,new,SQUID3based,experimental,set3up,working,at,very,low,
temperature,N[T,mKQ,and,dedicated,for,high,sensitive,conductance,and,current,noise,correlations,measurements0,
In,a,geometry,where,a,T3shaped,normal,metal,NCuQ,is,connected,to,three,superconducting,reservoirs,NAlQk,new,
subgap,anomalies,appear,in,the,differential,conductance,for,specific,values,of,the,ch emical,potential,applied,to,
the,superconductors0,The,most,emphasized,line,appears,when,two,superconductors,NcollectorsQ,are,biased,at,
opposite,voltage,with,respect,to,the,third,superconducting,electrode,NinjectorQ0, ,
This,anomaly,is,consistent,with,the,prediction,of,non3local,quartets,as,the,result,of,double,crossed,Andreev,
reflections,NdCARQ0,In,this,particular,processk,a,Cooper,pair,originating,from,the,injector,is,split,in,two,quasi 3
particles,that,recombine,into,Cooper,pairs,in,each,of,the,two,collecto rs0,
Neverthelessk,also,other,mechanismk,such,as,synchronization,of,ac3currents,or,down3mixing,[[],could,reveal,the,
observed,features0,,
Additional,features,appear,for,other,integer,voltage,ratios,and,could,be,attributed,to,higher,order,processes,of,
dCAR0,The,mechanism,of,non3local,quartet,opens,perspectives,toward,a,new,generation,of,entanglers0 
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